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SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE AND DOCUMENTS RELATED TO
AGREED ORDER MATERLALS

1. Letter from Helse11 Fetterman to Department of Ecology, dated March
9, 2001.

2. Letter from State Legislators to DOE Director Tom Fitzsimmons,
dated March 19, 2001.

3. Letter from Helsell Fetterman to DOE Director Tom Fitzsimmons,
dated March 30, 2001.

4. Letter from State Legislators to DOE Director Tom Fitzsimmons,
dated April 4, 2001.e

5. Letter from DOE Director Tom Fitzsimmons to Kevin Stock, Helsell
Fetterman, dated April 11, 2001.

6 Governor Locke’s Certification dated June 30, 1997 :

In order to obtain federal approval and funding for its third runway
expansion project, FAA regulations require the Port of Seattle to
obtain a certification from the Governor of the state in which the
project is located certifying that the state has reasonable assurance
that the project will be designed, constructed and operated so as to
comply with air and water quality standards. Governor Locke issued
this certification for the Port on June 30, 1997. The Governor
conditioned his certification explicitly upon completion by the Port
of a study of the half century’s worth of hazardous wastes in the
soils and groundwater at the airport site which was to be required by
an Agreed Order under the State’s Model Toxics Control Act.
Ecology and the Port were in the process of negotiating the Agreed
Order when Gov. Locke issued his certification. The Agreed Order
(discussed in detail below) was finally executed by the Port and DOE
on May 25, 1999.a
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e
7. Memorandum dated March 11, 1999, from Roger Nye, DOE Project

Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to Kathy Gerla,
Assistant Attorney General, Re: Request for Ruling:

Purpose of the memorandum is to obtain guidance from the A(J’S
Office regarding the Port’s request to reinstate a prepaid position
within DOE to handle matters related to SeaTac Airport. From 1992
to 1996, DOE had a full-time staffperson devoted exclusively to
handling Sea-Tac Airport environmental matters. The Port had
requested that this pre-paid position be established to facilitate DOE’s
review of Port related activities. Such pre-paid positions are
governed by contracts which set out the duties and responsibilities of
the parties to the contract – the Port and DOE. One requirement for
maintaining a pre-paid position was that the Port enter into an
Agreed Order with Ecology which would address clean-up of
contaminated sites at the Airport. These contaminants were (and still
are) for the most part hazardous substances attendant to aircraft
operations and maintenance such as spilled or leaking jet fuel, oil,
de-icing compounds and chlorinated solvents used to clean aircraft.

e The first DOE staffperson in this position, Linda Paddy (1992-94),
was unsuccessful in her attempts to get the Port to enter into any
Agreed Orders: “she eventually left Ecology when relations between
her and the Port [particularly Elizabeth Leavitt – see Nye’s 10/16/00
memo to Alexander, discussed below] deteriorated during the
process.” Roger Nye filled the pre-paid position from 1994 through
1996, but progress toward a required Agreed Order still stalled. In
April 1995, Nye expressed concerns to his DOE superiors about the
absence of an Agreed Order. Nye’s superiors concluded that an
Agreed Order had to be in place for the pre-paid position to continue.

About the same time, “The concept of doing a comprehensive model
and study of groundwater at Sea-Tac Airport was being formulated
...,” and “the Port agreed to do the work under an [Agreed] Order.”
But there were many issues, “both technical and regarding the scope
of work, that were difficult to resolve.” Progress was “very slow,” and
finally in July of 1996 DOE decided to cancel the pre-paid position
due to the lack of an Agreed Order. (However, the position was not
completely eliminated; instead, DOE “temporarily discontinued” it,
telling the Port it could have the prepaid position back once an
Agreed Order was signed. (see Nye’s 8/23/99 memo to Alexander,
discussed below).
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e Work on drafting an Agreed Order continued without a prepaid
position, and it finally went out for the required public comment.
Many comments expressed skepticism about the impartiality of
anyone at DOE whose position was being paid for by the Port; others
objected to any work done by a prepaid position not being done
pursuant to an Agreed Order and others voiced the opinion that all
cleanup actions in which the prepaid position was involved should
be open to public participation.

8. Request for Contract Services dated April 21, 1999, from Roger Nye,
DOE Project Manager, Sea'- Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to Steve
Alexander, DOE Section Head, Toxic Cleanup Program, DOE
Northwest Regional Office:

This memo clearly states the purpose of the groundwater study
required by the Agreed Order: “The purpose of the groundwater
study is to evaluate whether or not contamination in groundwater at
Sea-Tac Airport poses a risk to surface waters and public water wells
in the vicinity of the airport.” The study is to include a conceptual
model of groundwater, perform computer modeling of groundwater
flow and contaminant transport, and conduct field work to verify the
modeling and monitor for contamination.e
Nye is requesting that DOE contract with outside consultants (which
would be paid for by the Port – see subsequent memos, discussed
below) to provide technical assistance with review of the
groundwater study. Nye says the use of contract services is needed
because of: (1) the high level of public interest and the public’s
demand for independent, impartial evaluation of the groundwater
study; and (2) inadequate DOE staff resources, in terms of both time
and expertise.

9 Email exchange between Steve Alexander, Section Head, Toxic
Cleanup Program, DOE Northwest Regional Office, and Roger Nye,
DOE Project Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study, dated
May 17-26, 1999:

Here, Nye is continuing his discussion with Alexander regarding the
need for contract services for review of the groundwater study. Nye
suggests Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), with
which DOE already has a contract:

e “After meeting with SAIC, we will have a definitive idea of the
scope of work and approximate cost. I will then hy to get the Port
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8 of Seattle’s agreement to pay for the rest of SAIC’s work as part
the Agreed Order. (We have authority under MTCA and the
Ag'eed Order to charge PLP’s [potentially liable parties] for
contract work.) The idea of the Port paying for a consultant to
critique its own consultants may not be too palatable however.
If the Port is not agreeable to cover SAIC’s charges, then I’ll get
back to you what the options are.”

In response, Steve Alexander tells Nye to:

“[T]alk to the Port and determine their support, or lack of, for
paying to have Ecology consultants critique the Port’s consultants.
Don’t wait to find out about this, contact them now and discuss
the situation and what would work or not work.”

Nye then writes back:

“I actually have raised this issue with the Port of Seattle from time
to time beginning awhile back. They are luke-warm to the idea of
paying for SAIC and have, at this point, not committed to doing it
but neither have they said no. They have asked me to provide
them with a written request with a detailed account of what SAIC
would do, which is what I’m working on now.e
FYI: A state senator (Julia Patterson ...) managed to get a bill
through that provided $250,000 to Ecology to study the impacts of
gravel mining at Maury Island. The bill also provided $250,000 to
study how construction of the 3rd runway at Sea-Tac Airport
would impact aquifers beneath the airport. The NWWQ. Section
(John Glynn and Kevin Fitzpatrick) put together a

dation to the governor to veto the bill. b r– – – – –––––– – – –––– – – –– – – – – U
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to stop the 3rd Runway. Furthermore, the Port is not happy with
the situation that they are paying for a comprehensive study of
groundwater at the airport through a MTCA Agreed Order, while
the state is now funding a study which could largely be
duplicative. (Duplicative in terms of developing a comprehensive
groundwater flow model for the area of the airport). Anyway
there is now the somewhat interesting scenario of TCP and WQ
here doing similar separate studies at the airport as far as
groundwater modeling. After modeling however, the TCP will use
its model to look at contaminant fate and transport, while WQ
will use its model to look at hydrological effects of the 3rd
Runway .a
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e What this exchange of emails does not address is that the
groundwater study funded by the legislature did not require a study
or modeling of the fate and transport of known hazardous substances
in the soil and the groundwater at the airport reaching the nearby
streams and public wells. Nor did the state funded groundwater
study ultimately performed by the Pacific Groundwater Group and
released in June 2000, assess the risk of third runway construction
and related infrastructures on the fate and transport of contaminants
at the airport to nearby streams, wetlands, and public wells.

10. Agreed Order dated May 25, 1999:

As stated in the Agreed Order, known hazardous substances exist in
the soil and groundwater in the Airport Operations and Maintenance
Area (“AOMA”) at the Airport. “The primary cause of soil and
groundwater contamination [at the Airport] has been leakage from
underground storage tanks and associated underground piping.” The
Order requires the Port to: (1) conduct a groundwater study, (2)
model contaminant fate and transport, and (3) confirm model results
by obtaining and analyzing groundwater samples. The stated
purpose of the study and modeling is to determine whether the
aquifer downgradient from the Airport “has been significantly
impacted by airport operations,” confirm that groundwater
underneath the Airport is flowing in a westward direction, and
“identify the potential risk posed by contamination originating within
the AOMA” to public drinking water supply wells and to Des Moines
and Miller Creeks. The Port was to have completed a written report
by December 22, 1999.

e

11 Public Participation Plan, May 1999:

MTC;A regulations require “the early planning and development of a
site specific public participation plan.” This Plan describes the
public participation activities for the Agreed Order. Both Ecology
and the Port make the following representation on page 2 of the plan:

“The ground water study is one condition the
Port must meet to maintain state environmental
certification of the Airport expansion project.”

The Public Participation Plan also provides that “additional public
notice and another comment period will be conducted for the report
containing the results of the study and for any additional activities
that result from the study.” Plan at p. 4.8
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e
12. Email from Roger Nye, DOE Project Manager, Sea-Tac Airport

Groundwater Study, to Port of Seattle’s Elizabeth Leavitt and Paul
Agid, dated June 8, 1999 (then forwarded to DOE’s John Wietfeld on
June 9, 1999) :

Nye and the Port have now talked about using SAI(-. to provide
assistance to DOE in the review of technical material regarding the
Agreed Order, and per Leavitt’s request he is further articulating why
SAIC should be involved, ending by stating his “hope” that the Port
will find paying for the consultant “agreeable”:

“... having SAIC involved would lend credibility and
independence to Ecology’s own review of the project;

“There is the unfortunate possibility of a legislatively mandated
completely independent study by Ecology’s WQ Program which
could in large part duplicate the work done in the A©'eed Order
regarding a conceptual model of groundwater at STIA. Having
SAIC involved in Ecology’s review, again, would provide
additional credibility to the Port-generated model. .. .e “... there would be a problem in terms of [DOE] staff availability
. .. Using SAIC would help alleviate the problem.

It is hoped that the Port will find the involvement of SAIC in the
project as described above agreeable, and furthermore, be
agreeable to paying SAIC’s charges as part of the project’s costs as

per the MTCA ([WAC] 173-340-550(a)). ... Ecology would be
willing to involve the Port in identifying SAIC’s specific activities
as the project unfolds. ... I need to hear back from you
concerning this situation as soon as you can manage.”

13 Memorandum dated August 23, 1999, from Roger Nye, DOE Project
Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to Steve Alexander,
Toxic Cleanup Program Section Head, DOE Northwest Regional
Office, Regarding Requested Write Ups Regarding Sea-Tac Airport:

This memo gives a good overview of the DOE Toxic C,leanup
Program’s historical involvement at Sea-Tac Airport, as well as Nye’s
then-current workload at Sea-Tac and some anticipated future
workloads.a
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e “There are several individual MTCA sites (currently 15) within
Sea-Tac Airport. The sites are mostly widely scattered and
physically not connected. Jet fuel and gasoline are the most
abundant contaminants and deep groundwater (70-90 feet bgs.) is
impacted at about 1/3 of the sites. Independent cleanup actions
have been/are ongoing at the sites by various responsible parties

“There are public water well fields both north and south of the
airport, and three suburban streams head near the edges of the
airport .

After stating that there are so many known contaminated sites so near
to these water sources, however, Nye discounts – before any study
has been done – the danger of water contamination:

“Given known information at the individual MT(,A sites, the
current risk to the wells and streams appears to be minimal.”

He then points out that Sea-Tac has never been assessed for
contaminants as a single facility:

e “The MTCA sites have always been tracked and dealt with
individually. Sea-Tac Airport has never been heated as a single
“facility” with the MTC;A sites as “operable units.” Sea-Tac
Airport has never been ranked as a single facility, nor have any of
the individual MTCA sites been ranked.”

Nye then goes through the history of the prepaid position at Sea-Tac
Airport, including Linda Paddy’s (Roger Nye’s predecessor) difficulty
in getting the Port to agree to an Agreed Order:

“During the summer of 1993, Linda instigated the process to put
three or four of the major MT(,A sites at the airport under Agreed
Orders. Because of its role as property owner, the POS was listed
as a PLP at each site along with the responsible Airline Company.
This action and/or the manner by which it was implemented
greatly antagonized the Port and three Airline Companies. I
heard that the POS told Linda that “this is not what we are
paying you for.” I believe the POS may have considered formally
canceling (as per the Prepaid Position Policy) the airport prepaid
position, which would have left Linda unemployed. Duing the
fall of 1993, Linda found a job with EPA in Seattle and left
Ecology .”e
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“I was selected as the POS’s next prepaid position for Sea-Tac
Airport during February 1994. During the interim after Linda left,
Ecology management apparently agreed to back off from issuing
Agreed Orders for the airport sites. ... My prepaid position role
as I understood it was to ... proceed to a formal action only in the
face of recalcitrance to accomplish cleanup independently. .. .

By the summer of 1995, 1 had become uncomfortable about what
my role as a prepaid position had evolved to at the airport and
that it was not in conformance with the Prepaid Position Policy.
. .. the expectation developed for me to “approve” the various
independent cleanup actions, often in writing ... Furthermore,
there was no signed Agreed Order at Sea-Tac Airport and little
prospect for one. ...

Nye then discusses the DOE meeting in 1995 at which it was decided
that there had to be an Agreed Order “’at least about something”’ for
the prepaid position to continue.

Nye describes how they came up with what the Agreed Order could
address:

e After becoming familiar with the MT(JA sites, I had recognized
the need to do a comprehensive risk assessment regarding the
groundwater contamination at the airport (particulmly in reguds
to possible unidentified solvent contamination). The POS had
already tentatively agreed to do this project. Given the
requirement for an Agreed Order to keep the airport prepaid
position going, the POS agreed to do this groundwater project
under an Agreed Order.

However, over the next year little progress toward an Ag'eed Order
was made, resulting in DOE’s withdrawal of the prepaid position:

During the summer of 1996, [DOE] met again to discuss the
prepaid position at the airport. During the past year some
progress had been made towards an Agreed Order, but it was far
from complete. The Port was not enthusiastic about the project.
The decision was made to temporarily discontinue my prepaid
position effective August 1996. The prepaid position was not
permanently “cancelled” as per the procedure in the Prepaid
Position Policy; the interagency agreement was simply not
renewed by Ecology. The interagency agreement is typically
renewed (signed by both parties) each year. I believe [Assistant
Attorney General] Kathy Gerla told the POS they could have thee
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e prepaid position back when there was a signed Agreed Order in
place.

Work on the Agreed Order continued without the prepaid position,
and an unsigned draft went out for public comment in May 1997.

Nye then discusses what he has been doing with regard to Sea-Tac
since his prepaid position was terminated, commenting that Airport
matters still dominated about 60% of his time. One of his tasks was

to work on the required Responsiveness Summary, containing DOE’s
responses to the public comments on the draft Agreed Order:

“(2) Completed about 2/3 of the Responsiveness Summary (RS).
. .. The Port wanted to establish language in the RS acceptable to
it before signing the Agreed Order. The Port was comfortable
with the 2/3 of the RS that was finished and signed the Order.

“Actions (1) [“Completed the final Agreed Order incorporating
changes based on public comments.”] and (2) [Nye’s work on the
Responsiveness Summary] were wordsmithing marathons with a

Port attorney and took much time. All that time was charged to
and had been paid by the Port.”

e Another of Nye’s ongoing airport-related responsibilities was:

(5) Ongoing technical assistance (if anything, my role in this
regard increased given the many new issues and situations that
seemed to constantly arise at Sea-Tac Airport). ... The Port no
longer paid for this technical assistance, but most of it was UST or
LUST related, and my tie for this was charged to federal dollars.”

Nye then summarizes how the Agreed Order was tied to the
Governor’s Certification:

(7) Participated in the Governor’s Certification process for the
Third Runway as TCP member of the “Sea-Tac Team.” in order
to qualify for federal money to build the runway, the Port had to
obtain this certification from the state that the project was
“environmentally okay.” The Team established several
environmental criteria and tasks the Port had to do as a
condition for the certification. Completion of the MTCA Agreed
Order for the groundwater study was one condition.

8 Nye then switches to a discussion of his current workload, including
ongoing management of the groundwater project itself:
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e 2. ... The Port has agreed there needs to be a balance of expertise
on Ecology’s side of the table, but was not favorably disposed
towards SAIC because of professional opinion and because SAIC
has no local modeling expertise. The Port wanted to see if the
company selected for the Legislatively'-mandated Third Runway
study [Pacific Groundwater Group] would be acceptable and
could be utilized by Ecology (particularly since that company
would be utilizing data from the MTCA groundwater study). P(J(J
was selected to do the Third Runway study and was the Port’s
particular pick. Unfortunately Ecology either has to use SAI(-, or
put the work up for bid. As per John W., Ecology cannot just
directly hire PGG. There is no guarantee that PGG would bid,
particularly since they were selected to do both the Third Runway
and Maury Island studies, and may have a full plate.

Nye closes by describing his anticipated future workload, which at
that time anticipated that Phase I of the Agreed Order would be done
at the end of 1999 – but it has still not been completed, some two
years later. Finally, he states:

If this Agreed Order shows the need for significant additional
cleanup actions at Sea-Tac Airport beyond the independent
cleanups at the individual MT(;A sites, it may be appropriate for
Ecology to initiate another Agreed Order with the Port to
accomplish these actions.

8

14. Ground Water Flow Map from Conceptual Ground Water Study,
December 2, 1999:

The Port’s consultant, Associated Earth Sciences, Inc. (“AESI”) has
performed some of the work required by the Agreed Order. As part
of that work, AESI prepared a preliminary ground water flow map.
The groundwater flow map indicates that ground water contaminated
with hazardous substances is flowing in the direction of Miller and
Des Moines Creeks and surrounding wetlands.

15 Memorandum dated October 16, 2000, from Roger Nye, DOE Project
Manager, Sea.- Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to Steve Alexander,
Toxic Cleanup Program Section Head, DOE Northwest Regional
Office, Regarding Addendum to Update Previous Write up Dated
August 23, 1999, Regarding Sea-Tac Airport:

e This memo contains more details of how the Sea-Tac prepaid
position came about and what happened leading up to execution of
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e the Agreed Order. Nye reveals another, earlier meeting with the Port,
in September 1994, to discuss whether it was appropriate to have a
prepaid position without an Agreed Order:

I had raised the idea of possibly doing a large-scale evaluation of
groundwater at the airport ... and the idea had been bantered
around somewhat but there had been no serious moves towards
implementing it at that time. The upshot of the meeting was that
the Port agreed to do this groundwater evaluation under an
Agreed Order to comply with the prepaid position policy, and [the
Port’s environmental head] Dave Aggerholm apparently thought
the idea was environmentally appropriate. The Port put Paul
Agid in charge of the project, who I later found out argued
strongly against the Port doing this project. The Port could have
refused to do the groundwater project at that time and elected
instead to end the prepaid position. It is very doubtful Ecology
would have pursued the idea of a groundwater evaluation at the
airport further.

As a condition for doing the groundwater evaluation project
however, the Port wanted the results of the project (if the results
of the project indicated there was no risk) to be incorporated into
an Ecology-.approved risk-based presumptive remedy scenario
applicable to the airport. Sometime in late 1994 or early 1995, 1
went to [DOE headquarters] and presented the known technical
issues of contamination ... The consensus of this [DOE] group
was that a risk-based scenario was appropriate for the airport
given that the risk of the contamination appeared to be low, and if
the groundwater project verified that the risk indeed was low.
The group also suggested however, that in return for Ecology’s
approval of a risk-based remedy scenario at the airport that the
Port should be more proactive in preventing contamination at the
airport, which is why there is a pollution prevention component
to the Agreed Order.

e

The Port wanted the language regarding the risk based remedy
scenario to be included in the Agreed Order, but [Assistant
Attorney General] Kathy Gerla declined saying that it was
inappropriate to include a remedy in the Agreed Order before the
groundwater evaluation (RI) had been completed. Consequently
the language of the risk based presumptive remedy scenario for
the airport was stated in a separate document which became
known as the “side letter.” The idea was that Mike Gallagher [of
DOE] would sign this document and present it to the Port once the8
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e groundwater project was finished given the results of the project
demonstrated no risk.

At the very end of his memo, Nye points out the glaring omission in
all these negotiations between the Port and DOE:

There is another issue regarding cleanup at Sea-Tac Airport
related to this Agreed Order. The Agreed Order contains no
langpage regarding remedial actions that could be taken if the
Agreed Order did demonstrate there was a risk that needed to be
addressed. In negotiating the language of the Agreed Order I did
attempt to go down that road but the Port objected strongly. In
the end it was the consensus of Mike Gallagher, Ching-PI and
myself that we wouldn’t put that kind of language in the Agreed
Order and that Ecology would elect to formally become involved
in any subsequent remedial actions if warranted when the time
came .

16. Memorandum dated October 16, 2000, from Roger Nye, DOE Project
Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to Steve Alexander,
Toxic Cleanup Program Section Head, DOE Northwest Regional
Office, Regarding Clarifications Regarding Issue of Changing Scope of
Agreed Order to Include Cleanup Actions or a CAP:e
This memo, his second of the same date, provides further details of
Nye’s current workload including work he was performing related to
the Agreed Order.

Nye then describes his difficulties in working with the Port during
this period, culminating in Nye’s extricating himself from having to
deal with the Port’s Paul Agid:

During the latter months of 1999 and early 2000, my relation with
the Port and in particular Paul Agid, with whom I had worked for
nearly four years deteriorated. I became increasingly
uncomfortable in attending meetings with the Port and its
consultants. This discomfort derived from a patronizing attitude
towards Ecology expressed by the Port and a derisive attitude
towards the Agreed Order. In one meeting with the Port and
several tenants and their consultants, one tenant expressed
appreciation for assistance that Ecology had rendered and the Port
countered that it could offer no such appreciation. It also
appeared to me that the Port was tl'ying to achieve a
“whitewash” instead of a sincere effort and also was tl'ying toe
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e take advantage of the fact that I was overwhelmed with
technical submittals, VCPs, and Responsiveness Summary.

When Mr. Agid lost his temper in two successive contacts (a
meeting and telephone conversation) expressed a diatribe against
Ecology (as he often did) and finally launched into me personally,
I cut off the conversation and ended the relation. 1 related events

to John Wietfeld and told him there was no point in my meeting
with Mr. Agid any more, and also that progress on the
Responsiveness Summary wasn’t going very well given all the
other work I was trying to do. Subsequently the VCPs were given
to others, John has taken over dealing with the Port, and I was left
free to finish the R.S.

Attached to this memo is a letter dated July 24, 2000, from John
Wietfeld to Elizabeth Leavitt, announcing that he has taken over as
project coordinator from Roger Nye.

17. Email exchange between Ray Hellwig, Director of the Department of
Ecology’s Northwest Regional Office, and Tom Luster, formerly (until
late October 2000) in charge of the Department of Ecology’s Section
401 certification review of the Port’s third runway and related
proposals, dated October 23-24, 2000:e
Tom Luster was, until his resignation from the Department in late
January, 2001, the Department of Ecology’s top expert in Clean Water
Act Section 401 certifications. He was assigned to head up the
Department’s review of the Port’s third runway proposal in 1996, and
held that position until his abrupt removal from the project on
approximately October 24, 2000 (when this email exchange
occurred). This exchange between Luster and Ray Hellwig, head of
Ecology’s Northwest Regional Office who now heads up the Ecology
team reviewing the Port’s proposal, serves as an example of why we
believe Luster was removed from the project. Luster was unwilling to
ignore problems with the Port’s application. He bluntly states that
draft meeting notes of a Port-Ecology meeting do not reflect his
understanding of Ecology’s position on several issues, including the
relationship between the Agreed Order and Section 401 review:

The draft meeting notes do not reflect those [internal Ecology]
discussions and agreements, and unless the notes are changed,
may end up being used to justify issuance of a 401 that does not
meet 401 requirements.

e
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e With regard to the relationship between 401 certification and the
Agreed Order, Luster states:

[T]here was agreement several years ago that the 401 was the
only regulatory mechanism available to ensure the conditions of
the Governor’s certification letter were carried out. At
minimum, we need to ensure that the Port (and Ecology) are in
compliance with the most current version of the Agreed Order as
part of the 401 review. Also, I do not know of any supporting
documentation for the statement in the last sentence of this
section [of the draft meeting notes], “Construction of the 3rd
Runway will not a#ect Ecology’s ability to respond to findings of
the groundwater study.” At the very least, the statement
incorrectly cites just the 3rd Runway as the scope of our review .
- the 401 and 404 are reviewing the proposed SeaTac expansion.
I don’t think we have enough certainty to make such a statement
-- we are only starting to put the pieces together on the extent of
contamination and its fate and transport around the airport. I
recommend at the very least that if we issue a 401, it include a
specific reopening based on ongoing findings of the Agreed
Order .

8 Now some six months later, in April 2001, Ecology and the Port are
still “only starting to put the pieces together on the extent of
contamination and its fate and transport.” Yet, since Luster’s
departure, Ecology has been acting as if the Agreed Order is not
connected to the 401 review, while knowing full well that its former
401 certification expert considered the two to be inseparable.

As far as making the change to the notes suggested by Luster, all
Ecology did was change “Construction of the third runway will not
affect Ecology’s ability to respond to findings of the groundwater
study,” to “Master Plan actions would not preclude any potential
Ecology action related to the Agteed Order.” This change did not
address Luster’s primary concern that not enough information was
(is) yet available to make any such claim .--. all it did was address his
remark that it’s more than the third runway that is under review.

18. Email exchange between Ray Hellwig, Director of the Department of
Ecology’s Northwest Regional Office, and Steve Alexander, head of
Ecology’s Toxic Cleanup Program Section at its Northwest Regional
Office, dated October 21-26, 2000:

e This email exchange illustrates the vast difference between Tom
Luster’s careful consideration of issues surrounding the Ag'eed Order
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e and Section 401 compliance and Ecology’s current position. Hellwig
tells Alexander :

We discussed the A.O. [Agreed Order] briefly yesterday at the
3RW meeting [with Port representatives], I’m still comfortable not
including the A.O. as an element of the 401. And that was the
consensus of the group.

An examination of the October 20 meeting notes (obtained by ACC
via public disclosure request) show that there were 15 attendees at
that meeting: four from the Department of Ecology, one from King
County, two from the professional facilitation service hired to
facilitate the Port..Ecology meetings, and eight from the Port and its
contractors. It is little wonder, then, that it was the “consensus of the
group” that the Agreed Order should not be tied to the 401 review.

Steve Alexander responded to Hellwig as follows: “Works for us in
TCP.” He goes on to mention more potential problems, while at the
same time downplaying their significance and putting the burden on
Hellwig to bring any more Ecology attention to bear on them:

A couple of other related issues for your consideration as TCP
pursues completion of the A.O. work scope:e
1. T(,P timelines and the Governor’s Certification. For TCP we
don’t feel driven by the G.C., rather, we set schedules through our
own prioritization process in collaboration with POS. It is my
understanding that the G.C. is something which may come up
between the POS and FAA, however, it would only involve TCP
and would be in the context of how can we speed up completion
of the A.O. work scoPQ. If there is something more we need to
consider, let us know.

2. The scope of the A.O. only looks at contaminant sources
within the footprint of the A.O.M. A. [Airport Operations and
Maintenance Area]. Does anyone outside T.C.P. need/want to
know about known/suspected sites outside the A.O.M. A.?

Those within Ecology responsible for deciding whether to issue a 401
certification should “want to know about known/suspected sites
outside the AOMA” that may be disturbed by expansion project
construction. If there was a response from Hellwig to this inquiry,
A(,C has not been provided with a copy.

8
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e 19. Memo dated November 13, 2000, from Roger Nye , formerly DOE
Project Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study, to John
Wietfeld and Ching-PI Wang both at DOE and both assigned as

Project Managers for the Sea-Tac Groundwater Study. The memo
was distributed to POS at November 16, 2000, meeting regarding
Agreed Order status:

“The Agreed Order stipulates that the Port will research existing
technical literature, environmental and geological reports, land
use data, airport historical information and other appropriate
documents. One purpose of this research is to identify known
and ,o ) areas of soil and
groundwater contamination with the AOMA and its 'near
vicinity.”’

“On December 13, 1999 the Port presented.me with a map
showing a list of potential contaminated sites that were identified
based on the Port’s research. On February 7, 2000 1 provided
written comments to the Port that pointed out issues and
objections regarding the Port’s list of potential contaminated sites.
The Port never responded to those comments, and dIning dIe
October 4, 2000 meeting here with the Port, a map//list of the
same 'potential sites’ was presented that was presented to
Ecology December 13, 1999.”

e

20 Letter dated November 15, 2000, from John Wietfeld, DOE Toxic
Cleanup Program, to Paul Agid, Port of Seattle, attaching November
2, 2000, DOE Checklist for Sea-Tac Agreed Order Tasks:

This written notification of what items have been completed was
required by Section IV of the Agreed Order, as stated in Wietfeld’s
cover letter. Of the 16 “Tasks stipulated in the Agreed Order that the
Port must complete,” ten of them were listed as “Not Complete.”
These included:

3. Research existing information to identify potential unknown
areas of soil and groundwater contamination (based on historical
operations) within the AOMA and its near vicinity (1/4 mile).
NOT COMPLETE. Status: ... Ecology questioned the thoroughness
of this work. ... information from Ecology archives [was provided to
the Port] that indicated possible historical sources of solvents not

e
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@
ident Bed by the Port. The written comments and attached
materials were mailed to the Port on February 7, 1999. The Port
did not respond to this material.

4. Research existing information to identify potential preferred
pathways of contaminant transport. NOT COMPLETE. Status.'
Unknown

5. Research existing information to identify any publicly
recorded, operational, private drinking water supply wells within
one mile of the AOMA that could potentially be impacted by
contamination within the AOMA. NOT COMPLETE. Status.'
Unknown

9. Develop a groundwater flow model. The selection of model
software and methodology must be “by agreement of Ecology and
the Port .” NOT COMPLETE. Status: A conceptual groundwater
flow model ... has been completed. ... The groundwater flow
model is apparently not “up and running” however.

e IO. Develop a contaminant fate and transport model. The
selection of model software and methodology must be “by
agreement of Ecology and the Port.” NOT COMPLETE. Status.' ,As

part of this work, the locations of potential unknown areas of
groundwater contamination within the AOMA and vicinity must be
identi#ed. As per Task 3, Ecology has not agreed to an initial set of
locations identified by the Port. Software has not been discussed.
Modeling methodology in known areas of contamination has not
been discussed. Ecology has agreed to “particle tracking”
methodology to model contaminant transport in potential unknown
areas of contamination.

11. Evaluate all data and modeling results generated by the
previous work and determine a scope of work for any necessary
additional investigation activities to be described in an
Addendum to the Agreed Order. This work includes determining
the need for and locations of up to 10-15 new wells to confirm
modeling results conduct characterization of groundwater and/or
perform long-term monitoring. oM£rU}LeJJrwKIB_%
implies this work will be completed together and in agl'eement
with Ecology. NOT COMPLETE: Status: All other work must be
completed #rst.e
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13. Conduct pollution prevention actions specifically for UST
systems at Sea-Tac Airport that are deferred or exempt from the
Washington UST regulations. These actions are: [lists (a) – (g)]
The Agl'eed Order states that “Ecology and the Port will work
together” to accomplish this work. NOT COMPLETE. Status.' No
work has been done.

In turn, Ecology then listed the status of tasks it was required to
complete under the Agreed Order. Of seven tasks listed, two were
deemed complete; another was termed 90% complete. The four
others’ incompleteness was due in large part to the failure by the Port
to complete its tasks, as discussed above (e.g., Ecology’s enumerated
task was to review and approve of POS tasks which are incomplete).

21. Port of Seattle’s December 7, 2000 Response to DOE’s November 13
and 15, 2000, letters (and attached November 2, 2000, Checklist of
complete/incomplete Agreed Order tasks) .

e 22 Letter and Memorandum dated January 21, 2001, from Department of
Ecology’s Tom Luster to State Senator Julia Patterson:

When Senator Patterson learned in early January 2001 that Tom
Luster -- the Department’s top Section 401 certification expert, and
the person in charge of 401 review for the Port’s project from 1996
until he was abruptly reassigned in late October 2000 -- was about to
leave the Department to take a position with the California Coastal
Commission in San Francisco, she asked him to summarize where
the Port’s application stood in terms of compliance with 401
certification requirements.

The beginning of Luster’s memo outlines DOE’s criteria and review
processes for handling Clean Water Act Section 401 and 402
applications, such as the Port has pending here. The Act mandates
that DOE have “reasonable assurance” that applicable water quality
regulations will be met.

Luster then recites what in his view are unresolved issues concerning
the Port’s application. Topping his list is the fact that the direct,
indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposal -- a very basic piece
of the review puzzle, since those impacts are what must be reviewed
and addressed -- have not yet been fully determined. Although
Luster includes the caveat that he may not be fully up to speed one

18



e recent developments, the Port’s most recent submittals (December
2000 - present) have done little to address these concerns.

Another issue Luster calls out as unresolved is “Determine
compliance with other associated aquatic resource-related
regulations,” including the Agreed Order:

“... In addition, Ecology was expecting comments on whether the
Port’s current proposal as described in the Corps/Ecology Public
Notice for 401 review was in compliance with the requirements of
the Governor’s certification letter to the FAA several years ago.
We were awaiting the final project description to determine
whether it met requirements of the Clean Air Act and the Agreed
Order for cleanup activities, as described in the Governor’s letter.”

Luster also found many unresolved problems with the Port’s required
stormwater management plan and stream-flow augmentation plan.

23. Letter dated January 24, 2001, from Paul Agid, Port of Seattle, to John
Wietfeld, DOE Toxic Cleanup Section, enclosing Meeting Notes by
Port of Seattle (Marilyn Guthrie) of January 23, 2001, meeting
between DOE and Port regarding Agreed Order Status:e

“Ecology is requesting that the Port go forward with its modeling
efforts as soon as possible. The Port is currently limited by not
having Ecology approvals to proceed and by lack of su8icient
Commission Authorization for expenditures. Currently, lack of
Ecology technical approval and lack of commission approval of
needed additional funding will prevent the Port of Seattle from
going forward with modeling effort until at least March 2001. The
status of the model is that the computer flow models have been
set up, but Fate & Transport and particle tracking models have
not. Ecology also expressed its current shortage of resources,
specifically staffing shortages, would limit its level of activity as
well

24 Ray Hellwig’s Notes for January 26, 2001, Public Hearing on Port’s
401 Application:

Ray Hellwig prepared the following answer in anticipation of
questions related to the Agreed Order:

e “The AO pertains to a set of circumstances and regulatory
requirements separate from the 3RW and associated projects.

19



e Having said that, however, the 401 will be conditioned to
indicate that the Port must comply with all other state laws
and regulations relating to the project.”

Mr. Hellwig’s answer completely ignores the critical (and obvious)
connection between (1) the Agreed Order studies, which are to assess
the likelihood of known hazardous substances existing at the Airport
reaching downgradient water resources (wetlands, Des Moines (_,reek
and Miller Creek), and (2) the Port’s 401 application, which seeks
certification from Ecology under the Clean Water Act that the third
runway project will not result in violations of state water quality
standards to those same water resources.

25. Memorandum dated February 8, 2001, from John Wietfeld, DOE
Toxic Cleanup Section, to Diane Singer, DOE Grants Administrator,
requesting audit of the Port of Seattle grant for the Agreed Order
(attaching copy of Grant No. GOOOO052 in the amount of $430,000 for
STIA Phase 1 Ground Water Study Agreement with the Port of
Seattle dated September, 1999) :

“I would like to request an Audit of the Port of Seattle Grant for
Agreed Order #97T-N122 for the following reasons :©
There appears to be a possible issue of duplicative funding where
costs of this Agreed Order could be covered both by the grant and
by cost recovery from other parties.

Additionally an Audit would be appropriate and in the public
interest given the high degree of attention and concern this project
has experienced.”

g:\lu\acc\ao-otln.doc

e
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Peter J. Eglick
Kevin L. Stock
Attorneys At Law

Sent via Fax and Email

Mr. Gordon White
Program Director
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Prooram
Department of Ecology
300 Desmond Drive
Lacey, WA 98503

Mr. Jim Pendowski
Program Manager
Toxic Cleanup Pro Dram
Department of Ecology
300 Desmond Drive
Lacey, WA 98503

Re : Lack of Enforcement of Agreed Order #97TC'''N122 between
Ecology and the Port of Seattle and its Implications for 401
Certificatione

Dear Messrs. White and Pendowski:

We represent the Airport Communities Coalition (“ACC”) whose members are
the Cities of Burien, Des Moines, Federal Way, Normandy Park and Tukwila as well as
the Highline School District. We are writing to object to the Port of Seattle’s failure to
comply with Ecology’s May 25, 1999 AJeed Order and to request that Ecology take
immediate enforcement action against the Port pursuant to RCW 70.105D.050(1) to
compel compliance. ACC further requests that Ecology not issue any decision on the
Port’s 401 application until the Port has fully complied with the Order. In addition,
ACC requests that Ecology immediately ask the State Auditor to audit the Port’s
expenditure of funds oranted to the Port by Ecology for purposes of performing the
studies required by the AJeed Order.

As stated in the Aoreed Order, known hazardous substances exist in the soil
and groundwater in the Airport Operations and Maintenance Area (“AC)MA”) at the
Airport. “The primary cause of soil and groundwater contamination [at the Airport]
has been leakage from underground storage tanks and associated underjound
piping.” The Order requires the Port to (1) conduct a Droundwater study, (2) model
contaminant fate and transport and (3) confirm model results by obtaining and
analyzing groundwater samples. The stated purpose of the study and modeling is to
determine whether the aquifer downgradient from the Airport “has been significantly
impacted by airport operations,” confirm that groundwater underneath the Airport ise

1500 PUGET SOUND PLAZA 1325 FOURTH AVENUE SEATTLE. WA 98101.2509 P.0. BOX 21846 SEATTLE. WA 98111-3846

PH: 1206i 292.1144 FX 1206) 34a.a902 EMAIL, r,teh,I,eII.com



Mr. Gordon White
Mr. Jim Pendowski
IHarch 9, 2001
Page 2

e
flowing in a westward direction, and “identify the potential risk posed by
contamination originating within the AOMA” to public drinking water supply wells
and to Des Moines and Miller Creeks.

In notes prepared for use at the third runway public hearing recently held on
January 26 and January 27 (obtained pursuant to a public disclosure request), Ray
Hellwig prepared the following answer to the following anticipated question:

“12. The “Aoreed Order”, how is [sic] being treated in your 401 review
process?

The AO pertains to a set of circumstances and regulatory requirements separate
from the 3RW and associated projects. Having said that, however, the 401 will
be conditioned to indicate that the Port must comply with all other state laws
and regulations relating to the project.”

Mr. Hellwig’s answer completely ignores the critical (and obvious) connection
between (1) the AGreed Order studies, which are to assess the likelihood of known
hazardous substances existing at the Airport reaching downgradient water resources,
and (2) the Port’s 401 application, which seeks certification from Ecology under the
Clean Water Act that the third runway project will not result in violations of state
water quality standards to those same water resources.

8

The Port’s own preliminary studies conducted by Associated Earth Sciences,
Inc. indicate the Joundwater flow directions in the shallow (Qva) aquifer in the
AOMA vicinity are to the west and northwest. The direction of the flow takes the
contaminants through the site of the proposed third runway and toward the
headwaters of salmon-bearing Miller and Walker (_,reeks .

The Port’s failure to comply fully, completely and on time with the AJeed
Order is particularly egregious given the Port’s ongoing massive construction efforts
and disturbance of soils relating to the proposed third runway and associated
infrastructure. The data submitted by the Port in support of its application for 401
certification makes no assessment of the impacts of the proposed third runway and
related infrastructures on the fate and transport of the known hazardous substances in
the Airport Operations and Maintenance Area. Without the oroundwater study and
fate and transport model required by the Agreed Order, neither the Port nor Ecology
can predict with any assurance (let alone “reasonable assurance”) whether third
runway infrastructures will facilitate movement of contaminants to the nearby
streams. For example, will the proposed drain field underneath the 20 million cubic
yards of imported fill become a preferred pathway for the contaminants from thee
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e

AOMA to the headwaters of Miller and Walker Creeks? Will drainage trenches and
underground utilities for the third runway expedite the delivery of hazardous
substances to the embankment and beyond? Any answer to these questions (and
others) in the absence of an accurate and complete groundwater study and fate and
transport model is pure speculation and conjecture. The Clean Water Act requires
more from Ecology than mere - guesswork.

While Mr. Hellwig is correct that the AJeed Order arises under NITCA rather
than the Clean Water Act, his carefully crafted answer for the public hearing avoids
the fundamental issue raised by the question: Ecology cannot provide a legally
defensible “reasonable assurance” that the third runway project will not result in a
violation of state water quality standards unless and until the Port completes the
Joundwater study and fate and transport model that takes into consideration
potential preferred pathways created by the third runway project. Ecology cannot
avoid the issue by compartmentalizing or departmentalizing the Port’s failure to
comply with Ecology’s Order and the Port’s application for 401 certification.

e Mic Dinsmore signed the A deed Order on behalf of the Port on May 25, 1999.
Appendix 2 of the AJeed Order provides that the Port was to complete the
'roundwater flow study and fate and transport model by December 22, 1999. Yet, the
only work presented to Ecology by the Port since entry of the Order is a “conceptual
ground water model” presented on October 4, 2000. We understand ftom discussions
ACC consultants have had with Ecology staff that, since the October 4 meeting, the
Port has failed to perform, and is refusing to perform, any further work required by
the Order under the gujse of a lack of funding even though the Port is in the midst of a

$6 billion expansion project and even though the Port received partial funding for the
studies from Ecology.

Given the lack of projess and the limited work product to date, ACC has very
serious concerns about the Port’s expenditure of the orant money Ecology provided to
the Port to fund 50% of the costs of the studies required by the AJeed Order. Where
has the grant money gone and what did the Port spend it on if the studies are nowhere
near complete and the Port has “suspended” work on them? We hereby request that
Ecology ask the State Auditor, pursuant to RCW 43.09.055, to audit the Port’s
expenditures of Ecology’s grant.

RCW 70.105D.050(1) provides Ecology with a strong enforcement tool:

e “Any liable person who refuses, without sufficient cause, to comply
with an order or agreed order of the director is liable in an action
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brought by the attorney general for: (a) up to three times the amount of
any costs incurred by the state as a result of the party’s refusal to
comply; and (b) a civil penalty of up to twenty-five thousand dollars for
each day the party refuses to comply.”

Full and complete compliance with Ecology’s AJeed Order is critical from
ACC’s standpoint. Its member cities and school district are located downjadient
from the contaminated areas of the Airport. Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks
run through the communities. Some of the communities rely upon the aquifer as a
sole source for public drinking water. ACC strongly requests that Ecology enforce the
May 25, 1999 AJeed Order in accordance with RCW 70.105D.050(1) and not issue
any decision on the Port’s 401 application until the Port has fully complied with the
Order

Please advise how Ecology will be proceeding on this matter.

Sincerely ,

e HELSELL FETTERNIAN LLP

ter J. Eglick
evin L. Stock

Attorneys for Airport Communities Coalition

CC: Mr. Thomas Fitzsimmons
Mr. Raymond Hellwig
Nls. Ann Kenny (for 401 public record)
Rep. Kelli Linville
Rep. Shay Schual-Berke
Rep. Karen Keiser
Rep. Joe McDermott
Rep. Erik Poulsen
Sen. Julia Patterson
Sen. Dow Constantine
Sen. Tracey Eide8
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March 19, 2001

M. Torn Fitzsimmons, Director
Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 47600

Olympia, WA 98504-7600

Re: Ecology’s 1999 Agreed Order with the Ppd of Seattle and the 401
Certi6cation Process

Dear Director Fitzsimmons:

Each of us has now had the opportunity to review the Airport ComrnuIdties
Coahdon’s Much 9, 2001 letter (a copy of which is attached). In that letter, ACC
requesB, unoag other things, that Ecology not issue any decision certifying the Port’s
ttird rmway project under section 401of the Clean Water Act until the Port has fUlly
complied with the 1999 Agreed Order under the Model Toxics Control Act (MFCA)
a,Mcb the Port entered into with DOE.e

As we undnstand it, preliminary data collected by the Port and DOE indicates
that hazardous material on the airport site is migrating toward the construction site for the
tmd runway, the proposed “great wall” of Sea Tac, and the streams beyond. The Agned
Order between DOE and the Port required the Port to prepare an in-depth study of the
“fate and transport” of these hazardous substances. Under the Agreed Order, -that stady
was due by December 22, 1999, but has yet to be completed.

Even if there were no third runway proposal pending we would be very concaned
about this failure of the Port to comply with an Agreed Order under MTCA – and with
DOE’s lack ofenfo{cement in the face of such a violation. We are especially concerned
though because there IS a proposal pending for massive disturbance of an area which,
based on current data, lies in the path of the migrating hazardous materials. Yet, based on
documents obtained by ACC eon DOE pursuant to the Public Disclosue Act, it appears

that DOE staff in charge of reviewing the third runway project assert that thue is no
relationship between the two matters.

We understand that Certification under Section 401 of the (-lean Water Act
means that DOE has reasonable assurance that the proposal will not violate water quality
standards. On initial review, we do not see how DOE could make a decision on
certification here in the absence of the Agreed Order study ard hr the face of current
indications that Uansport of hazardous substances to the dlhd rmway site is occuring.e
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We therefore request an immediate in-person meeting with you to msure that
nothng has been overlooked and to gain a bettm understanding of how DOE proposes to
proceed. At the meeting we can also discuss what steps DOE is taking to enforce the
Agreed Order in the face of the Port’s refUsal to meet its requinmmts. In addition, the
Department can describe what steps it has taken to recover the scarce funding which it
gave the Port for the missing study. ’

This is not a matter that we believe can wait or be resolved by written
correspondence. We feel it requires your personal attention. We thuefore look forward
to hearing £om you concerning a date for an early meeting. Please contact Sue Linn,1
legis]ative aide to Representative Schual-Berke, at 360-786-7834 to coordnate a
convenient time.

Slncerely9

Senator Julia Patterson

Washington State Legislature, District 33
Kepresentativebhay Schual-Berke

Bton State Legislal I, District 33

e
Senator Trac' .e

Washington State'L/dslature; Dishct 30

Representative Karen Keiser
Washington State Legislature, Disbjct 33

Senator Dolo stantine

Washington State Legislature, District 34

;riEFoulsm'resen'ta1

Washington State Legislature, District 34

Representative Mark N6oscia

Washington State Legi$ature, District 30

ve Maryann Mitche11Represenht
Washin e, District 30ghg State Legislat;
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Attorney r\t La tv

EMAIL: kstock@helsell.com
DIRECT DIAL: 206-6892162

Sent via F&x and Email

Mr. Tom Fitzsimmons
Director
Departnrent of Ecology
P.O. Box 47600

Olympia, WA 98504=7600

Re Ecology’s 1999 /\deed Order with the Port of Seattle and the 401
Certification Process

Dear Director Fitzsimmons :

On behalf of the Airport Communities Coalition, thank you for taking the time
on Tuesday evening, March 27, 2001, to meet with me, Dr. Peter Willing,
Representatives Shay Schual-Berke and Karen Keiser and Senator Dow Constantine. I
also appreciate your willingness to bring to the meeting Jim Pendowski, Steve
Alexander, Ray Hellwig, Ann Kenny, Kevin Fitzpatrick and Assistant Attorney
General Joan Marchioro. The legislators and I were disappointed, however, that
Ecology technical staff John Wietfeld and Ching-PI Wang were not allowed to attend
the meeting. As we all ultimately agreed at the meeting, their presence would have
been very helpful in furtherance of the discussion on the implications of the AJeed
Order for the 401 certification process.

e

I am writing to confirm the agreement we reached at the meeting that Ecojogv
will participate in another meeting to discuss Agreed Order/401 issues and that
Ecology technical staff John Wietfeld, Ching-PI Wang and Roger Nye will be present at
the meeting along with Jim Pendowski, Steve Alexander, Ray Hellwig and Ann
Kenny. Gordon White’s presence is also critical because we have been told by
Ecology that he is responsible for and will be signing Ecology’s 401 decision. In
addition, several of the same legislators who arranged the initial meeting with you and
Ecolo8y staff will also attend this technical meeting including Sen. Julia Patterson,
Rep. Shay Schual-Berke and Rep. Karen Keiser. While I encourage your personal
participation in this second meeting, I appreciate the many demands on your time.
As we ajeed, I will shortly be contacting Ray Hellwig to arrange for a mutually
convenient time for everyone to meet in Bellevue, Olympia or in the legislators’ home
b#•• Ob v \PX 4 \= b \,J •e
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Mr. Tom Fitzsimmons
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Page 2e

I also am writing to confirm that you assured the legislators and me at our
meeting that Ecology would take a fresh look at the issue of whether the Port must
fulfill the requirements of the Agreed Order before Ecology can issue any decision on
the Port’s 401 application. In that regard, we look forward to Ecology’s written
response to our NIarch 9 letter and the legislators’ March 19 letter on the subject.

As I explained repeatedly at our meeting, very strong scientific and legal
reasons exist which preclude Ecology from issuing a legally defensible 401
certification before the Port completes its obligations under the Aoreed Order. ACC
believes that Ecology has gotten off track with respect to enforcement of the AJeed
Order and its implications for the 401-certification process. Our meeting with you
last Tuesday and the upcoming meeting at which Ecology technical staff will be
present will help Ecology renew its commitment to the Agreed Order and the public
participation process required by the Agreed Order and help Ecology better
understand that the Agreed Order is a condition precedent to issuance of a 401
decision.

8 Again, thank you and your staff for taking the time to meet with us last
Tuesdav evening. I look forward to our next meeting

J

Very truly yours ,

LLP

CC: bIr. Gordon \Vhite
Mr. Jim Pendowski
bIr. Ravmond Hell\viR
N’Ir. Steve Alexander

hIs. Ann Kenny (for 401 public record)

Rep. Shay Schual-Berke
Rep. Karen Keiser
Rep. Joe McDermott
Rep. Erik Poulsen
Rep. N£ark NIiloscia8
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Rep. NIaryann NIitchell
Sen. Julia Patterson
Sen. Dow Constantine
Sen. Tracey Eide

C;:\.LtJ\ACC,fitzsimnrons3 .30. DOC
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Mr. Tom Fitzsimmons, Director
Department of Ecology
P.O. Box 47600

Olympia, WA 98504-7600

Re: Ecology's 1999 Agreed Order with the Port of Seattle and the 401 Certification Process

Dear Director Fitzsimmons:

This letter follows up on your meeting with some of us last Tuesday evening March 27 regarding
the Department of Ecology’s lapse in enforcement of its Agreed Order with the Port of Seattle.

We also discussed fiscal issues arising from Ecology's partial funding of work required by the
Agreed Order and the relationship between the Agreed Order and the 401 certification process.
We regret you were unwilling to invite John Wietfeld , recently a supervisor for DOE Toxics
Cleanup Program at Seatac, and Ching-PI Wang, involved with the groundwater study required
by the Agreed Order, to attend as we had requested. We are writing to confirm several
commitments you made at the meeting.

e

With respect to enforcement of the Agreed Order, we appreciate your acknowledgements that
Ecology may have ’'dropped the ball'’ and that Ecology did not take steps to devote more
resources to enforcement of the Agreed Order. On the other hand, we were sorry to hear you
state that you were unaware that Ecology could require the Port to pay - even prepay - for
expenses incurred by Ecology relating to the Agreed Order. Both the Model Toxics Control Act
administered by Ecology since its adoption over ten years ago, and the Ag,ee(i Order itself grant
Ecology that authority. We are taking seriously your personal commitment to devote more
resources to implementation and enforcement of the Agreed Order including requiring the Port of
Seattle to reimburse Ecology for such expenses. We note your remarks at>out Ecology's shortage
of personnel and fiscal resources. Given the need to catch up on Agreed Order implementation,
we suggesl that if Ecology were to retain an independent consultant to review closely the Pon's
work product under the Agreed Order, at the Pod's expense, much like Ecology has done in
retaining the services of King County to review the Port's proposed Stormwater Management
Plan, the required work would be done in a timely and fiscally responsible manner.

e The Department's failure to pursue reimbursement from the Port for expenses incurred to date by
Ecology is particularly alarming in light ofEcology's $430,000.00 grant to the Port to fund the
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work required of the Port under the Agreed Order. The failure to date to hold the Port
accountable for the fUnds and the absence of a completed work product is particularly notable in
light of the current budget crunch in Olympia. The Department was unable at our meeting to
answer basic questions about how much the Port has spent and on what, and, therefore, promised
to follow up and provide us with the answers to our questions. We look forward to those

answers with interest. In addition, please advise us in writing as to the status of the audit
requested by John Wietfeld in his February 8, 2001 memo to Diane Singer, Grants
Administrator, including the name of the outside auditor retained by Ecology to conduct the audit
and an estimate of when the audit will be completed.

e

The Port has thus far failed to complete the tasks required of it by the Agreed Order. We believe
that this has implications. We strongly disagree with your statement early during our meeting
that the Governor's certification does not require completion of the Agreed Order tasks before
Ecology can issue a 401 certification. The Governor's certificate very clearly conditions
"reasonable assurance" upon completion of the Agreed Order Joundwater study including
modeling fate and transport of contaminants at the Airport and a review after public comments.

Moreover, it was apparent that the claim that the Port has done enough substance under the
Agreed Order to allow Ecology to draw the preliminary conclusion that "there is no possibility"
that contaminants at the Airport will reach our distdcts' water resources is wishful thinking,
lacking in any scientific basis. We understand the Port has not even begun to perform the fate
and transport modeling required by the Agreed Order. In light of this, we do not see how
Ecology can come to any legitimate, scientifically based conclusions at this juncture- The Port
must complete the report required by the Agreed Order, and publish it for the required 30-day
comment period (including review by independent scientists and concerned downstream cities),
before Ecology can come to any conclusion with respect to the potential fate and transport of
contaminants at the Airport.

e

Once again, at ou meeting you stated that Ecology’s current position is that ’'there is not a
prerequisite for the Agreed Order to be completed before a 401 is issued." However, after much
discussion about this at o.ur meeting you stated that you did not want to issue a certification that

was not legally defensible; we sensed that you were beginning to understand the scientific and
legal reasons why Ecology needs to do a complete reassessment of that position. You committed
to reconsider the relationship between what is required of the Port under the Agreed Order and
whether Ecology can issue a legally defensible 401 certification in the absence of the Port's
compliance with the A©'eed Order. In this regard, you may be interested to know that
subsequent to our meeting with you, we learned that agency documents obtained by ACC
though the PDA reveal that M. Luster had emphasized the link between the two in written
conununications shortly before he was so recently removed from his longtime role as Ecology's
401 coordinator. Please advise us in writing of Ecology’s re-visited position on this issue by
April 15, 2001

Finally, SQme Qf us will be attending the meeting with Ecology technical staff that you agreed to
make available for further discussions regarding the relationship between the Agreed Order and
the 401 process. We understand that the following staff will be at this meeting: John Wietfeld,e



Ching-PI Wang, Roger Nye, Steve Alexander, Jim Pendowski, Ray Hellwig and Am Kemy.
We request that Gordon White also attend this meeting as we understand aom previous
discussions with Ecology that Mr. White will be signing Ecology’s 401 decision.8
We have very serious concerns about Ecology's dealings with the Port of Seattle on are A©'eed

Order and the Port's application for 401 certification. Please give our concerns you persond
attention and serious thought. We look forward to receiving your written response to the
questions we have raised. We have sent this letter by both hard copy and e-mail.

Sincerely,

State Representative, 33rd District

./
;

hHkJ,--'’
bJ

;

~Karen Keiser

State Representative, 3:3rd District

; 1 }

Dow Constantine

State Senator, 34th District

CC : Mr. Gordon White
Mr. Jim Pendowski

Mr. Raymond Hellwig
Mr. Steve Alexander

Ms. Am Kenny (for 401 public record)
Rep. Joe McDermott
Rep. Erik Poulsen
Rep. Mark Miloscia
Rep. Maryann Mitchell
Sen. Julia Patterson

Sen. Tracey Eide
Mr. Bob Sheckler
Ms. Kimberly Lockard
Mr. Kevin Stock

Mr. Peter Eglick
Mr. Peter Willing

e
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8 STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF E(_'OLOGY HF! SELL FfTTERMAN LLP
P.O. Box 47600 ' Olympia, Washington 98504.7600

(360) 407-6000 ' TDD Only (Hearing Impaired) (360) 407.6006

April 11, 2001

Kevin L. Stock
Attorney at Law
Helsell Fetterman, LLP
P.O. Box 21846
Seattle, WA 98171-3846

Dear Mr. Stock:

Re : Your letter of March 30, 200 1 regarding Agreed Order #97TC-N122, 401

Certification proces ses, and commitments made at the March 27, 2001 meeting
between Ecology and certain parties, including legislators, representing the
Airport Communities Coalition (ACC)e

Thank you for your March 30, 2001 letter summarizing your understanding of what was
agreed to at the meeting referred to above. In your letter you also request a written
response to the March 9, 2001 letter you sent on behalf of the ACC to Gordon White and
Jim Pendowski. This letter outlines my understanding of the agreements reached at the

March 27 meeting, and Ecology’s commitments pursuant to those agreements. It also
provides a response to your March 9 letter (which was supported by a letter dated March
19 signed by Senator Julia Patterson and other legislators).

During the March 27 meeting, we discussed legal and technical concerns related to the

above referenced Agreed Order as well as the 401 Certification decision-making process
for the Port of Seattle’s (POS) Third Runway and associated projects (third runway
projects). You presented your perspectives about the legal and procedural relationship
between the Agreed Order and the 401 Certification process. \Ve did not reach
agreement on your views about this area of concern, but we did agree to take a fresh look
at the technical and scientific issues your clients have expressed about Third Runway
infrastructure, and a belief it might create pathways for contaminants from the Airport
Operations and Maintenance Area (AOMA) to proposed runway sites.

As part of taking a fresh look, Ecology committed to hosting a technical meeting wherein
technical experTS representing the ACC would have an opportunity to provide additional
input to Ecology technical staff and ask questions about available technical information.
\Ve mentioned we thought this would be beneficial based on previous experiences where
similar technical meetings were arranged with ACC consultants and Ecology technical

e
n
\a



Mr. Kevin L. Stock

April 11, 2001
Page 28
staff. At the meetings held last summer/faII, information provided by ACC consultants
was used to enhance our regulatory review of the POS’s proposals.

We welcome ACC technical consultants and representatives, as well as legislators and

other interested parties to attend such a technical meeting. We found that previous
meetings were effective in part, because the number of meeting participants was
relatively low, and the focus was on technical areas of concern. This is probably a factor
that potential meeting participants will want to consider. We look forward to planning
the technical meeting at a time and location that will be mutually beneficial. Please

contact Ray He11wig at 425-649-7010 for assistance in this regard.

As indicated above, I would also like to provide a response to your letter of March 9,
2001. In the earlier letter, as well as during our recent meeting, you requested that
Ecology hold off any decision on the Port of Seattle’s 401 application until the Port fully
complies with the Agreed Order. We have carefully considered your request and
concluded it is not necessary to hold up a decision on the 401 application pending
completion of the ground water study under the Agreed Order.

The goal of the ground water study required under the Agreed Order is to evaluate: a)

Ground-water flow in the intermediate (Qva) aquifer throughout the AOMA; b) Model
contaminant fate and transport in this area, and; c) Confirm model results by obtaining
and analyzing ground-water samples. The ground-water study results will: 1) Determine
whether or not the intermediate aquifer down-gradient of the AOMA has been

significantly impacted by airport operations in the last fifty years; 2) Confirm the

predominant flow direction of this aquifer relative to and down-gradient from the
AOMA, and; 3) Provide a more comprehensive understanding of the fate and transport of
contamination originating within the AOMA. The results would identify the potential
risk posed by contamination originating within the AOMA to public drinking water
supply wells, any publicly recorded and operating local private drinking water supply
wells, Bow Lake, Des Moines Creek,. and Miller Creek. Any actions required by Ecology
as a result of the ground water study will be enforced pursuant to the terms and
conditions of the Agreed Order.

e

The ground water study does not (nor was it intended to) substantially contribute to our
understanding of how the infrastructure for the proposed third runway projects could
contribute to the transport of contaminated materials from the AOMA to proposed
runway sites. However, we do agree to the need for additional information regarding this
concern and we will conduct analyses that include the assessment of data already
available to us regarding contamination and groundwater in the AOMA. We will also be

asking the Port oF Seattle to provide us with additional information regarding the
interaction of the third runway projects with the AOMA. Let me assure you that Ecology
will not decide to approve or deny the PoR’s third runway projects until this “pathway”
analysis is complete.e



Mr. Kevin L. Stock

April 11, 2001
Page 3Ve
In your March 9 letter you request Ecology to enforce the Agreed Order in accordance
with RCW 70.105D.050(1). Please be advised that, at this time, we are planning to fully
reinitiate work on this order and will work with POS staff to ensure compliance with its
terms and conditions accordingly.

On another note: Ecology’s Toxics Cleanup Program has asked our Solid Waste and
Financial Assistance Program to conduct an audit of the grant our agency provided to the
POS for Agreed Order related work. Concerns revolve around the appropriateness of
billings, and grant scope of work. Once this audit is complete we will determine if
additional action is necessary.

Thank you for your interest in these matters. If you have further questions regarding the

Section 401 water quality certification please call Ms. Ann Kenny at 425-649-43 10. If
you require more information regarding the status of the Agreed Order you may speak
with Mr. Ching-PI Wang at 425-649-7 134.

Sincere

e Tom FitZ;immons
Director

CC : Senator Julia Patterson
Senator Dow Constantine
Senator Tracy Eide
Representative Kelli Linville
Representative Shay Schual-Berke
Representative Karen Keiser
Representative Joe McDermott
Representative Mark Miloscia
Representative Maryann Mitchell
Representative Erik Poulsen
Peter J. Eqjick, Helse11 Fetterman, LLP
Ray Hellwig
Gordon White
Jim Pendowski

Cullen Stephenson
Steve Alexander
Ching-PI Wang
Ann Kenny
Joan Nlarchioroe
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
P.O. Box 4(XX)2 ' Olympia, Washingloa 98S04.O(X)2 ' (364) 7S34;80 e rw/Too (360) 7s3.8668

June 30, 1997

The Honorable Rcxiney Slater, Secretary
U.S. Department ofTraruFnnation
400 7th Saeet SW

Washington, DC 20590

Dear Secreury Slater:

The purpse of this letter is to reaffirm the conclusions in the Deem&r 20, 1996 letter from
Washington Ecology Dirutor Mary Riveland to Mr. Dennis Chuakop. In aut letter, are State

of Washington provided reasonable assurance that the prop=d airTx>n development project
involving the Sea.Tac A&pR third runway will be lwated, daigned, constricted and operated

so as to comply with applicable air and water quality standards. Sha the State provided that

assurance, the Port of Seattle and the Federal Aviation Administmdoa have prepared and
distributed a supplemental envhonmenu] impact statement. Mtb this letter, the State of
Washington is again certifying that we will take the necessary utions to assure that the project is
built and operated in compliance with applicable air and water quality standards.e
He WuFangton Department of Ecology has reviewed the infomation contained in the Final
Supp;ementa] :n’.'irorLmenUJ Impact Sutemenc for the Prc'x)sed Master Plan UHlate at SeaRle

Tacoma International Ai, pon and other relevant documents. As a result of that review, the State
of Washington re3nrms iB earlier findings and hereby provida. that there is reasonable

assurance that ale airport development project invoivLng the Sa''Tac third runway will be

located, d;£+gQed, consaucted and operated so as to comply with applicable air and water quality

sundar# if ye Port of Seattle implements the following measures:

1 Tne Port of Seattle will obtain and comply with all applicable air and water quality

regulations, permits and approvals including the air£onfonnity detenninadon required
under the Federal Clean Air Act.

I
+•r•• The Port of SeaRle MII irnplenent stornwater control measures that comply widr the

requirements contained in the most current Stormwater Management Manual for tAg

Puget Sound Basin or other equivalent stormwater manuJs approved by the Department

of Ecology.

e a
j. The Port of Seattle will establish and implement a pr(ness for monitoring construction

actIvities to ensure compliance with applicable dr and water standards. As part of this

3n„l, II a



The Honorable Rodney Slater. Secnury
June 30. 1997

Page 2

+
process, the Pon of Seattle will perform the following activities aRer Ecology review and
corrLrnent :

a)

b)

C)

d)

e)

prepare a new runway construction sediment and erosion plan winch adheres to
available txst managernent pracdus (B MPs) and procedues wtJch ale Port of Seattle
will attach to the bid packages when seekhrg conaactors to commct dIe rnnway;
prepare site-specific sediment and erosion conaol pIau wHch describe s;xcific
BMPs and procedures for india cIual construction and tx>now sites;

implement pa)ceduns for reviewing mitigation reqMemenB wial conaactors and

su&ontmctors prior to kUdating construction activities;
implement prueduns for addressing changes in plans and coruaucdon activities ad
resolving disagreements on the intapnutioo ofrddgadon nqMemenb, permit
conditions, and allowable construction activIdes; and

establish and fund an independent qualified construction pollution conaol officer to
advise on and determine compliance with applicable ah and water qudity surd&ds.

4. As part of itS ongoing eITon to address ha7ardous substance releases under the Mcx:icI

Tohcs Control Act WTC A), the Poa of SeaRle will cnmplete a gTOurd water evaluation
at the dana a defined in the WTC A Agud Order which will tn fula]ized aBer.review
of public comments. lbc purposes of this evaluation include:

e
a)

b)

C)

determine ground water flow characteristics and identifying fate and &ursDort
mechanisms;

modeling to assess potential FiSh to area drinking water supplies and adjacent suface
water bodies; and

conducting additional charactriution of ground water and/or long-term rnonjtoring
as necesWr.

5. Tbc Port of Seattle will design and construct the third runway such that the project will
not cause changes in the location of the hydrologic divide tztween Miller and Des

Moines (-’reeks in a manner that alters the average insueam flow of either creek. TIle

Poa of Seattle will evaluate the fusibiliry of coutrucdng an aquifer under the third
runway as a me-ins to control stoFnwater Rows and miualize impacts on insueun flows.
Toe Port of Seattle will submit a report to Ecology dexHbmg the results of this

evaluation.

As stated in the Decemtxr 20, 1996 letter, the State of Washington e;<pcB that the proposed
project will tx Lmplemented in a manner that is consistent with mitigation requirements under dIe
NatiOnal Environrnental Policy Act/State Environmental Policy Act, other envirorunentale



The Honorable Rodney Slater, Secretary
June 30. 1997

Page 3

8
monitoring studies, and control measures and permitting actions involving air and water qudity

at Sea.Tac Airport. In paniculx, implementation of the proposed project must take into account
the air modtorIng evaluation king conducted by the Port, the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control
Authority (PS,OC'A), EPA, and Ecology.

This letter redTlrms uld supersedes the Decemtxr 20, 1996 letter issued by former Ecology
Director May 1Uveluld. (-'orwquently, this letter constitutes the state ceRification required
under 49 U.S.(-. 47101 et seq. All panics are aware that this letter does not constitute a

<33nuniunent to iuue my specific permit. I have directed the DepaRnlent of Ecology and oder
state agencies to knplement and enforce applicable air and water quality standards in a rnamer

that protecB dre hdd of Washington’s citizens and the environment.

If you or your suff have questions regarding this letter, please contact Mr. David Bradley
(360/407-6907) or W. David Williarns (425/G+9-.7071 ).

Sin94'ely

Cd

/a
Go vernq

. CC Tom FiusirTunorLS, Department of Ecology
Demis N{cLerrul, Puget Sound Air Pollution Control Authority
Gina Marie Lindsey, Pon of Seattle

e



gATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
P.O. Box 47600 ' Olympia, Washington 985(A.7600

C360) 407'6000 ' TDa Only (Hearing Impaired) (360) 407.6006

REeD ANM.elO

PLAN. PGM. & c;.i

e
December 20, 1996

DEC 23 1996

ANM4 IO
Mr. Dennis OssenkOD

Federal Aviadon AdlrUnjsuadon

Seattle AIrports District Office
1601 Lind Avenue SW

Renton. WastUngton 980554056

Dear Mr. Ossenkop:

I have ben delegated the authority by Governor Mike LowD' to respond on txhalf of the State of
Washington to the August 12, 1996 letter from Ms. Gina Marie Lindsey. In that letter, the Poa
of Seattle requested a letter of certincadon concerning air and water quality standards applicable

to the proposed runway project at the Sea-Tac airport. As you are awan, 49 U.S.C. 47101 et seq.
(formerly known as the.Airport and Airway Improvement Act) requires a state to provide
reasonable asswmce thatcenain types of FAA-fUnded projects will &’ located, designed,
constructed and operated.in compliance with appLicable air and water quality standards.

@

The Washington Deoarment ofEcolo n' hu reviewed the informadon contained in the Final
Environmental Inroact Scatement for the Proposed Master Plan Update at Seattle Tacoma
International Aix port and other relevant documents. As a result of that review, the State of
Washington hereby provides that there is reasonable assurance that the airport development
project involving dIe Sea.-Tac third runway will be located, designed, constnrcted and operated so

as to comply win applicable air and water quality starduds, if the Port of Seattle implements the
following measures:

I The Port ofSeatde wHI obtain and comply with all applicable air and water quality
regulatIons, pendts and approvals including the air conforrniry determination required
under the Federal Clean Air Act.

I
dh•n• The Port of Seattle will implement stormwater control measures that comply with the

nquiremenB contained in the most current Stonnwater Management Manual for the
Puget Sound Basin

8
3

The Port of Seatde will establish and implement a process for monitoring consuucdon
activities to ensue compliance with applicable a and water qualify standards. As pan of
this process, the Port of Seattle will ;xrforrn the following activities after Ecolo£D' review
and cornrnent:

++tJ
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Page 2

( a) prepare a new runwaY constnlcaon sediment ad erosion control plan that adheres
to best management practices ®Ws) and procedures, which the Port of Seattle

will attach to the bid packages when seehng conuactors to constnrct the lunway;
prepare site-specific sediment and erosion conuol plans that describe SDecific

BMPs and procedures for indjviduH c-onsaucdon and borrow sites;
implement procedures for reviewing ruidgadon requirements with concactors and
subcontractors prior to initiating consTucdon activities;
implement procedures for addressing changes in plans and consaucdon activities
and resolving disagnernents on the iateQntadon of mitigation requirements,
Fennit conditions, and aLlowable construction activities; and
establish and fund an independent qualified construction pollution conDO I o&lccr
to advise on and deterrnine compliance with applicable air and water qudity
standards.

(b)

(C)

(d)

(e)

4. As part of its ongoing efforts to address hazardous substance releases under de Model
Toxics Control Act (M:FCA), the Poa of Seattle will complete a ground water evaluation
at the airport as defined in a NfFCA Agreed Order which will tx finalized after review of
public comments. The pwTnses of this evaluation include:

( a)

(b)

(C)

determining ground water flow characteristics and identifying fate and aaupon
mechanisms :
determining potential ris+ to area drinking waur supplies and adjacent surface
water bodies ; and,

conducting additional charuteri3don of gound water and/or long-term
rnorucorulg, as necessary.

I

e
C

The Port of Seattle will design and constnrct the Third Runway such that the project will
not cause changes in the locadon of the hydrologic divide txtween Miller and Des
Moines Creeks in a manner thaI alters the average instream flow of either clcek. The Port

of Seattle will evaluate the feasibiliry of constructing an aquifer under the third runway as

a means to control stormwater flows and niranrize impacts on insaeam flows. The Port

of Seattle will submit a report to Ecology describing the results of this evaluation.

It is also my expectation that the proposed project will be implemented in a manner that is
conslstent with mitigation requinments under the National Environmental Policy Act/S cate

Envkonnrental Poijcy Act, other environmental rnorLitoring studies, control measures and

pennitting actions involving air and water aualiq/ aI Sea-Tac Airport. in panicuJar, the DroDOsed

project should take into account the air monitoring evaluation being conducted by the Pon, the

Puget Sound AIr Pollution Control Authoric/ (PSAPCA), EPA, and Ecology.

This letter consdtutes the state cenincadon required under 49 U.S.C. 47 101 et seq. AD panics
Te aware that this letter does not constitute a commitment to issue any specific pernUt. I have
duected mY staff to implement and enforce applicable air and water quaJiq/ requirements in a

fnanne; that protects the bedth of Washington’s citizens and the envkorLmenc.
8
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Ie:I idae STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional Office, 3190 . 160th Ave S.E. • Bellevue, Washington 98008.5452 • (425) bt9'7000

March 11, 1999

TO:

THRU:

Kathy Gerla
Assistant Attorney General

Steve Alexander
Section Head, Toxics Cleanup Program, NWRO

FROM: Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Request for Ruling

The Port of Seattle has requested that a full-time prepaid position (me) be reinstated for
Sea-Tac Airport. Given issues that have been associated with the prepaid position for the
airport in the past md also some new issues, I think there needs to be consideration of
reinstating that position Bom a legal perspective.

e There was a prepaid position for Sea-Tac Airport from about 1992 through August 1996.
No Consent Decree or Agreed Order with the Port and/or tenants at the airport was
consummated during that time. My predecessor in the prepaid position for the airport,
Linda Paddy, attempted to put some sites at the airport under Agreed Orders, but she

eventually left Ecology when relations between her and the Port deteriorated during the
process. The PLP’s for the sites Linda tried to put under Orders (United, Continental,
and Northwest Airlines) subsequently promised to be more aggressive in pursuing
independent cleanup actions if Ecology would not put them under formal Orders. That
was the situation when I became the prepaid for the airport in February 1994.

My role as a prepaid evolved into that of providing a constant regulatory “presence” and
proactive technical assistance concerning the many independent cleanup actions that were
underway at the airport (’Mike Gallagher called it the “gorilla in the closet” role). This
role actually worked quite well in moving the various independent cleanup actions along.
I became increasingly concerned however, whether this was an appropriate use of a

prepaid position and also about my level of involvement in the independent cleanup
actions. I presented my concerns through Mike Gallagher, and during April 1995, Mary
Bug, Mike, you, and I met to discuss whether or not the prepaid position should continue
for Sea-Tac Airport. There were two decisions that came out of that meeting. (1) The
role of full-time technical assistance was acceptable. This was based on the fact that,
although the Prepaid Position Policy did not provide for this, there was specific language
in the attendant Interagency Agreement that did provide for ongoing technical assistance.e

{}



e Kathy Gerla
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(2) There had to be an Agreed Order at least about something concerning Sea-Tac Airport
for the prepaid position to continue.

The concept of doing a comprehensive model and study of groundwater at Sea-Tac
Airport was being formulated about this time. This project presented an opportunity to
have an Agreed Order at the airport, and the Port agreed to do the work under an Order.
As it turned out however, there were many issues, both technical and regarding the scope
of work that were difficult to resolve. Progress on the language of the Agreed Order was
very slow. Finally, during July 1996, Mike Gallagher and I met with Mary Burg (I don’t
think you were there), and the decision was t&@1 the prepaid position since there was
still no signed Agreed Order for Sea-Tac Airport. –

Order for the groundwater
public comment. Many

comments were received that strongly objected to and expressed skepticism about
Ecology’s prepaid position at the airport (a perceived process where Ecology was “paid”
and thus influenced by the Port). There were more specific commea$J4at expressed the r \. 4 ,a-1 ) +
position that, as per Ecology’s own Prepaid Position Policy, it wasG®l'for the prepaid y'-'i / \
person to be involved in cleanup actions at the airport that weren’t under an Order or Ot -\&'' '.
Decree. Or, all cleanup actions that the prepaid person was involved in at the airport
were open to public participation.

did continu9 without a prepaid position on the Agreedi

project howand finally it was finished and went out for

The Port specifically wants a new prepaid position to (1) carTy on the groundwater
project under the Agreed Order (the project will take about another two years), and (2)
attend to putting several sites at the airport through the Voluntary Cleanup Program
process. The Port’s expectation for the position is also (as it’s always been) that the
prepaid person be involved as a regulatory presence and provide technical assistance as

requested in many other environmental issues that come up at the airport (for example,
the construction of a new aircraft fueling system).

There are some issues that, I think, need to be considered before Ecology agrees to
reinstate the prepaid position (1) The agency should make sure it is on firm legal ground
before allowing the prepaid position to be used for.pO der.

Anti-airport groups perhaps would legally challenge this use of the prepaid position. (2)
Should there be a new Interagency Agreement established with the Port or is the one
from 1992 still applicable (the current boilerplate is not the same)? (3) Would a

reinstated prepaid position at the airport have to go out for public comment? if so, there
!vQuld probably be strong public opposition to it and if that happened, what would we do?

CC,A g,, - A,\ t,',X–-3:\ \l Yh9.„,\„ T,t ,.I , ia +LL STcG\ h,C:# 7 If„ ) J q:,.).1 j .X=F
e Agreed Or’der will be signed during this month or early April and the-Port wants the ’

prepaid position reinstated at Sea-Tac Airport at that time. Thank you in advance for +)) ]. k, E', +

(';k)
e your attention to this matter.

IS nEt STL;\'



e STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional Office, 3190 ' 160th Ave S.E. • Bellevue, Washington 98008.5452 e (425) 649.7000

April 21, 1999

TO: Steve Alexander
Section Head TCP – NWRO

THROUGH: Joe Hick'

Unit Sup

FROM: Roger Nye
Project Manager, Sea-Tac Airport Groundwater Study

SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR CONTRACT SERVICES

The Port of Seattle is conducting an extensive study of groundwater flow and
contaminant transport via groundwater flow at Sea-Tac Airport. The study is
being conducted under an Agreed Order with Ecology. The purpose of the
groundwater study is to evaluate whether or not contamination in groundwater at
Sea-Tac Airport poses a risk to surface waters and public water wells in the
vicinity of the airport.

8

The approach of the study is to (1) develop a conceptual model of groundwater
at Sea-Tac Airport and surrounding vicinity, (2) perform computer modeling of
groundwater flow and contaminant transport, and (3) conduct subsequent field
work to verify the modeling and monitor for contamination as appropriate.

The purpose of the contract services is to provide technical assistance regarding
these elements of the study. The use of contract services is needed because:

(1 ) There is keen interest in this project by state representatives, citizen’s groups.
communities, and public water districts local to the airport as per the many
comments received during the public comment period for the Agreed Order. A
significant element of the comments was that Ecology must independently
evaluate all work performed by the Port of Seattle and its consultants.

(2) The technical aspects of the modeling will be sophisticated. The time and/or
expertise (in terms of working with this technology routinely) of in-house Ecology
staff to adequately evaluate this extensive modeling in a timely manner are
limited6

•@ 8 a
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The specific scnpe of work for the contract services would be as follows:

(1 ) Provide technical assistance to evaluate the conceptual model of
groundwater at Sea-Tac Airport developed by Port of Seattle consultants.

(2) Provide technical assistance to evaluate three<iirnensional MODFLOW
computer modeling and contaminant transport modeling done by Port of Seattle
consultants.

(3) Provide technical assistance to perform independent simulations utilizing
elements of the models done by Port of Seattle consultants.

(4) Provide technical assistance to evaluate fieldwork to confirm the model and
monitor for contamination as proposed by Port of Seattle consultants.

In short, the use of contract services would be to help evaluate the product of
others rather than to produce a product, which hopefully. would not be an
excessive cost.

e Thank you for your attention to this matter. The Port of Seattle will be presenting
the conceptual groundwater model during the first week in July.



Alexander, Steve (ECY) _

From:
Sent :

To:
Subject:8
I actually have raised this issue with the Port of Seattle from time to time beginning awhile back.
They are luke-warm to the idea of paying for SAIC and have, at this point, not committed to doing it
but neither have they said no. They have asked me to provide them with a written request with a
detailed account of what SAIC would do, which is what I’m working on now.

FYl: A state senator ( Julia Patterson- from a district surrounding Sea-Tac airport) managed to get a

bill through that provided $250,000 to Ecology to study the impacts of gravel mining at Maury Island.
The bill also provided $250,000 to study how construction of the 3'd Runway at Sea-Tac Airport
would impact aquifers beneath the airpod. The NWWQ Section ( John Glynn and Kevin Fitzpatrick)
put together a recommendation to the governor to veto the bill, but the governor just recently signed
it–anyway. The Port views this as an attempt to stop the 3'd Runway. Furthermore, the Pod is not
happy with the situation that they are paying for a comprehensive study of groundwater at the airport
through a MTCA Agreed Order, while the state is now funding a study which could largely be
duplicative. (Duplicative in terms of developing a comprehensive groundwater flow model for the
area of the airport). Anyway there is now the somewhat interesting scenario of TCP and WQ here
doing similar separate studies at the airport as far as groundwater modeling. After modeling
however, the TCP will use its model to look at contaminant fate and transport, while WQ will use its
model to look at hydrological effects of the 3'd Runway.e

e

Nye. Roger
Wednesday. May 26. 1999 10:49 AM
Alexander. Steve (ECY>
RE: Request for Contract Services

----.Original Message---'--
From: Alexander, Steve (ECY)
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 1999 5:40 PM
To: Nye, Roger
Subject: RE: Request for Contract Services

Roger: Sorry this has taken so long. This looks good. with one exception: talk to the Port and determine their
support. or lack of, for paying to have Ecology consultants critique the Pon's consultant's. Don't wait to find out about
this, contact them now and discuss the situation and what would work or not work. Thanks.

–-–Original Message–
From: Nye, Roger
Sent: Monday. May 17. 1999 10:19 PM
To: Alexander. Steve
Cc: Hickey. Joe: Wang. ChIng Pi
Subject: Request for Contract Services

Hello Steve:

Thank you for considering my request. Here is how the process works for the work I need, and
what has been done so far:

Ecology has a consulting company named Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC)
currently under contract. This company was selected among several companies that competed
for a 5-year contract with Ecology.

I talked with Jan Swanberg, who subsequently met with Chuck Hollander (person at SAIC that

1



coordinates its work with Ecology) and described the work I want SAIC to do. As per Jan. SAIC
can do what I want. and there is a person locally (Mark Dagels) at SAIC’s Bothell office that can
do it. Sometime this week, I will talk with Chuck Hollander to more extensively descrIbe the work
I need. and also to arrange a meeting with SAIC to formulate a more detailed scope of work and
establish a cost estimate. Ching-PI (if he’s willing and able) and I will meet with SAIL.@
The meter starts running at this meeting. To handle just this meeting. Jan will write up a “Work
Assignment Form'’ to cover SAIC’s charges for this meeting ($200 - 300). We would pay for thIS
meeting and charge it to one of our codes. I will need your signature of approval on the Work
Assignment Form covering the cost of the meeting with SAIC.

After the meeting with SAIC, we will have a definitive idea of the scope of work and approximate
cost. I will then try to get the Port of Seattle’s agreement to pay for the rest of SAIC’s work as
part of the Agreed Order. ( We have authority under MTCA and the Agreed Order to charge
PLP’s for contract work). The idea of the Port paying for a consultant to critique its own
consultants may not be too palatable however.

If the Port agrees to cover SAIC’s charges, then their work would just be charged to the
established charge code for Sea-Tac Airport. Jan, in consultation with me, would write up
another Work Assignment Form describing the rest of SAIC’s work to project’s end. This Work
Assignment for the rest of the project would also be subject to your approval.

If the Port is not agreeable to cover SAIC’s charges. then I’ll get back to you what the options are
Let me know if you want a meeting to discuss this further. Thanks.

e
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STATE OF WAS}UNGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

In the Matter of
)

)

)

)

SEA-TAC INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AGREED ORDER

# 97TC-N122
TO: Port of Seattle

Sea-Tac International Airport
p.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98168-0727

I

Jurisdiction

This Agreed Order (’'Order") is issued pursuant to the authority of RCW 70.105D.050( 1).

e 11

Findings of Fact

Ecology makes the following Findings of Fact, without admission of such facts by the Port

of Seattle.

1. Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STI A) is a major commercial air facility serving

the Pacific Northwest. The Port of Seattle (Port) has owned and operated STIA since

it opened in 1944. Airport operations, including passenger terminal operations,

baggage and cargo handling, ground transportation, aircraft maintenance, and fueling

storage and delivery have been conducted at STI A since its opening within an area of

about 1/2 square mile in the southeast quadrant of the airport. This 1/2 square-mile

area will subsequently be referred to in this Agreed Order as the " Aircraft Operations

and Maintenance Area (AOMA)."

e Agreed Order
Port of Seattle
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2. Hazardous substances have been released at times within the AOMA during som.e of

these airport operations. By bulk volume, the most abundant contaminar}!.is jet 4leI.
-\

Other blown contaminants include, primarily, gasoline, but also some industrial

solvents, mineral spirits, lubricating oil, and aircraft deicing fluids. At this time,

ttirteen separate areas (sites) within the AOMA are known to have contaminants

present in perched ground water and/or significant soil contamination (Appendix 1).

Ground water in the Qva aquifer (see Section II.3 below) is also impacted at eight of

the ttirteen sites. Eight sites are impacted with jet fuel, two sites with gasoline, and

three sites are impacted by more than one contaminant. There are also some small

areas within the AOMA where the contamination is apparently minor and limited to

near-surface soils

\
b

ep

\

Environmental investigations and/or cleanup actions have been or are currently being

conducted independently by STI A tenants and/or the Port in all known contaminated

areas. Cleanup actions have been completed atfou;Yormer sites within the AOM,\
and also at some of the areas with minor contamination. Unknown areas of

contamination associated with past operations could exist within the AOMA. It is not

order to identify unknown contaminated areas because: (1) the extensive drilling

required would be very difficult given taxiing aircraft, thick concrete in most areas,

and the large number of underground utilities, (2) such extensive work over time

would represent a significant safety risk to aircraft operations and personnel, (3)

extensive drilling could potentially spread contamination, and (4) costs of investigating

the 1/2 sq. mile area of the AOMA are not warranted.

daP+'b\

practicable at this time to conduct a remedial investigation of the entire AOMA in

anBHBnoHein=

e

r +

3. Zones of perched ground water have been identified at some locations within the

AOMA. These zones are small and discontinuous laterally, occur at various depths,

and the perched ground water flows in various directions. STIA area perched

e Agreed Order
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e groundwater is not a public or private drinking water resource based on current

information. .

The uppermost aquifer of regional extent beneath the airport is an unconfined aquifer

known in the technical literature as the Qva aquifer. The Qva aquifer is not used as a

public drinking water supply resource in the general area of STIA. Available

information from wells located in the AOMA indicates the Qva aquifer surface is at

about 90 R. below ground surface (bgs) at the north end of the AOMA and about 60

R. bgs at the south end of the AOMA. Over the same areal extent, the ground surface

elevation changes by about 25 R. At individual sites, the local flow directions of the

Qva aquifer are predorninantly to the west, that is, from the AOMA towards the

interior of the airport (taxiway and runway areas), with northwestward and

southwestward flow components at some sites.

4. A project to (1) evaluate ground water flow in the Qva aquifer throughout the

AC)MA (2) model contaminant fate and transport, and (3) confirm model results by

obtaining and analyzing ground water samples is appropriate because:

a) The project results would determine whether or not the Qva aquifer downgradient

of the AOMA has been significantly impacted by airport operations within the

AOMA during the last 50 years.

b) The project results would confirm the predominant now direction of the Qva

aquifer relative to the AOMA and downgradient from the AOMA,/if 4 westward
UHIH•HIBk_);r–

now direction is confirmed, this would demonstrate that contamination generated
•n•H=lUH=•,a

within the AOMA would migrate to the interior of the airpoqp{9291}}.yj,a gIgIInd
\ n W nUnn UPn VH On UP +IP W ap nwV••anne - TURn WnnnHn

wate, flow in the Qva 4911ife,.

c) The project results would provide a more comprehensive understanding than is

now available of the fate and transport of contamination originating within the
--\

AOMA. Project results would identify the potentijl risk bosed by contanination
\, ,/'

e
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e originating within the AOMA to pubIc.drinking .wele[.§ppp.ly_wd is (specifically

the City of Seattle Hig lane well held north of STI,\ the Highline Water District

Angle Lake and Des Moines production wells south of STI,\ and King County

Water District 54 production wells south of STIA); any publicly recorded and

operational local private drirJdng water supply wells; Bow Lake; Des Moines

Creek; and Miller Creek. These surface water bodies and drinking water supply

wells will heredter be collectively referred to as “potential local receptors” in thisvue==+naB ne'WwnulnqHq•IBn-dbauno b we

Agreed Order.

d) The irdonnation generated by the project could provide a basis for a consistent

approach to cleanup actions within the AOMA.
\hRhRen n + +

b,=•=n•n

5. The primary cause of soil and ground water contamination at STI A has been leakage

aom underground storage talks WSTs) and associated underground piping. UST

systems e)dst at STIA that are critical to airport/aircraft operations. The various UST

systems have different regulatory requirements depending on the size and function of

the system. Most small UST systems at STI A are fully regulated under Washington

UST regulations ('WAC 173-360). The airport hydrant fuel distribution systems

(hydrant systems) are specifically.deferred from leak detection requirements [WAC

173-360- 110(3 d)] because of the inherent technical difficulties in accurately testing

large, high-throughput systems. The UST systems at STI A that store heating fuel are
W = W = n + + = + + \

' exw)t from all UST regulatory requirements except release reporting [WAC 173-

360- 110 (2h)].

e

The UST regulations require that fully regulated UST systems must have been either

upgraded to meet specific standards or closed by the end of 1998. The fully regulated

UST systems at STI A are reported to be either upgraded to 1998 standards or closed.

In recent years, owners/operators of the deferred hydrant systems made credit>.Ip

voluntary efT9rts to address leak detection on those systems. As of autumn 1998,

e Agreed Order
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there is one operational hydrant system remaining at STIA. The four other hydrant

systems have now ceased operations and are, or will be, in the process of formal

closure as per the UST regulations.

As part of a project concerning ground water quality at STI4 it is appropriate to

evaluate the compliance and adequacy of in-place pollution prevention activities, and

also consider the feasibility of additional pollution prevention activities regarding all

UST systems at STI A.

111

Ecojogy Determinations

The Port of Seattle is an "owner or operator" as defined at RCW 70.105D.020( 12) of

a "facility" as defined in RCW 70.105D.020(4).

The facility is known as Sea-Tac International Airport and is located within the city of

SeaTac, King County, Washington.

The substances found at the facility as described above are '’hazardous substances" as

defined at RCW 70. 105D.020(7).

Based on the presence of these hazardous substances at the facility and all factors

known to the Department, there is a release or threatened release of hazardous

substances from the facility, as defined at RCW 70.105D.020(20).

By a letter of December 23, 1996, the Port of Seattle voluntarily waived its rights to

notice and comment and accepted Ecology's determination that the Port of Seattle is a

"potentially liable person" under RCW 70. 1 05D.040.
==-==-M----'A HH+

Pursuant to RCW 70. 1 05D.030( 1) and 70. I05D.050, the Department may require

potentially liable persons to investigate or conduct other remedial actions with respect

to the release or threatened release of hazardous substances, whenever it believes such

action to be in the public interest.

1.

2

3

4

5

e

6
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e 7. Based on the foregoing facts, Ecology believes the ground water evaluation required

by this Order is in the public interest.

rv
Work to be Performed

Based on the foregoing Facts and Determinations, it is hereby ordered that the Port of

Seattle take the following actions and that these actions be conducted in accordance with

Chapter 173-340 WAC unless otherwise specifically provided for herein. Two distinct

types of action will be performed under this Agreed Order: STIA Groundwater Study

Tasks (Tasks IV. 1 - IV.5) and STIA Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention Tasks (Tasks

IV.6 - IV.7).

1. The Port will research existing technical literature, environmental and geological

reports, land-use data, airport historical information, and other appropriate documents.

The purposes of the research are:

a) To provide a background hydrogeological description of the aquifers at the airport

and surrounding area, and their relation to the AOMA and potential local

receptors.

b) To identify (1) known and potential (based on historical operations) areas of soil

and ground water contamination within the AOMA and its near-vicinity (defined,

for STIA groundwater study tasks, as within approximately 1/4 mile of the

AOMA), and (2) potential preferred pathways of contaminant transport.

c) To compile a database of wells screened across the surface of the Qva aquifer

throughout the AOMA and its near vicinity. The database will include, to the

extent information is available, well locations, construction details, ground water--–--

elevation data, ground water quality data, and available hydrogeological data and

e
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e eHsting calculations (flow rate and direction, gradient, slug and pump test results,

computed hydraulic conductivity, etc.).

d) To identify any publicly recorded, operational, private drinking water supply wells

within one mile of the AOM\ that could potentially be impacted by contamination

within the AOMA.

2. Ground water elevation data for the Qva aquifer will be acquired from a set of wells

representative of the entire AOMA and its near vicinity. The representative set of
\qU n n . Une=./'•

wells will consist of approHmately IO - 15 wells selected from the well database

compiled for Task IV.1(c). The selected wells will be located in the area of the

AOMA and its near vicinity. Wells outside the AOMA will be limited to existing wells

that are reasonably accessible and in useable condition. The final representative set of

wells .will be agreeq.PP_ge.by EQ9.logy and the Port. Four quarterly rounds of ground

later elevation data will be collected from the set of representative wells. Ground

water elevation contours will be determined from each of the quarterly data sets. The

data will be reported to Ecology after each quarterly round. If Ecology and the Port

agree that additional hydrogeological data are necessary to complete the modeling

described in Task IV.3, the Port will conduct the agreed hydrogeological testing on

wells selected by Ecology and the Port from the representative set.

e

i

I

3 . A ground water flow and contaminant fate ppd. transport model will be developed
+ neWnn==1nnP = 0 + 0 • + + e nO O n n b 8 + \ n + + + \ n + no An = + + +

utilizing appropriate data obtained in Tasks IV.1 and IV.2. The modeling will evaluate

the possibility that known and potential (based on historical operations) contamination

within the AOMA could impact the potential local receptors. The modeling will utilize

standard software and methodology to be selected by agreement of Ecology and the
-'- ' ' ' '- '- ' -' ----'--. --–--''--------–---"----"--- - ’''- -- –-.--..---

Port

4. Following the completion of Tasks IV. 1, IV.2, and IV.3, Ecology and the Port will

evaluate task-generated data and modeling results. Ecology and the Port will agree to

e Agreed Order
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a scope of work for additional investigation activities agreed necessary, based on the

results of Tasks IV. 1, IV.2, and IV.3. Additional work will be stipulated in an

Addendum to ths Agreed Order (STIA Ground Water Study, Phase II). Additional

activities could include the installation of up to 10 - 15 new wells to be used to

corUlrm modeling results, to conduct additional characterization of ground water

mId/or to perform long-term monitoring of ground water as appropriate. Model

results win be used by Ecology and the Port to jointly determine the need for, and the

location of, new ground water monitoring wells to be installed in the Qva aquifer, or

other locations, as agreed appropriate.

-\r 's\

The Port will prepare a,6epo9/compiling and evaluating data generated Bom Tasks
\,

IV. 1, IV.2, IV.3, and IV.4 (STIA Ground_Water-Study Phase I Report). An

approximate schedule of Tasks IV. 1 through IV.5 activities (STIA Ground Water

Study Tasks) is provided as Appendix 2.

5

@ 6. Ecology and the Port will work together to assess the fuel storage and distrIbution

systems at STIA and to identify and address appropriate fuel systems pollution

preventIon actIVItIes :

a) Ecology and the Port will consult with the owners/operators of the following fuel

facilities: pipelines, fuel racks, and UST systems at STIA that are either deferred or

exempt from certain provisions of the UST regulations (i.e., heating oil USTs and

hydrant systems). Ecology and the Port will develop an understanding of the

technical operations of each of these fuel facilities, review in..place leak detection

and prevention methods, and identify technically and economically reasonable leak

detection and prevention methods which could possibly be employed in addition

to, or in lieu of, the methods in place.

Leak detection and prevention methods to be considered for these facilities could

include, but would not be limited to: tank tightness testing, pipeline tightness

e Agreed Order
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+ testing> internal talk inspection, corrosion protection, fUel inventory control

procedures, installation of automatic tank gauging equipment, continuous pressure

monitoring, best management practices, etc. Ecology and the Port will also work

with owlrers/operators to identify reasonable time periods in which the identified

leak detection and prevention methods could be accomplished.

For the purpose of determining that each deferred and exempt fuel facility is

operated to reasonably detect and prevent releases to the soil and ground water,

Ecology and the Port will request each owner/operator to implement the identified

leak detection and prevention methods. Ecology and the Port will maintain regular

contact with owners/operators to ,track progress and to determine whether the

requested leak detection and prevention methods are accomplished within the

identified time periods.

b) Ecology will codduct an inspection of UST systems at STIA that are subject to all

provisions of the Washington UST regulations (WAC 173-360). Ecology will

compile and/or update system information, provide technical assistance concerning

compliance with UST requirements, notify owners/operators of violations, and

conduct enforcement as appropriate. Ecology will report updated system

information and results of inspections to the Port.

The Port will createia databaie for all UST systems at STIA. The purpose of the

database is to enable the Port to track the changes in operations and equipment of

the UST systems at STIA brought about by (1) the procedures requested in Task

IV.6(a), and/or (2) the procedures and upgrades of equipment required by the

UST regulations to meet the 1998 UST standards. The database will include

available UST system infonnation such as tank size, age, construction, leak

detection methods, corrosion protection, associated piping, etc., for all Port owned

and tenant owned/operated UST systems.

e

C)
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d) For the requirements of this Agreed Order, the Port will annually, for a period of

frve years beginring no more than 45 days following the execution of this Agreed

Order, present to the owners/operators of UST systems at STIA a written request

to provide (1) information identifying changes and upgrades made to UST system

equipment and operations during the past year; and (2) speci6c descriptions of

methods and procedures used to perform leak detection/prevention during the past

year. The Port will update the UST database [Task IV.6(c)] with information

provided in response to these requests.

7. The Port will prepare a report presenting the results of Tasks IV.6(a) and (c), (STIA

Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention Report), at the conclusion of subtasks (b) and (c).

The Port will include a report prepared by Ecology presenting the results of Task

IV.6(b) as an Appendix to this report. The Port will also provide annual reports

(STIA Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention Followup Reports) presenting the

information generated by completion of Task IV.6(d). In addition, the Port will notify

Ecology of apparent differences in UST system regulatory requirements and reported

system design and/or operation, as well as apparent deviation from the

accomplishment of owner/operator agreed leak detection and prevention measures,

whenever such apparent differences or deviations become known. An approximate

schedule of Tasks IV.6 and IV.7 activities (STI A Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention

Tasks) is provided as Appendix 2.

8

V

Terms and Conditions of Order

1. Definitions

Unless otherwise specified, the definitions set forth in ch. 70.105D RCW and ch.

173-340 WAC shall control the meanings of the terms used in this Order.
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Public Notices

RCW _7_9.105D.9@{2X{) requires that, at a minimum, this Order be subject to

. concurrent public noti'Q&’ Ecology shall be responsible for providing such public notice

and reserves the right to modify or withdraw aTly provisions of this Order should

public comment disclose facts or considerations which indicate to Ecology that the

Order is inadequate or improper in any respect.

Remedial Action Costs

The Port shall pay to Ecology costs incurred by Ecology begiruing July 1, 1996,
p = + e w + + + + B + w e n o + w + e n + o \ n 0 b + + e o n ? + new eU Be a +++=+Ooe+• o + = + + + w n= 8 + + + We nOW on + +

purwt P_IQ_t}jg}gel. These costs shall include work perfonned by Ecology oDt&

contractors for investigations, remedial actions, and Order preparation, oversight and
a W O n= = O = n + b • + + + + + + nW=MBHn

administration. Ecology costs shall include costs of direct activities and support costs

of direct activities as defined in WAC 173-340-550(2). Ecology and the Port may

enter into an agreement for the prepayns_nt of recoverable MTC A costs related to the

Airport. In the event that costs are not covered by a prepayment agreement, the Port

shall pay the required amount within 90 days of receiving from Ecology an itemized

statement of costs that includes a summary of costs incurTed, an identification of

involved staff, and the amount of time spent by involved staff members on the project.

A general description of work performed will be provided upon request. Itemized

statements shall be prepared quarterly. Failure to pay Ecology's costs within 90 days

of receipt of the itemized statement of costs will result in interest charges.

b
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4. Designated Project Coordinators

The project coordinator for Ecology is:

Roger Nye
Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional OffIce
3190 160th Ave. SE

Bellevue, WA 98008-5452
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e The project coordinator for the Port is:
Paul Agid
Port of Seattle
p.O. Box 68727

Seattle, WA 98168

The project coordinator(s) shall be responsible for overseeing the implementation of

ths Order. To the rnaximum extent possible, coInnlunications between Ecology and

the Port concerning implementation of this Order, and all documents, including

reports9 approvals9 and other correspondence concerning the activities performed

pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Order, shall be directed through the

project coordinator(s). Should Ecology or the Port change project coordinator(s),

written notification shall be provided to Ecology or the Port at least ten (10) calendar

days prior to the change.

5. Performance

All work performed pursuant to this Order shall be under the direction and

supervision, as necessary, of a professional engineer or hydrogeologist, or similar

expert, with appropriate training, experience and expertise in hazardous waste site

investigation and cleanup. The Port shall notify Ecology as to the identity of such

engineer(s) or hydrogeologist(s), and of any contractors and subcontractors to be used

in carrying out the terms of this Order, in advance of their involvement in the project

The Port shall provide a copy of this Order to all agents, contractors and

subcontractors retained to perform work required by this Order and shall ensure that

all work undertaken by such agents, contractors and subcontractors will be in

compliance with this Order.

e

Except where necessary to abate an emergency situation, the Port shall not perform

any remedial actions at STI& outside that required by this Order, that would foreclose
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e or preempt remedial actions under discussion or negotiation with Ecology urdess

Ecology concurs, in writing, with such additional remedial actions.

6. Access

Consistent with applicable safety and security requirements at STIIL Ecology or any

Ecology authorized representative shall have the authority to enter and freely move

about the project area at all reasonable times for the purposes of, inter alia: inspecting

records, operation logs, and contracts related to the work being performed pursuant to

this Order; reviewing the progress in carrying out the terms of this Order; conducting

such tests or collecting samples as Ecology or the project coordinator may deem

necessary; using a camera, sound recording, or other documentary type equipment to

record work done pursuant to this Order; and verifying the data submitted to Ecology

by the Port. By signing this Agreed Order, the Port agrees that this Order constitutes

reasonable notice of access, and agrees to allow access to the project area at all

reasonable times, consistent with applicable safety and security requirements at STIA>

for purposes of overseeing work performed under this Order. Ecology shall allow

split or replicate samples to be taken by the Port durIng an inspection unless doing so

interferes with Ecology's sampling. The Port shall allow split or replicate sunples to

be taken by Ecology and shall provide seven (7) days notice before any sampling

actlvlty .

e

Public Participation

The Port and Ecology shall prepare a public participation plan for implementation of

this Agreed Order. Ecology shall maintain the responsibility for public participation in

the project with respect to this Agreed Order. The Port shall help coordinate and

implement public participation in the project.
==nunn+-.+nun,n. nun - ' ' = b 'w --'.on.
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e 8. Retention of Records

The Port shall preserve in a readily retrievable fashion, during the pendency of this

Order and for ten (10) years from the date of completion of the work performed

pursuant to ths Order, all records, reports, documents, and underlying data in its

possession relevant to ths Order. Should any portion of the work perfonned

hereunder be undertaken through contractors or agents of the Port, then the Port

agrees to include in their contract with such contractors or agents a record retention

requirement meeting the terms of this paragraph.

9. De&©IBd_oJ
The Port may request Ecology to resolve disputes, which may arise during the

implementation of this Order. Such request shall be in writing and directed to the

signatory, or his/her successor(s), to this Order. Ecology resolution of the dispute

shall be binding and final. The Port is not relieved of any requirement of this Order

during the pendency of the dispute and remains responsible for timely compliance with

the terms of the Order unless otherwise provided by Ecology in writing.e
10. Reservation of Rjghts/No Settlement

This Agreed Order is not a settlement under ch. 70.105D RCW. Ecology's signature

on this Order in no way constitutes a covenant not to sue or a compromise of any

Ecology rights or authority. Ecology will not, however, bring an action against the /

Port to recover remedial action costs paid to and received by Ecology under this

Agreed Order. In addition, Ecology will not take additional enforcement actiohs

against the Port to require those remedial actions required by this Agreed Order,

provided the Port complies with this Agreed Order.

aS

•

Ecology reserves the right, however, to require additional remedial actions during the

project should it deem such actions necessary.
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e Ecology also reserves dI rights regarding the injury to, destruction of, or loss of

natural resources resulting from the releases or threatened releases of hazardous

substances from STI A.

In the event Ecology determines that conditions in the project area are creating or

have the potential to create a danger to the health or welfare of the people in the

project area or in the surrounding area or to the environment, Ecology may order the

Port to stop further implementation of this Order for such period of time as needed to

abate the danger.

11. Transference of Property

No voluntary or involuntary conveyance or relinquishment of title, easement,

leasehold, or other interest in any portion of STI A shall be consummated by the Port

without provision for continued implementation of all requirements of this Order and

implementation of any remedial actions found to be necessary as a result of this Order.

Prior to transfer of any legal or equitable interest the Port may have in the project area

or any portions thereof, the Port shall ensure that any prospective purchaser, lessee,

transferee, assignee, or other successor in such interest shall provide access to

Ecology, consistent with applicable health and safety requirements at STI,L to carry

out the terms of this Agreed Order. In the event the project area or any portions of

the project area are sold to an entity not a party to this order, the Port shall notify

Ecology of the contemplated sale at least thirty (30) days prior to finalization of any

transfer

@

12.eg!@MMQa££AppMWl3IFI

a) All actions carried out by the Port pursuant to this Order shall be done in

accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local requirements, including

requirements to obtain necessary permits, except as provided in paragraph B of

this section

e Agreed Order
Port of Seattle

Sea.Tac InteTnational Airport

-15- May 1999
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e b) Pursuant to RCW 70. I05D.090(1), no substantive requirements of chapters 70.94,

70.95, 70.105, 75.20, 90.48, and 90.58 RCW and of any laws requiring or

authorizing local government permits or approvals for the remedial action under

ths Order are known to be applicable at the time of issuance of the Order.

•

The Port has a continuing obligation to determine whether additional permits or

approvals addressed in RCW 70.105D.090( 1) would otherwise be required for the

remedial action under this Order. In the event the Port deterlnines that additional

permits or approvals addressed in RCW 70. 1 05D.090( 1) would otherwise be

required for the remedial action under this Order, it shall promptly notify Ecology

of this determination. Ecology shall delermine whether Ecology or the Port shall

be responsible to contact the appropriate state and/or local agencies. Substantive

requirements with respect to the city of SeaTac will be determined consistent with

the Interlocal Agreement between Port of Seattle and City of SeaTac dated

September 4, 1997. If Ecology so requires, the Port shall promptly consult with

the appropriate state agencies and provide Ecology with written documentation

from those agencies of the substantive requirements those agencies believe are

applicable to the remedial action.

8

Ecology shall make the fInal determination on the additional substantive

requirements that must be met by the Port under this Order and on how the Port

must meet those requirements. Ecology shall inform the Port in writing of these

requirements. Once established by Ecology, the additional requirements shall be

enforceable requirements of this Order.

Ecology shall ensure that notice and opportunity for comment is provided to the

public and appropriate agencies prior to establishing the substantive requirements

under this section

e Agreed Order
Port of Seattle

Sea'Tac International /Upon

- 1 6- May 1999
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e c) Pursuant to RCW 70.105D.090(2), in the event Ecology determines that the

exemption from complying with the procedural requirements of the laws

referenced in RCW 70. 105D.090(1) would result in the loss of approval from a

federal agency which is necessary for the State to administer any federal law, the

exemption shall not apply and PLP shall comply with both the procedural and

substantive requirements of the laws referenced in RCW 70. 105D.090(1), including

any requirements to obtain permits.

VI

Satisfaction of this Order

The provisions of this Order shall be deemed satisfied upon the Pon's receipt of written

notification from Ecology that the Port has completed the activities required by this Order,

as amended by any modifications, and that all other provisions of this Agreed Order have

been complied with.

e VII

Enforcement

1 ) Pursuant to RCW 70. 105D.050, this Order may be enforced as follows:

a) The Attorney General may bring an action to enforce this Order in a state or

federal court

b)

C)

The Attorney General may seek, by Bling an action, if necessary, to recover

amounts spent by Ecology for investigative and remedial actions and orders related

to the project.

In the event the Port refuses, without sufficient cause, to comply with any term of

this Order, the Port will be liable for:

1) up to three times the amount of any costs incurred by the state of Washington

as a result of its refusal to comply; and

e Agreed Order
Port of Seattle

Sea'Tac International /brport

-17- May 1999
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e 2) civil penalties of up to $25,000 per day for each day it refuses to comply.

d) This Order is not appealable to the Washington Pollution Control Hearings Board.

This Order may be reviewed only as provided under Section 6 of ch. 70. I05D

RCW

Effective date of this Order:

THE PORT OF SEATTLE STATE OF WAS}nNGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

BA==n . AU

e

e Agrnd Order
Port of Seattle

Sea'Tac International Mport
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Appendix 1 – page 2

Sites within the AOM A that are brown to have contaminants present in

and/or sjgnificant soil contamination: (1 )

Jet A ]

-ound wat e

Site Perched
Groundwater

Qm
Aquifer

Gdsdline .-} . Mixed
.Oil+ " { „Cont8fninants

United Airlines Fuel Farm/
Continental Airlines Fuel Farm
Continental Airlines
Hvdrant System Closure
Northwest Airlines Fuel Farm

+ A

+

+

+

+ *(2)

Northwest Airlines
Hydlant System Closure
Northwest A
Hangar Tanks
South Satellite Baggage Tunnel
(NW Airlines Hydrant Line)
Gate B2

+

R

+

dE

R +

A

+

Delta Airlines Fuel Farm + +

Delta Airlines Auto<3as
Cluster Tanks
Pan American Airlines

Fuel Farm (3
Pan American Airlines
Avgas Tanks

Budget Auto Facility

+
+

+

+ +t

k

+

A

+

A
RAC Auto Facility
(Hertz/National/Avis)

(1) Current as of January 1999

(2) TPH-Jet A levels in two wells slightly in excess of Method A in some sampling
rounds durIng 1996 & 1997. All TPH-Jet A levels below Method A prior years and
1998

(3) No further cleanup actions at this time. Contaminated soil remains next to active jet
fuel lines
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e 1.o Introduction

Overview

The Washington State Department of Ecology Qcology) and the Port of Seattle (the
Port), operator of Sea-Tac International Airport, are prepared to enter into a voluntary
Agreed Order under the Model Toxics Control Act (b4TCA Washington’s hazardous
waste cleanup law). The Agreed Order is a formal legal agreement which, in this case,
calls for the Port to perform two main tasks at the Airport:

+ A comprehensive ground water study

+ Pollution prevention activities for Airport fuel systerns

Over the years, jet fuel and other petroleum products have been released to the
environment at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. These substances were released in
the Aircraft Operations and Maintenance Area (AOMJ\ see map in Appendix A) primarily
from underground storage tanks, fuel distribution piping systems and, to a lesser degree,
due to aircraft maintenance activities. As a result of these historic releases, the soil and

ground water beneath some portions of the AOMA are now contaminated.e
Thirteen separate areas within the 1/2-square-mile (320 acres) AOMA are currently
known to have ground water and/or significant soil contarnination. The primary
contaminant in these areas is jet fuel. Other contaminants, such as gasoline, industrial
solvents, mineral spirits, lubricating oil and aircraft deicing fluids, have also been found,
but in much smaller arnounts. The jet fuel and other substances released at the Airport are
considered hazardous substances under Washington’s hazardous waste cleanup law, the
Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA chapter 70. 105D, Revised Code of Washington).
Environmental studies and/or cleanup activities are underway or are complete at all known
contaminated areas at the Airport.

Much is already known about the ground water and the contamination beneath the
AOMA. The known contamination appears to be localized and does not appear to
threaten public water supplies or area surface water bodies. However, in order to cor#rrm
that the contamination is not a threat, now or in the future, a more comprehensive
understanding of the ground water beneath the Airport is appropriate.

Ground Water Study

The ground water study will be conducted in two phases. The first phase will include
developing a computer model qfground water flow throughout the Airport and additional
modeling fc)cut he movement of the ground water and the contarnination beneath

the AOMA. The computer modeling will help identify the potential risk of thee
I
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e contanination in ground water reaching public and private drinking water supply wells and
nearby surface water bodies: Bow Lake, Des Moines Creek, and Miller Creek.

The second phase of the study will be described in an addendum to the Agreed Order and
will include work needed to complete additional investigation activities. These Phase II
activities will include drilling additional groundwater monitoring wells that could be used

to verIfy Phase I results and to perform additional groundwater monitoring and/or
investigation work.

The fIndings from the ground water study will be published in a report. Information from
the study may be used by the parties conducting cleanups at the Airport and could provide
a basis for a consistent approach to cleanup actions within the AOMA.

The ground water study is one condition the Port must meet to rnaintain state
environmental certification of the Airport expansion project.

Pollution Prevention

The pollution prevention activities outlined in the Agreed Order are intended to enhance
current pollution prevention practices at Airport underground storage tank and pipeline
facilities by using a strategy of evaluating, implementing and monitoring measures that
could be taken to prevent future releases of contamination to soil and ground water.
These activities will be conducted by both Ecology and the Port.e
The actions outlined in the Agreed Order include:

+ Working with the owners and operators of Airport fueling facilities to improve
leak detection and leak prevention measures. Such measures could include:
tank tightness testing, pipeline tightness testing, internal tank inspection,
corrosion protection, fuel inventory control procedures, installation of
automatic tank gauging equipment, continuous pressure monitoring and best
rnanagernent practIces .

+ Inspecting all underground storage tank (UST) systems at the Airport for
compliance with Washington’s Underground Storage Tank Regulations.

+ Creating databaw4f
update€LanB}ally'using information provided by owners and op
Airport fueling facilities

all UST systems at the Airport. This database will be
erators of :

I

+ Annual reporting to Ecology on the status of all UST systems at the Airport.

e
2
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e The Model 'Toxics Control Act and Public Participation Commitment

MTC A places significmt emphasis on public participation throughout the formal
partIes are
ulation requires

“the emly pInning and development of !, Pi!!?mLq£2IMg_p+1ljS8}ajQQ_pJ4n.” The
pIm includes publishing public nJ)aces announcing the availability of reports and
;tudiis for the site, cor:ducting phmabn;aeds pd may also include holding

pqbl ic mgtina and hearings. Besides these basic public participation requirements,
th;l;;or]i-xibility and creativity in tailoring additional activities appropriate to
each dfected comrnunity. Such activities may include interviews with community
members, public workshops and working with existing cornmunity groups to “get the
word out. ”

cleanup process. Neighboring residents, businesses and other intereste4
given the opportunity-i6-Mome involved in cleanup deaam. The reg

Washington Administrative Code (WAC) section 173-340-6(X) includes the public
participation provisions for MTC A. In addition, WAC 173-340-530 (6) includes a
provision for appropriate public participation opportunities when an Agreed Order is in
place

This plan describes public paT6cipation activities for the Agreed Order for ground
water evaluation and pollution prevention acdvides at the Seattle-Taconta
International Airport.e
This plan includes required public participation activities specified in WAC section
173-340-6(X) as well as additional activities intended to encourage informed citizen

participation in the Agreed Order.

Participants in this Plan

The Port has been identified by Ecology as the potentially liable person (PLP) for,\he
groundwater study . The Port and Ecology are eTfefiiMl Qd”ajr-cement _called 'an
Agreed Order which outlines the work required of the Port and describes how Ecology
and the Port will work together. Ecology’s role is to oversee the Port’s work to ensure
that the requirements of the Agreed Order and the Mo<=fA-if-aE’met
and to ensure that the public participation activities detailed in this plan are carried out.

The Port’s role is to carry out the tasks SMified in the Agreed Order and toMas_
needed in public participation activities.
n=leInA+ +n n+H +

Ecology and the Port have agreed to work in an open, cooperative and coordinated
fashion on public participation activities. Each participant shares a common goal of
fostering a well-informed public with a clear understanding of the ground water study
and its relationship to other activities at the Airport.e

3
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e Goal of this Public Participation Plan

MTC A states that public participation plans are intended to encourage a coordinated
ald effective public involvement tailored to the public’s needs at a particular facility.

In addition to this, a prirnary goal of this plan is to promote public understanding of the
Agreed Order and ground water study and pollution prevention activities at the Airport
so that the public can provide meaningful comments on the project.

Some objectives of this plan are:

+ To identify people and organizations with an interest or potential interest in
the ground water study and pollution prevention processes md findings.

+ To identify community concerns related to the ground water study md ways
to address those concerns.

+ To design and conduct public involvernent activities that are appropriate md
meaningful to the local and surrounding communities.

e + To promote public understanding of the Agreed Order and ground water
study process and findings.

+ To aid communication and to encourage interaction and collaboration

among Ecology, the Port and the community.

+ To met the Model Toxics Control Act public participadon requirements
[WACs 173-340-530 (6) and 173-340-6CX)] .

2.0 The Public Participation Process at Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport

MTC A calls for public participation at important milestones in the investigation mId
cleanup process. The public must be provided an opportunity to comment before

Ecology can give final approval for most key decisions. For this project, fonnd public
notice and a comment period have been conducted for the scope of work for the ground
water study and pollution prevention actions in the Agreed Order. Additiond public
notice and another comment period will be conducted for the report containing the
results of the study and for any additional activities that result from the study.

e This Public Participation Plan describes only the activities planned urd required for the

phased scoW of work described in the Agreed Order and the final ground water study

4
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e report. Public puticipation activities for any additional phases will be identified later
through m amendment to this Plan or through the development of a new Plan.

Roles and Responsibilities

In accordance with MTC A requirements, Ecology retains overall responsibility and
approval authority for public participation activities for this project. Ecology, with
assistance from the Port, will conduct activities related to formal public notice and
comment pericxis, including soliciting, receiving and considering comments, making
final dnisions, and preparing responsiveness sumrnahes. The Port, with Ecology’s
review and approval, may elect to conduct additional, informal activities such as
placing project updates in existing Airport newsletters or in surrounding cities’
newsletters.

All public participation activities relating to the ground water study and pollution
prevention activities must be coordinated through Ecology. Both Ecology and the Port
will allow each other adequate advance review time for any materials to be circulated
related to this project and will notify each other in advance of any planned public
appearances related to this project and immediately following any media contacts
related to this project.

e Points of Contact

The following people will be the primary points of contact for the general public and
media and for coordinating project-related public participation activities:

Ecology :
Christine Corrigan
Public Involvement

Toxics Cleanup Program
Department of Ecology
3190 la)th Avenue SE

Bellevue, WA 98(X)8-5452

(425) 649-7254

Port of Seattle:
Rachel Garson

Community Relations Manager
Public Affairs

Seattle Tacoma International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98168

(206) 248-685 1

Required Activities

The required public participation activities for this project are as follows. Ecology is
the lead for these activities; the Port will assist as needed:

1. A 3tbday public comment period for the Agreed Order was held from May 14

to June 13, 1997. A second 30-day public comment period will occur after the
reWrt on the results of Phase I activities and the Addendum to the Agreed
Order describing proposed Phase II activities are complete.

e
5
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2. Formd pubHc notice for the comment periods will include the following:

a) A mdled fact sheet sumrnaizing the Agreed Order and related activities
md inviting the public to comment. This fact shirt will be mailed to
individuals on a mailing list developed jointly by Ecology and the Port (see
description below). This list will include, but will not be limited to the
“potentially affected vicinity” including adjacent property owners as well as

individuals that request to be placed on the list. As of the printing of this
plar, the mailing list includes more than 17,m people.

b) Display advertisements announcing the comment period will be placed in
the following newspapers: The Seattle Times South Edition, the Hightine
News and the South County Journal .

c) A notice will be published in Ecology's Site Register.

Supporting tasks related to the above-required activities include:

Mailing List

e Ecology and the Port will work together to compile and maintain a comprehensive
mailing list for the project. The list will include at a minimum, adjacent property
owners, individuals, groups, public agencies, elected officials and private firms with a

known interest in the airport, appropriate media, as well as anyone who requests to
receive project-related mailings. The list will be rnaintained by the Port with a current
copy provided to Ecology as requested. This list will be updated as needed by the Port
with Ecology ’s assistance.

Public Meetings and Workshops

A public nteeting was held on May 21, 1997, front 6:30 to 9:00 p.In. at the Burien
Library to answer questions and receive oral comments on the Agreed Order.

In addition, Ecology and the Port will conduct a public muting/workshop after the
report on the results of Phase I activities and the Addendum to the Agreed Order

describing proposed Phase II activities are complete.

For public meetings during comment periods, Ecology will schedule an appropriate
time and secure a meeting place. Ecology will provide public notice of the meeting
and provide a record or transcript of the formal comments made at required
meetings/hearings. Ecology will provide the record or transcripts to the Port. If
necessary, the Port will cooperate with Ecology and assist by providing descriptive
materials and lnrsonnel as needed for required public meetings. When such assistulce
is needed, Ecology will give the Port advance notice in order to schedule and prepare

e
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e for the meeting. For other meetings that are not required under MTCA, the Port, with
Ecology oversight and approval, will take the lead in planning and coordinating
meeting logistics.

Infonnation Repositories

Information repositories will be established for the public to access documents
pertaining to project activities. Inforrnation placed at the repositories will include an
project-related docurnents requiring a comment period (the Agreed Order, for example)
and any background information that may be relevant or necessary to adequately review
such documents. Other information may include validated laboratory results, status

reports, interim reports, fact sheets and newsletters. The following are the repositories
for the Sea-Tac Airport groundwater study project:

Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional Office
3190 160th Avenue SE
Bellevue, WA 98CX)8-5452

Ann: Sally Perkins
(425) 649-7190

Sea-Tac Airport
3rd Floor, Room 301

Burien Library
147(X) 6th Southwest

Burien , WA

e Des Moines Library
21620 11 th South

Des Moines, WA

Valley View Library
17850 Military Road South

SeaTac, WA

Responsiveness Summaries

Comments received during the public comment periods will be retained in the Sea-Tac
Airport files at Ecology with copies provided to the Port. Responses to comments
received during the public comment periods will be compiled in a responsiveness
surnmary prepared by Ecology. A draft responsiveness summary will be provided to
the Port for review and comment. Ecology may modify the responsiveness summuy
based on the Port’s comments. The final responsiveness summary will be sent to nose
who submitted written and/or oral comments and to the information repositories.
Notice of the availability of the summary will be printed in Ecology 's Site Regjster.

Additional Activities

Ecology or the Port may elect to undertake additional activities not required by Mrc A
for this project if deemed appropriate and agreed to by all parties.

e The following are additional activities that are currently scheduled for this project:

7
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e • Project updates will be published in Sea-Tac Forum, the Airport’s
newsletter .

• At least one workshop/open house will be held at the conclusion of Phase II
activities of the ground water study.

• Informd briefings about the ground water study will be made to local area

municipalities upon request.

• Ecology will provide notice of the public comment period and any project
related public meetings, hearings, open houses or workshops on Ecology’s
Toxics Clanup Program homepage on the Internet. In addition, when
possible, documents relating to the project will be made available on the
Toxics Cleanup Program’s homepage.

The following activities may be undertaken by either Ecology or the Port at appropriate
points during the course of the project:

• Media releases may be issued to the local newspapers, radio, and TV stations.

Public notices may be posted at the information repositories, in the vicinity of
the airport, or any other location appropriate to the interests and needs of the
citizens in the airport area.

All additional public participation activities beyond those required by MFCA must be
coordinated with the required public notice activities. This means that any party
choosing to undertake such activities will notify the other parties in advance and will
provide an opportunity to review and comment on any rnaterials before they are made
public. Ecology maintains review and approval authority over all additional public
involvement activities.

Ecology and the Port will each maintain regular contact with interested community
groups and individuals and agree to share information gained from these contacts with
each other.

Updates to the Public Participation Plan

This plan will be updated when and if additional phases of the project take place as
formal actions. '

e
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e 3.0 Community Profile

Community Background

Sea-Tac Airport, operated by the Port of Seattle, is the international air transportation
hub of Washington State and the northwestern uea of the United States and serves as

the primary commercid drport for the Pacific Northwest. In 1996, 24.6 million
passengers used Sea-Tac md 388,000 metric tons of cargo was shipped through
Sea-Tac. There me about 1,2CD flights per day in and out of Sea-Tac.

The Airlnrt handles about $5 billion in two-way trade each year. The Port facility, its
airline tenanb and concessiondres employ 17,m people & the Airport and indirectly
about 20,(X)0 more off-site at Airport-related businesses such as hotels and car rental
compulies. It dso supports the state’s growing tourism business.

Sea-Tac Airport is located entirely inside the city limits of SeaTac. The Airport
encompasses over 2,500 acres. Other cities adjacent to the City of SeaTac are
Des Moines, Tukwila, Burien and some parts of unincorporated King County.

The ueas built up in this area are just under 50% residential, 17% open space or
agricultural, 12.6% commercial or industrial, 11 % airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field)
and 10% other uses.e
C"ommunity Concerns

The Port of Seattle has a long history of working and cornmunicating with surrounding
communities on issues related to Airport operations. Through these continuing
relationships with the local communities, the Port has a good understanding of
community concerns and issues.

The communities surrounding the airport have had long-standing concerns about
drcraft noise, air pollution, contamination of groundwater and streams near the airport,
md other issues related to airport operations and construction. The primary current
issue of interest in the community is the proposed expansion of the Airport, specifically
the addition of a third runway . There are a wide variety of concerns about the third
runway, some of which are related to perceived environmental impacts. The residents
in the immediate areas around the Airport receive the greatest impacts from the airport.

There has been particular concern expressed about Airport surface water management.
Several legal actions have been filed against the Port on water drainage issues and

either have been settled or are awaiting disposition.e
9
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Concerns about ground water have ben voiced, especially as they relate to the
potenad for contamination to impact drinking water. Data now available indicate that

such a potential is small. The ground water study is being conducted to increase the
level of certainty about these concerns.

During community interviews, a number of people (more than 10) indicated an interest
in leuning about how the Agreed Order and ground water study will impact decisions
related to the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Inrmitting process.

The cities around the Airport have expressed concern about Airport growth and its
irnpacts and have formed a coalition, called the Airport Cornmunities Coalition (ACC)
to oppose the third runway. The coalition includes Burien, Des Moines, Tukwila,
Norrnandy Park, Federal Way, and the Highline School District. The ACC filed suit
against the Port of Seattle and the Puget Sound Regional Council after each approved in
1996 the addition of a third runway at Sea-Tac. The suit contends that the
environmental impact statement for the Airport Master Plan that includes the new
runway is inadequate. The ACC also alleges that the Port and the Puget Sound
Regional Council violated the state’s Growth Management Act when they approved the
new runway .

e In addition to ACC, the formal coalition of cities against the third runway, there are
several grass roots groups that oppose expansion of the Airport and also work on

environmental issues related to airport operations.

10
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Appendix B

Community Groups

Abport Communities Coalition (ACC)
City of Des Moines
21630 llth Avenue South

Des Moines, WA 98198

Regional Commission on Airport Affairs
(RCA A)
199(X) 4th Avenue Southwest

Norrnandy Park, WA 98166

Citizens Against Sea-Tac Expansion (CASE)
315(X) lst Avenue South #14-103

Federal Way, WA 98(X)3

e
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From: Nye, Roger
Sent : Wednesday, June 09, 1999 3:10 PM

Wietfeld, John
FW: Possible Utilization of Ecology Contract Services

FYI
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Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 1999 1 1:55 AM
To: 'Paul Agid'; 'Elizabeth Leavitt'
Cc: Wang, Ching Pi
Subject: Possible Utilization of Ecology Contract Services

e n
•+•O

Hello Both:

We (Elizabeth and 1) have talked briefly about the possible use of Ecology’s
contract consultant (SAIC) to provide assistance to Ecology in the review of
technical material regarding the Agreed Order. As per Elizabeth’s request here
is an E-Mail which further articulates that notion.

1. The project needs as much credibility as possible. This is not to say that
Ecology has concerns about the credibility or expertise of the Port or Port
consultants
However :

(a) A large component of the public comments received called for an
independent review of the project by Ecology. We do that anyway in the Agreed
Order process, but in this situation, having SAIC involved would lend credibility
and independence to Ecology’s own review of the project (Ecology and its
consultant evaluating the Port and its consultant)
Furthermore
(b) There is the unfortunate possibility of a legislatively-mandated completely
independent study by Ecology’s WQ Program which could in large part duplicate
the work done in the Agreed Order regarding a conceptual model of groundwater
at STIA. Having SAIC involved in Ecotogy’s review, again, would provide
additional credibility to the Port-generated model.

2. Ecology’s review of the technical material regarding the Agreed Order should
and will involve more staff than just myself as per our usual internal procedure.
However, there could be a problem in terms of staff availability with experience in
modeling to accomplish timely review of the material. Utilizing SAIC would help
alleviate the problem.

My vision is that SAIC’s involvement in the project would be passive. SAIC
would provide technical assistance to Ecology as needed in evaluating and

B
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e approving the work done by Port consultants in terms of reasonableness,
defensibility, what-ifs, etc.

It is hoped that the Port will find the involvement of SAIC in the project as
described above agreeable, and furthermore. be agreeable to paying SAIC’s
charges as part of the project’s costs as per the MTCA (173-340-550(a)). (-',osts
for SAIC are not simply additional costs as (1) 1 believe the project could move
along faster, and (2) SAIC’s charges would partly be in lieu of additional Ecology
staff charges. Ecology would be willing to involve the Port in identifying SAIC’s
specific activities as the project unfolds.

In order to facilitate the process to procure SAIC’s services for review of the
conceptual model, I need to hear back from you concerning this situation as
soon as you can manage. Thank you.

e
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STATE OF \vASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF E(-'OLOGY
Northwest Regional Office, 3190 . 160th Ave S.E. e Bellevue. \Washington 98008.5452 • (+25) 649.7000

August 23, 1999

TO:

FROM:

Steven M. Alexander

Section Head, Toxics Cleanup Program, NWRO

Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Requested Write Ups Regarding Sea..Tac Airport

You asked me to write up two items: (1) the 'Toxics Cleanup Program’s historical
involvement at Sea-Tac Airport, uld (2) the current workload regarding Sea-.Tac Mort.
I have also included anticipated future workload.

(1) Historical Involvement:

There are several individual MTCA sites (currently 15) within Sea-Tac Airport. The sites
are mostly widely scattered and physically not connected. Jet fuel and gasoline are the
most abundant contaminants and deep groundwater (70.. 90 ft. bgs.) is impacted at about
1/3 of the sites. Independent cleanup actions have been / are ongoing at the sites by
various responsible parties under different timelines. Responsible parties include tenant
airline and rental car companies, Olympic Pipeline Co., and the Port of Seattle (POS).

e
There are public water well fields both north and south of the airport, and three suburban
streams head near the edges of the airport. Given known information at the individual
MTC A sites, the current risk to the wells and streams appears to be minimal. The MTC A
sites have always been tracked and dealt with iidividually. Sea-Tac Airport has never
been treated as a single “facility” with the MTC A sites as “operable units”. Sea-Tac
Airport has never been ranked as a single facility, nor have anY of the individual MTCA
sites been ranked. A new jet fuel pipeline system for the airport owned and operated by
Olympic Pipeline Company is in the planning stages.

The original Prepaid Position Policy (attached) came out in April 1991. In May 1991
Glynis Carrosino became a prepaid position for the POS. According to the scope of work
in the attendant inter-agency agreement, her focus was primarily on formal actions for
cleanup of marine sites. Glynis was also to provide technical assistance re33rding the

independent cleanups at Sea-Tac Airport. During 1992 the POS decided it wanted a

second prepaid position dedicated to Sea-Tac Airport and an InteragencY agreement with
a scope of work specific to Sea-Tac Airport (attached) w'as formulated. Sometime during
1992 (?) a second prepaid position dedicated to the airport (Linda PHddY) was retained.

e
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Linda came from the EPA ,aId the POS paid for her move from Washington DC to
Seattle. It took Linda some months to learn the regulations and become familiar with the

MTC A sites at the airport. During the summer of 1993, Linda instigated the process to
put three or four of the major MTC A sites at the airport under Agreed Orders. Because
of its role as property owner, the POS was listed as a PLP at each site along with are

responsible Airline Company. This action and/or the manner by which it was
implemented greatly antagonized the Port and three Airline Companies. I heard that are

POS told Linda that “ this is not what we are paying you for”. I believe the POS may
have considered formally canceling (as per the Prepaid Position Policy) the airport
prepaid position, which would have left Linda unemployed. During the fall of 1993,
Linda found a job with EPA in Seattle and left Ecology.

I was selected as the POS’s next prepaid position for Sea''Tac Airport during February
1994. During the interim after Linda left, Ecology managernent apparently agreed to
back off from issuing Agreed Orders for the airport sites. The Airline Companies
promised to be more aggressive regarding their independent cleanups (which they
subsequently were). My prepaid position role as I understood it was to learn about and
become involved in the independent cleanups at Sea-Tac Airport, render technical
assistance, and proceed to a formal action only in the face of recalcitrance to accomplish
cleanup independently. (As it turned out, much of my time as the Port’s prepaid position
for Sea-Tac Airport was actually spent working on two Port marine sites – Southwest
Harbor Project, and the GATX terminal).

e
By the summer of 1995, 1 had become uncomfortable about what my role as a prepaid
position had evolved to at the airport and that it was not in cone)rmance with the Prepaid
Position Policy. I was not only rendering technical assistance, but was rendering
regulatory “arm twisting” towards airport tenants as well. Also, the expectation
developed for me to “approve” the various independent cleanup actions, often in writing
(there wu no IRAP or VCP policy at this time). Furthermore, there was no signed
Agreed Order at Sea-Tac Airport and little prospect for one. (There had been one good
opportunity for an Agreed Order at a site where cleanup was stalled by finger pointing
between multiple PLPs. The POS was adamant however, that all efforts be exhausted to
resolve the situation independently first, and it was in the end).

I voiced my concerns to Mike Gallagher, and he, Mary Burg, Kathy Gerla, and myself,
subsequently had a meeting regarding continuing the prepaid position at the airport. The
decision that came out of the meeting was that the prepaid position could continue status
quo, but that there had to be an Agreed Order “at least about something” at the airport.
Aiso, we would reevaluate the situation after another year.

e After becoming familiar with the MTCA sites, I had recognized the need to do a
comprehensive risk assessment regarding the groundwater contamination at the airport
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(particularly in regards to possible unidentified solvent contamination). The POS had

already tentatively agreed to do this project. Given the requirement for an Agreed Order
to keep the airport prepaid position going, the POS agreed to do this groundwater project
under an Agreed Order.

During the summer of 1996, Mike Gallagher, MarY Burg, Kathy Gerla, and myself met
again to discuss the prepaid position at the airport. During the past year some progress
had been made towards an Agreed Order, but it was far nom complete. The Port was not
enthusiastic about the project. The decision was made to temporarily discontinue my
prepaid position effective August 1996. The prepaid position was not permanently
“cancelled” as per the procedure in the Prepaid Position Policy; the interagency
agreement was simply not renewed by Ecology. The interagency agreement is typically
renewed (signed by both parties) each year. I believe Kathy Gerla told the POS they
could have the prepaid position back when there was a signed Agreed Order in place.

Work did continue on the Agreed Order. By May 1997, an unsigned draft ADreed Order
was completed and went out for public comment. I had thought the groundwater study
for the airport was a benign, in-the-citizen’s-interest, no..one-could-argue-with-it project.
To my wonder, there were over 600 comments received (the citizen’s say 1,000), all
mostly opposing the Agreed Order. About two years later, the 6nal Agreed Order was
signed May 25th, 1999, and work on the project is now fully in progress.e
Even though the prepaid position ended in August 1996, my involvement with Sea-Tac

Airport in some form or another continued to dominate about 60% of my time. Post

prepaid-position activities involving Sea. Tac Airport include the following:

1. Completed the final Agreed Order incorporating changes based on public comments.

2. Completed about 2/3 of the Responsiveness Summary (RS). The part of the RS

completed includes repetitive comments and global issues sensitive to the Port. Much of
the public comment concerned the applicability of Water Quality laws to the project. It
was necessary to coordinate with the WQ section regarding its NPDES permit and the

permit’s attendant response summary. WQ and TCP AGs had to be involved. The Port
wanted to establish language in the RS acceptable to it before signing the Agreed Order.
The PoR was comfortable with the 2/3 of the RS that was finished and signed the Order.

Actions (1) and (2) were wordsmithing marathons with a Port attorney and took much
time. All that time was charged to and has been paid by the Port.

3. Answered extensive executive correspondence. The Agreed Order caused a flurry of
letters from the public to the Governor, Tom Fitzsimmons, and Mike Rundlett. I drafted
all the answerse
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4. Ongoing participation in and management of the groundwater project. This included
review ofsubmittals, assistance with data compilation, technical discussions, etc. The
Port paid for this activity.

5. Ongoing technical assistance (ifurything, my role is this regard increased given the
many new issues and situations that seemed to constantly arise at Sea-Tac Airport). This
technical assistance included reviewing the many independent cleanup reports submitted
from sites at the airport. The Port no longer paid for this technical assistance, but most of
it was UST or LUST related, and my time for this was charged to federal dollars. Also
some of the technical assistance was somewhat related to the Agreed Order and charged
to that

6. In the fall of 1997, Representative Karen Kaiser from the 33'd District declared that an
environrnental catastrophe was in the making in the form of abandoned home heating oil
tanks on Port property north and south of the airport and adjacent to it. She demanded
that Ecology investigate the situation and I was handed the project. The Port had
purchased and demolished hundreds of homes in the 70’s and 80’s to establish
uninhabited clear aircraft approach and take off zones to the airport. The theory was that
hundreds of abandoned oil-filled tanks were buried in these clear zones and would impact
the Highline Aquifer and local streams. The north clear zone was adjacent to the City of
Seattle’s Highline Well Field. I investigated the risk posed by the heating oil tanks and
also possible mitigation measures that could be taken. It took me about four months to
complete a report that Director Fitzsimmons presented to Representative Kaiser.

e

7. Palticipated in the Governor’s Certification process for the Third Runway as the TCP
member of the “Sea-Tac Team”. In order to qualify for federal money to build the
runway, the Port had to obtain this certification aom the state that the project was
“environmentally okay”. The Team established several environmental criteria and tasks
the Port had to do as a condition for the certification. Completion of the MTC A ADreed

Order for the groundwater study was one condition.

8. Ongoing participation in the 401/404 permitting process to build the Third Runway.
A condition of the permit is that “toxic material in toxic arnounts” cannot be used as fill.
As a TCP member of the group, I was requested to provide technical assistance regarding
that issue. I negotiated a “clean 611 criteria” policy with the Port that provided
contaminant screening level guidance for imported fill and a site specific process to
insure the screening levels are met. The policy calls for ongoing monitoring by Ecology
of the site-specific process. The policy does not preclude the use of contaminated
material as fill, but Ecology’s approval is required if the Port proposes to do so.

e There was no bi11able time for activities (6), (7), and (8).
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(2) Current \Vorkload:

1. Complete the current Responsive Surrurrary for the Agreed Order. The document
must be completed at least before the Phase I report comes out (possibly by the end of the
year). If I almost didn’t work on anything else, I possibly could get it done myself by
then. Finding a ternporary person to work on the RS could be difficult and time
consuming, and is there funding? The person would have to have knowledge of MTC A,
Water Quality Regs., have appropriate technical expertise, and be a really quick learner.

2. Ongoing management of the groundwater project itself This includes evaluation of
and approval of various technical aspects of the work presented by the Port’s consultants.
The intent was for Ecology to get set up with the modeling software and do independent
simulations. The use of SAIC or another consulting company could help with this work.
The Port has agreed there needs to be a balance of expertise on Ecology’s side of the
table, but was not favorably disposed towards SAIC because of professional opinion and
because SAIC has no local modeling expertise. The Port wanted to see if the company
selected for the Legislatively-murdated Tmd Runway study would be acceptable and
could be utilized by Ecology (particululy since aat company would be utilizing data
&om ale MTC A groundwater study). PGG was selected to do the Third Runway study
and was the Port’s particular pick. Unfortunately Ecology either has to use SAIC or put
the work up for bid. As per John W., Ecology cuurot just directly hire PGG. There is no
guarantee that PGG would bid9 paRicululy since they were selected to do both the Third
Runway and Maurey Island studies, and may have a full plate.

e
3. Conduct UST inspections for all USTs at Sea-Tac Airport. This Agreed Order is
unique (and cornmendable) because it mandates pollution prevention actions in the form
of conducting UST inspections for all tarks at are airport. Results of these inspections
are to be part of the Agreed Order Phase I report. The order also mandates working with
unregulated USTs at the airport to establish volmtuy leak detection and this work also
has to be done.

4. Evaluate environmental implications md proposed closures of MTCA sites related to
the South Terminal Expansion Project (STEP). The STEP project is a major expansion
of Concourse A involving the demolition of three airline hangars (potential MTC A sites).
There are also seven MTC A sites within the footprint of the STEP. Environmental
assessments are being done regarding the hagar demolitions. The Port, Delta Airlines,
and Northwest Airlines and their respective consultants have collaborated and are

proposing basically a walk-away cleanup remedy for their respective sites via the Interim
TPH Policy. Delta Airlines and Northwest Airlines have alreadY submitted reports (the
Port has yet to do so for its sites). At this point it is not known whether the airlines or the
Port are requesting a formal VCP review by Ecology (Northwest Airlines has tentatively
indicated it may). Regardless of whether these cleanup actions go through the VCP, it ise
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important for Ecology to evaluate them because a walk-away cleanup scenuio wIll not
set well with the public. We need to make sure the Interim TPH Policy was followed and
otherwise evaluate the information as we could be defending ourselves in front of a

legislator on short notice.

5. Catch up on the backlog of independent cleanup reports (many as relate to item #5).

6. Catch up on backlog of Initial Investigations and listings of new MT(_’ A sites at the
aIrport .

7. Respond to the ongoing demand for technical assistance regarding airport issues.

8. Participate as member of the internal workgroup overseeing the Legislatively
mandated study of the Third Runway. This project has taken significant time to date aId
has included helping prepare the initial scope of work and RFP; reviewing bid proposals,
and participating in the final selection of a consulting company to do the work. Ths
project will continue to take sisi6cant time during the life of the project (until next
June) in terms of helping to manage the project (there are three of us on the internal
workgroup). It is appropriate to participate in this project because it interfaces wiM are
MTC A groundwater study.e
9. Ongoing participation in the 401/404 permit process. Although the Clean Fill C'r{teria
Policy is completed, I should help craft the specific language in the permit that
implements the policy. This activity is not anticipated to take significant time unless
TCP does the reviews and approvals that the policy specifies.

10. Conclude cleanup at the United – Continental cleanup site. I facilitated cleanup at
this site while I was the prepaid position by getting multiple PLPs to work together. As a

condition for not issuing an Order, the PLP group promised to accomplish specific
cleanup actions. Some of these actions have not been accomplished, and there appeus to
be no intention of accomplishing them. The PLP group should be confronted to keep the
promises they made (or provide rationale why they did otherwise.)

(3) Anticipated Future Workload:

After Phase 1 of the Agreed Order is completed (target date end of this year), the results
of Phase 1 and a draft Addendum to the Agreed Order describing proposed actions based
on the results of Phase I will go out for public comment. A pubiic meeting / workshop
will be held at that time. The public comment period will most likely generate another
very large Responsiveness Summary. The Addendum will be finalized and the activities
outlined will be carried out (Phase II of the Agreed Order). These activities will include
drilling several monitoring wells, taking water level elevations and groundwater samplese
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over time, additional modeling based on the new data, completing a report describing
Phase II results, and holding a final public meeting / workshop. A veg' approximate time
for completing Phase II of the Agreed Order is the summer / fall of 200 1.

If this Agreed Order shows the need for significant additional cleanup actions at Sea-Tac
Airport beyond the independent cleanups at the individual MTCA sites, it may be

appropriate for Ecology to initiate another Agreed Order with the Port to accomplish
these actions.

e
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October 16, 2000

TO: Steve Alexander. TCP Section Head. NWRO

FROM : Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Clarifications Regarding Issue of Changing Scope of Agreed Order to
Include Cleanup Actions or a CAP

The short answer is that Ecology already has an agreement with the Port regarding this
issue. Background information must be provided to understand how this came about and
what it is.

My predecessor in the prepaid position for Sea.-Tac Airport, Linda Priddy attempted to
put four of the major MTC A sites where cleanup was going on independently under
formal Agreed Orders. In this attempt, Ms. Priddy’s relation with the PoR, in particular
Elizabeth Leavitt, became so bad that Ms. Priddy found another job with the EPA and left
Ecology in the fall of 1993. It is my understanding that subsequently Ecology agreed to
back off from pursuing these puticulu Agreed Orders, and the PLPs (airlines) promised
to more proactive in conducting their cleanups, which they were.

e 1 competed for and was selected to be the Port’s prepaid position for the airport in April,
1994. For some reason that I still don’t understand, Ecology allowed the Port to have
another prepaid position without the issue of having an Agreed Order at the airport
resolved as is required by the prepaid position policy. A meeting was held on September
30, 1994 that involved Mike Rundlett, Mike Gallagher, Kathy Gerla, myself, Dave
Aggerholm (head of all environmental things at the Port), Tom Newlon (head attorney for
the Port) and Paul Agid. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss whether or not the
prepaid position could continue at the airport without an Agreed Order for the airport.

I had raised the idea of possibly doing a large..scale evaluation of groundwater at the
airport to account for possible unknown contaminant sources (sort of an RI for
groundwater) and the idea had been bantered around somewhat but there had been no
serious moves towards implementing it at that time. The upshot of the meeting was dlat
the Port agreed to do this groundwater evaluation under an Agreed Order to comply with
the prepaid position policy, and Dave Aggerholm apparently thought the idea was

environmentally appropriate. The Port put Paul Agid in charge of the project, who I later
found out argued strongly against the Port doing this project. The Port could have
refbsed to do the groundwater project at that time and elected instead to end the prepaid
position. It is very doubtful Ecology would have pursued the idea of a groundwater
evaluation at the airport further.

+
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As a condition for doing the groundwater evaluation project however. the Poll wanted the
results of the project (if the results of the project indicated there was no risk) to be
incorporated into an Ecology-approved risk-based presumptive remedy scenario
applicable to the airport. Sometime in late 1994 or early 1995. 1 went to Olympia and
presented the known technical issues of contamination at the airport and the possibility of
doing a risk-based cleanup remedy scenario there. I made the presentation to Curtis
Dahlgren, Craig McCormack, Carol Krage, and Lynn Coleman. The consensus of this
group was that a risk-based remedy scenario was appropriate for the airport given that the

risk of the contamination appeared to be low, and if the groundwater project verified that
the risk indeed was low. The group also suggested however, that in return for Ecology’s
approval of a risk-based remedy scenario at the airport that the Port should be more
proactive in preventing contamination at the airport, which is why there is a pollution
prevention component to the Agreed Order.

By early 1997 the details of the Agreed Order for a groundwater evaluation and pollution
prevention activities had been completed, and also the details of a risk-.based presumptive
remedy scenario for the airport if the groundwater evaluation demonstrated low risk had
been completed. Two years seems like a long time to complete this work, but it must be

realized that work on the groundwater project took place only very sporadically. Most of
my time was taken up being involved in Port marine projects unrelated to the airport and
also many other issues at the airport.e
The Port wanted the language regarding the risk based remedy scenario to be included in
the Agreed Order, but Kathy Gerla declined saying that it was inappropriate to include a
remedy in the Agreed Order before the groundwater evaluation (RI) had been completed.
Consequently the language of the risk based presumptive remedy scenario for the airport
was stated in a separate document which became known as the “side letter”. The idea
was that Mike Gallagher would sign this document and present it to the Port once the
groundwater project was finished given the results of the project demonstrated no risk.

Paul Agid of the Port and I provided and agreed on the technical details, but the language
in the side letter was worked out directly between Kathy Gerla and Tom Newlon of the
Port, and later on Jerri Thomas and Tom Newlon. There was a long process arriving at

the language of the side letter and it went through many drafts and I have much
documentation regarding that process. TCP management including Mary Burg was
aware of and approved of this risk-based presumptive remedy approach, and as I
remember the mindset was that it was a creative and reasonable approach.

The “side letter” is attached to this write up along wit}I an interim draft. The details of
the presumptive risk-bued remedy scenario are self-explanatory. Keep in mind this n’as
all done before the Interim TPH policy came about and the ITPH policy has actually
rendered much of this risk-based remedy scenario moot.

8
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There is another issue regarding cleanup actions at Sea. Tac Airport related to this Agreed
Order. The Agreed Order contains no language regarding remedial actions that could be
taken if the Agreed Order did demonstrate there was a risk that needed to be addressed

In negotiating the language of the Agreed Order I did attenrpt to go down that road but
the Port objected strongly. In the end it was the consensus of Mike Gallagher, Ching-PI
and myself that we wouldn’t put that kind of language in the Agreed Order and that
Ecology would elect to formally become involved in any subsequent remedial actions if
warranted when the time came

e
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April ? , 1997

Paul Agid
Environmental Management Specialist
Port of Seattle, SeaTac Airport
P. O . Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98111'-1209

Dear Mr . Ac;id :

As you are aware, the Department of Ecology and the Port of
Seattle are in the process of implementing a MTCA Agreed
Order for conducting a remedIal investigation of groundwater
at SeaTac International Airport (STIA) . This letter is
intended to provide informal advice and assistance
concerning how information generated by the Agreed Order may
relate to cleanup actions at STIA.

8 The purposes of the g.roundwater investigation are : ( 1 ) to
acquire a more comprehensive understanding of groundwater
flow characteristics ; and ( 2 ) to acquire a more
comprehensive determination of the nature and extent of any
groundwater contamination at the site, particularly
downgradient (west ) of the Aircraft Operations alld
Maintenance Area (AOMA) section of STIA.

We have had preliminary discussions about the likely options
for cleanup if analyses and modeling of existing data and
data acquired through the groundwater investigation shows. by
comparison with the MTCA standards in effect at the
conclusion of the groundwater study: ( 1) there is not
threat to public water wells and surface waters from
contamination within the AOMA via a groundwater pathway; and
(2 ) there is no groundwater contamination downgradient
(west) of the AOMA. The comprehensive groundwater
investigation data would be dowrlgradient groundwater
information applicable in general to the indIvidual sites
within the AOMA.

Based on the information Ecology has reviewed to date, it
appears that a common framework of '’standard'’ cleanup
actions for sites within the AOMA would be appropriate
because the contaminated sites are very similar . The sites8
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are mostly contaminated with jet fuel, have similar
hydrogeology, are capped, are in proximity to each other,
and remediation is mostly diffIcult because of aircraft
operatIons .

If the groundwater study shows there is no threat to human
health and the environment as descrIbed above, the
"standard" cleanup actions would include :

Site characterization and recovery of free product;
Concrete or asphalt capping;
Long--term monItoring; and
A deed restriction .

No active remediation of contaminated soil or dissolved--
phase contaminants in groundwater would be done .

The "standard” cleanup actions would not apply at some sites
where site--specific conditions require remediation of soil
and dissolved--phase contamination in groundwater . Site'-
specific conditions could include : sites where
contamination is easily accessIble, sites with high BTEX
values in groundwater, and sites where contamination would
likely migrate outside airport property.

e
Based on what we now know, these are the types of remedies
that Ecology would currently accept in any review of
independent remedial action reports under the IRAP program
for applicable sites at SeaTac Airport, as long as the
groundwater study results are as described in this letter .

Please keep in mind this letter is provided as technical
assistance pursuant to WAC 1'73–340-"130 (3) ( 1990 ed . ) , and is
not an approval of any cleanup action

Sincerely ,

Michael J. Gallagher
Section Manager
Toxics Cleanup Program
Northwest Regional Office

e M JG : irl
cc : Jerri Thomas , Attorney Generals Office
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July 2 , 1996

ATTORNEY CLIEHP
PRIVILEGED
COWUKICATIOX

TO :

I

Mary Butrg, Progran Manager, Toxic:8 Cleanup
Mike Gallagher, Section Head, NWRO

pRt>get Nye, NWRO

IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIaL 1; h ii iEr 1C:1111r 12 rl a / JIllBIISS iS 1LB anI 1Lp JIjlFIllit torn ey IF Bene rFCFROM :

REI: Sea(rac AIrport--'Status Update for July 16 Meeting

e aIM’Ngo
On June 14 , Tom Newlorf ' (the Port/s attorney) and I discussed

the SeaTac Airport site''-in particular, the letter we proposed in
March discussing likely CXe+Dup opti9ns after the area'--wide
groundwater study is conpl8:t:eda A copy of the proposed letter is
attached. The Port has indicated it needs this letter, or
something like it, in order to proceed with the groundwater
study

The Port would like four changes to our proposed letter:

1. Page 2 , second sentence: Replace ’lsjtes with good
access" with "sites where contamination is easily accessible"

2 . Page 2 , second sentence: in the phrase "sites where
contamination could migrate outside airport property, " replace
"could" with "would likely" .

+ 2ffb

3 . Page 2 , second paragraph, first sentence:
"vould likely acceptl' to "would currently accept" .

Change

4 . The Port would like the letter . signed by someone higher
In management than Roger, preferably Mary Btlrg or above.

e While I have no problems with the first two changes (those
are technical issues for you, Roger) , I do have concerns with the
last two, and would I.ike to discuss them at our upcoming neeting.

a
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DRAFT

3/22/96

[LETTER TO PORT OF SEATTLE]

RE: SeaTac Airport

As you are aware , the Port of Seattle and the Department of
Ecology are in the process of negotiating an agreed scope of work
for conducting a remedial investigation of groundwater at SeaTac
InternatIonal Airport (STIA) . This investigation will be
perforned under a MTCA Agreed Order.

The purposes of the groundwater investigation are : ( 1) to
acquire a more comprehensive understanding of groundwater flow
characteristics ; and (2) to acquire a more comprehensive
determination of the nature and extent of any groundwater
contamination at the site, particularly downgradient (west) of
the Aircraft Operations and Maintenance Area (AOMA) section of
Ul•Pd•baBU nOV

We have had preliminary discussions al:)out the likely options for
cleanup if analyses and modeling of existing data and data
acquired through the groundwater investigation shows : (1) there
is no threat to public water wells and surface waters from
contamination within the AOMA via a groundwater pathway; and (2)
there is no groundwater contamination down9radient (WeSt) of the
AOMA. The comprehensive groundwater investigation data would be
dourIgradient groundwater Inf ornation applicable in general to the
individual sites within the AOMA.

e
Based on the information Ecology has reviewed to date, it appears
that a common framework of 11standard'1 cleanup actions for sites
within the AOMA would be appropriate because the contaminated
sites are very similar . The sites are mostly contaminated with
jet fuel, have similar hydrogeology, are capped, are in proximity
to each other , and remediation is mostly difficult because of
aircraft operations .

If the groundwater study shows there is no threat to huntan health
and the environInent as described above, the 'tstandard" cleanup
actions would include :

'-Characterization and recovery of free product ;

-Concrete or asphalt capping;
–Long-term monitoring; and
-A deed restriction .

No active remediation of contaminated soil or dissolved-'phase
contaminants in groundwater would be done .

e
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DRAFT

e The "standard" cleanup actions would not apply at some sites
where site-'specific conditions require remediation of soil and
dissolved-phase contamination in groundwater . Site-specific
conditions could include : sites with good access, sites with
high BTEX values in groundwater, and sites where contamination
could migrate outside airport property.

Based on what: we now know, these are the types of remedies
Ecology would likely accept in any review of independent remedial
action reports under the IRAP program, as long as the groundwater
study results are as described in this letter. Please keep in
mind this letter is provided as technical assistance, pursuant to
WAC 173-340-130 (3 ) ( 1990 ed. ) , and is not an approval of any
cleanup action

e
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October 16. 2000

TO: Steven M. Alexander, TCP Section Head. NWRO

FROM: Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Addendum to Update Previous Write up Dated August 23, 1999
Regarding Sea-Tac Airport

Many of the activities identified as “Current Workload'- in the previous write up have
been ongoing. These have included activities directly related to the Agreed Order such
as

1. The Port provided informational meetings and submitted technical material regarding
the data compilation for and computer construction of the groundwater flow model. All
submittals were reviewed as time allowed and informal comments provided to the Port
along with affirmations that the work appeared to be progressing satisfactorily.

2. Internal Ecology databases were researched to find leaking underground storage tank
(LUST) sites and non-.LUST sites in the area encompassed by the groundwater flow
model data were researched to find boring log information that would provide
hydrogeological information in gaps in the Port data. The files for all appropriate sites
were reviewed and the boring log information compiled to augment the Port data.e
3. Information in Ecology’s UST database was compiled regarding all USTs at Sea-Tac
Airport and compared to the Port’s database regarding the USTs at the airport.
Discrepancies were determined and corrected. A complete list of all USTs to be
inspected at the airport as per the order was compiled. The inspection of all USTs at the
airport is proceeding at this time.

4. The Agreed Order calls for a set of “representative wells” to be selected to provide
precise data regarding groundwater now in the contaminant source area of the airport.
Some wells immediately outside the airport not on Port property would have been helpfb I
in this regard and much effort was put into gaining access to wells at various MTCA sites
near the airport.

5. A second Fact Sheet regarding progress on the Agreed Order was drafted and sent out
to all interested parties.

6. Technical assistance and information was provided regarding the Agreed Order,
which included meetings with airlines and their consultants, and letters to citizens.

7. Progress continued on finishing the Responsiveness Summary. At this time the
Responsiveness Summary is complete except for final editing.e



e October 16. 2000
Steve Alexander

Page 2

Other activities regarding sea-Tac Airport included the following.

I participated as a member of the internal workgroup that provided oversight of the
Legislatively mandated study of the Third Runway. This participation included
reviewing requests for proposals from bidding consultants, reviewing submittals, helping
select consultants and reviewing work results. My participation in this project has now
ended

To do at least some of my share of VCP reviews, I attempted to do the ones submitted for
sites at the airport, which pertained to MTC A sites in the areas where new airport
construction was to take place. The situations regarding some VCPs presented
particularly thorny technical issues in regards to residual saturation values and other
Interim TPH Policy methodologies used. In trying to resolve these issues, I worked with
other personnel here and in Olympia, met with the PLPs and their consultants, and
compiled an “effective solubilities” database for the airport.

During the latter months of 1999 and early 2000, my relation with the Port and in
particular Paul Agid, with whom I had worked for nearly four years deteriorated. I
became increasingly uncomfortable in attending meetings with the Port and its
consultants. This discomfort derived from a patronizing attitude towards Ecology
expressed by the Port and a derisive attitude towards the Agreed Order. In one meeting
with the Port and several tenants and their consultants, one tenant expressed appreciation
for assistance that Ecology had rendered and the Port countered that it could offer no
such appreciation. It also appeared to me that the Port was trying to achieve a
“whitewash” instead of a sincere effort and also was trying to take advantage of the fact
that I was overwhelmed with the technical submittals, VCPs, and Responsiveness
Summary .

e

When Mr. Agid lost his temper in two successive contacts (a meeting and telephone
conversation) expressed a diatribe against Ecology (as he often did) and finally launched
into me personally, I cut off the conversation and ended the relation. I related events to
John Wietfeld and told him there was no point in my meeting with Mr. Agid any more,
and also that progress on the Responsiveness Summary wasn’t going very well given all
the other work that I was trying to do. Subsequently the VCPs were given to others, John
has taken over dealing with the Port, and I was left free to finish the R.S.

e



e STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional Officep 3190 ' 160th Ave S.E. ' Bellevue, Washington 98008'5452 • (425) 649'7000

July 24, 2000

Elizabeth Leavitt

Manager of Aviation Environmental Programs
Port of Seattle

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98168

Dear Ms. Leavitt:

Please refer to Agreed Order # 97TC-N122. According to Section V (4.) of the Agreed
Order written notice must be provided if there is a change in project coordinators by
either Ecology or the Port.

e This letter is to inform you that I, John Wietfeld, am now the project coordinator for
Ecology regarding this Agreed Order. Please direct all cornmunications, documents,
reports, approvals, and other correspondence concerning the activities performed
pursuant to the terms and conditions of this Order to me.

Please confirm by letter the identity of the current project coordinator for the Port
regarding this Agreed Order.

Sincerely,

q

+

3ohn Wietfeld

TEC Unit Supervisor

cc: Paul Agid

e
tI



Luster, Tom

+
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hellwig. Raymond
Tuesday. October 24. 2000 7:39 AM
Luster. Tom: Fibpatrick. Kevin: Stockdale, Erik: Marchioro, Joan (ATG)
RE: 3rd Runway Notes and Next Meetings

\

Torn: Thanks for the comments. Apparently we have a somewhat different recollection of where we
ended up on some of the concerns we discussed at our internal meeting. I agree with some of your
recommendations e.g.. we most likely will need language in the 401 to address access/activities near
Tyee Pond. However, I don't recall discussing matters relating to flow augmentation at DM Creek,
temporary work in the SASA footprint. the Agreed Order etc. quite the swAwk I will bring these
matters up for discussion as appropriate with Kate amamt

–.–Original Message---- \
From: Luster, Tom
Sent: Monday. October 23, 2000 4:07 PM
To: Hetlwig, Raymond; Fitzpatrick, Kevin; Stockdale. Erik:
Joan (ATG)
Subject: FW: 3rd Runway Notes and Next Meetings
Importance: High

\\Marchioro

t

Hi all -

Even though I was not at the 10/20 meeting. I'm providing the following comments based on the
discussions and agreements at our internal 10/17 meeting. The draft meeting notes do not reflect those
discussions and agreements, and unless the notes are changed, rnqy end up being used to justify
issuance of a 401 that does not meet 401 requirements.e
Since I wasn't at the meeting and since I am being transitioned away from SeaTac review, I am providing
this memo internally for you to decide how they should be reflected in the final notes.

p. 5 Update ' NPDES major modification: if the 509 interchange is part of the proposal being reviewed for
404 and 401 (which it is, per the Corps), then the 401 must address any direcVindirect impacts. We may
or may not need the final major mod to be issued before the 401. but at the very least. the 401 does need
an approved stormwater plan at the interchange for the same reasons that we need a final stormwater
plan for the rest of the airport - to determine whether there will be impacts to aquatic resources due to the
location/size/etc. of the stormwater facilities.

I recommend adding language to this issue stating that Ecology approval of the stormwater plan for the
509 interchange will be needed for 401 issuance.

p. 5 Update - South Access / Tyee Pond: any impacts to Tyee Pond due to its use as a spill containment
facility may be included as part of the Corps' 404 review: if so. then those impacts would be part of the 401
review. Regardless of the Corps' position, however. I believe Ecology needs to independently evaluate
the associated impacts - the Tyee Pond is part of the proposed project mitigation and is subject to project'-
related impacts (e.g.. ongoing vegetation removal/disturbance to maintain spill containment and
stormwater functions, direct impacts of spills on the wetland functions, etc.), so any maintenance
requirements, easement language allowing certain activities, etc. would have to be included as a 401
condition

a p. 5 Update - Des Moines Creek Flow Augmentation: the suggested condition language in these notes
does not reflect the discussion at last week's internal meeting. The language in these notes is the
language I was concerned about. in that it could allow several years of impacts to Des Moines Creek flows
without mitigation in place. The low flow impact is caused not only by adding impervious surfacesf but
also by adding fill and then detaining and rerouting stormwater during the construction period well before
pavement is added at the top of the fill.

We had agreed last week that, at the very least, the proposed language be changed to not allow any fill to



de

be placed for the parts of the project in the Des Moines Creek basin until flow augmentation was provided
(i.e.. certainty about the source of water and Ecology approval of a treatment system). Even though a
condition with that language would still be provisional. it would provide a degree of reasonable assurance
that is not provided by the current draft language in these meetIng notes.

e p. 6 Issue - Temporary construction in SASA footprint: it makes no sense to allow this facilitY before a 401
or 404 is issued, given the issues identified in the Flow Augmentation section above, and given that the
work is part of the proposed SeaTac expansion being reviewed for 401/404 (and ESA). Placing fill, adding
impervious surfaces, and detaining/rerouting stormwater from a 30-acre site above Des Moines Creek is

likely already resulting in lower summer baseftows to the creek, and mitigation has not yet been provided
for this impact. The Port needs to either stop work in that area and remove the fill or provide us
documentation showing that the fill is not affecting the stream.

p. 6 Issue . Lagoon #3 potential direct impacts: our discussion internally and with the Port has been about
both direct and indirect impacts of the Lagoon #3 expansion. The indirect impacts need to be re-added to
our issues list - specifically. the hydrologic impacts of removing approximately 10 acres of the area
providing surface/groundwater to Wetland #28. and the fate and transpoR of contaminants in the area of
the Lagoon #3 expansion.

p. 7 Issue - 401 relationship with Agreed Order: there was agreement several years ago that the 401 was
the only regulatory mechanism available to ensure the conditions of the Governor’s certification letter were
carried out. At minimum. we need to ensure that the Port (and Ecology) are in compliance with the most
current version of the Agreed Order as paN of the 401 review. Also, I do not know of any supporting
documentation for the statement in the last sentence of this section, "Construction of the 3rd Runway will
not affect Ecology's ability to respond to findings of the groundwater study." At the vew least. the
statement incorrectly cites just the 3rd Runway as the scope of our review - the 401 and 404 are reviewing
the proposed SeaTac expansion. I don't think we have enough certainty to make such a statement - we
are only starting to put the pieces together on the extent of contamination and its fate and transport
around the airport. I recommend at the very least that if we issue a 401. it include a specific reopener
based on ongoing findings of the Agreed Order.

e
----Original Message-----–
From: Rachel McCrea [mailto:rachelm@floyd-snider.com]
Sent: Monday, October 23, 2000 11:30 AM
To: 'Ray Hellwig (E-maily; 'Kevin Fitzpatrick (E-maily;
'tlus461@ecy.wa.gov'; 'Kelly Whiting (E-maily; 'Michael Cheyne
(E-maily: 'Elizabeth Leavitt (E-maily: 'Keith Smith (E..maily: 'Paul
S. Fendt (E-maily: 'Jim Dexter (E-maily: 'Jim Kelley (E-maily; 'Rick
Schaefer (E-maily: 'david.masters@metrokc.gov';
'mark.lampard@metrokc.gov’: 'Laurie Havercroft (E-maily
Cc: Kathryn Snider: Rachel McCrea
Subject: 3rd Runway Notes and Next Meetings
Importance: High

Greetings all - the draft 10/20 notes and final 10/13 notes are attached.
Please forward your comments/edits to the 10/20 notes by c.o.b. Wednesday.

NEXT MEETINGS: Please get these next meetings (dates/times) on your
calendars !

Tuesday 10/24. afternoon. Technical SMP status meeting (attendance limited
to Parametrix. King County and Floyd & Snider).
Friday 10/27. 9:30 - 4:00 at Ecology NWRO. Morning agenda: SMP results.
Afternoon agenda: Base flow update.
Tuesday 10/31, 8:00-11 :00 at Ecology NWRO.

e
<<3rw401 101300 final.doc>> <<3rw-+01 102000 draft.doc>>

Call if you have any questions!
Thank you,

tI ltIt
+

)
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Rachel McCrea
Floyd & Snider. Inc.
83 S King Street. #614. Seattle. WA 98104
206.292-2078
rachelm@floyd-snider. come
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Nye, Roger

From:
Sent:
To:
(P (1B1 :

Subject:

Alexander, Steve (ECY)
Thursday, October 26, 2000 4:33 PM
Heltwig, Raymond
Nye. Roger Wang, Ching.Pi; WieHeld, John; Pendowski. Jim; Hart, Curt
RE: Port of SeattJeSeaTac Intemational Airport (POS-STIA) Agreed Order (AO.) and
Remedial Action Grant (RAG)

Works for us in TCP. We will continue to treat this as one of many sites we are working while maintaining an increased
level of detail/frequency of communication through RMT.

A couple of other related issues for your consideration as TCP pursues completion of the A.O. work scope:

1. TCP timelines and the Governor's Certification. For TCP we don't feel driven by the G.C., rather. we set schedules
through our own prioritization process in collaboration with POS. It is my understanding that the G.C. is something which
may come up between the POS and FM. however, it would only involve TCP and would be in the context of how can we
speed up the completion of the A.O. work scope. If there is something more we need to consider, let us know.

2. The scope of the A.O. only looks at contaminant sources within the footprint of the A.O.M. A. Does anyone outside
T.C.P. need/want to know about known/suspected sites outside the A.O.M.A.?

–Original Mes=ge––
From: Hellwig, Rayrnond
Sent: Saturday, Odotnr 21, 2000 8:02 AM
To: Alexander, Steve (ECY)
Subject: RE: Port of SeattIeSeaTac Intemational AirTnrt (K>S'STIA) Agreed Order (A.O.) and Remedial Action Grant (RAG)

Looks good. Thanks for meeting with Elizabeth.

e We discussed the A-O. briefly yesterday a the 3RW meeting. I'm still comfortable not including the A.O. as an element
of the 401 . And that was the consensus of the group.

––-Original Muagc
From: Alexander, Steve (ECY)
Sent: Friday, Octotnr 20, 2000 5:53 PM

To: Wang, Ching-Pt; Wietfeld, John; Nye, Roger; GuHlal, Lavona (ECY); Singer, Diane
Cc: Colt>um, Gail; Cargill, Dan; Hellwig, Raymond; Pendowski, Jim; Luster, Tom; Wilson, Mary Sue (ATG)
SubjecX: Port of SeattieSeaTac Intemabonal AirTx>rt (FX)S-grIA) Agreed Order (A.O.) and Remedial Action Grant (RAG)

All: I have committed John, Ching-PI, Roger and myself to a closed meeting with POS-STIA (Elizabeth and Paul)
at their location for the week of 1 1/13. We will coordinate with Lavona on our availability and she will set up a
meeting through Roberta at POS. At this point. the meeting agenda consists of confirming the adequacy of work
completed under the A.O.. agreeing on the remaining scope and who completes it, and identifying
workscope/RAG related issues (see 5 & 6, below).

The following are action items, with suggested due dates-lead. which I see occurring between now and the
November meeting with POS:

1. Notify Ray of final draft Responsiveness Summary release to POS. (10/23 -Steve)

2. Transmit copy of draft Responsiveness Summary to POS. (10/24-27 -Roger)

3. Discuss A. A.G. support with Mary Sue. (>10/24 -Steve)

4. Request (by letter) updated RAG billing from POS. (10/27 -Diane)

5. Determine/write up POS and TCP A.O. tasks performed to date and adequacy of POS submittals.
( 11/1 -Roger&John)e 6. Determine/write up remaining A.O. work scope (both TCP and POS) and timeline for completion.(11/1.
Roger&John)

1
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November 13, 2000

TO: John Wietfeld, Ching-PI Wang

FROM: Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Information to Include in the “Questions-To-Port” List

The Agreed Order stipulates that the Port will research existing technical literature,
environmental and geological reports, land-use data, airport historical information, and
other appropriate documents. One purpose of this research is to identify known and
potential (based on historical operations) areas of soil and groundwater contamination
within the AOMA and its “near vicinity” (defined as approximately within % mile of the
AOMA as per Appendix 1).

The intent of the Agreed Order is to determine risks posed by the known and potential
areas of contamination within the AOMA and “near vicinity” to drinking water wells and
surface waters (receptors) near the airport. Since contamination in identified potential
areas of contamination will not have been characterized; the modeling methodology of
“particle tracking” is to be utilized in the evaluation of contaminant transport in
groundwater from these potential areas.

e On December 13, 1999 the Port presented me with a map showing a list of potential
contaminated sites that were identified based on the Port’s research. On February 7, 2000
I provided written comments to the Port that pointed out issues and objections regarding
the Port’s list of potential contaminated sites. The Port never responded to those
comments, and during the October 4, 2000 meeting here with the Poll, a map/list of the
same “potential sites” was presented that was presented to Ecology December 13, 1999.

The iSSLIes regarding the POrt’S map/list of “potential sites” are as follows:

1 Potential historical sources of solvents weren’t identified. The citizens researched

Ecology archives and presented information to me, which indicated aircraft washing
fluids containing 14% chlorinated solvents were historically drained away to outfalls
and/or stored in unlined lagoons. A cleanup following the demolition of the United
Airlines hangar appears to corroborate this information since the highest PCE values
in soil were found coincident with a “settling pond” outside the hangar.

2. The potential sites identified by the Port appear to be based on “historical facilities”
rather than “historical operations”. Current facilities such as hangars and the
Olympic tank farm that could have had releases from historical operations weren’t
considered

e
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Page 2

3. There are major former fueling facilities identified in various cleanup and
environmental investigation reports from the airport that were not identified by the
Port

4 As per language the Port agreed to in the “ Approach” section of the Responsiveness
Summary, “any potentially significant contaminant sources within the operating
airport outside the AOMA which, given the modeling results, could pose significant
risk to the subject receptors through ground water flow” will be identified. It is not
clear whether the Port’s map/list includes this agreed-to work.

What is needed is an honest thorough effort to identify, based on M®WBbgU of
current and historical facilities, potential significant areas of contamination. It is not
acceptable that the citizens could research information on the airport and identify
potential contaminated sites that the Port doesn’t identify. Once the potential areas of
groundwater contamination have been identified, then the demonstration can be made

through the Agreed Order or otherwise, whether or not these potential sites pose risks to
the receptors.

e



STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional Office ' 3190 160th Avenue SE ' Bellevue, Washington 98008'5452 ' (425) 649'7000

November 15,2000

Paul W. Agid
Senior Environmental Prograrn Manger
Seattle-Tacoma Internatioml Airport
17900 International Blvd. Suite 402

SaTac, Washington 98188-+238

John Wietfeld
Site Malugu for SeaTac Airport Agreed Order
Washington Department of Ecology

Dear Paul:

Attached is a list of items ant arealrnntly not cornpleted on Agreed Older 97FC-N122. Also included is
notifiadon of all items completed.e The attached list and letter is Washington States Department of Ecology’s written notifimtion of the items
that are completed as required per Sntion IV of Agreed Order 97FC.N122.

If you luve any questions or concerns, please contact me at (425) 649-7282.

SinI 9

bha O. Wietfeld
Acting Unit Supervisor Tanks Unit
Toxics Cleanup Prograrn
Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional Once
3190 160th Avenue SE

Bellevue, WA 98008.5452

Cc: File
Steve Alexander

Roger Nye
Ching Pi Wang
ElizatBth Leavitt RE. A

e
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6 Department of Ecology, NWRO

November 2, 2000

TO: Steve Alexander, TCP Section Head, NWRO
John Wietfeld, TEC Unit Supervisor

Mr&FROM: Roger Nye

SUBJECT: Checklist for Sea-Tac Agreed Order Tasks

Tasks stipulated in the Agreed Order that the Port must complete, and status of Tasks:

NOTE: The information on status of the Tasks is “as has been reported to Ecology”.

1. Research existing information to provide a background hydrogeological description
of the aquifers and their relation to the AOMA and to water wells and surface waters.
COMPLETED.

e 2. Research existing information to identify known areas of soil and groundwater
contamination within the AOMA and its near vicinity (% mile). COMPLETED.

3. Research existing infonnation to identify potential llnknown areas of soil and
groundwater contamination (based on historical operations) within the AOMA and its
neal vicinit} ( 1/4 mile). NOT COMPLETE. Status: The Port identifIed some
potential historical areas of contamination but Ecology questioned the thoroughness
of this work Written comments were provided to the Port regarding this work along
with information from Ecology archives that indicated possible historical sources of
solvents not identifIed by the Port. The written cowtments and attached materials
were mailed to the Port on February 7, 1999. The Port did not respond to this
material.

4. Research existing information to identify potential preferred pathways of contaminant
transport. NOT COMPLETE. Status: Unknown

5. Research existing information to identify any publicly recorded, operational, private
dI-inking water supply wells within one mile of the AOMA that could potentially be
impacted by contamination within the AOMA. NOT COMPLETE. Status : Unknown

=r’ +X•r• >1:+

6. Research existing information to compile a database of wells screened across the

surface of the Qva aquifer throughout the AOMA and its near vicinity (1/4 mile).
COMPLETED.e
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e Checklist, Page 2

7. Acquire a set of wells representative of the entire AOMA and its near vicinity (1/4
mile) from the database compiled in Task 6. IM@d&glHmwBg_vI
set of wells “will be agreed upon by Ecology and the Port”. COMPLETED.

8. Collect four quarterly rounds of groundwater elevation data from the set of
representative wells, determine the groundwater elevation contours, and report the
data to Ecology after each quarterly round. COMPLETED. The Port included some
additional data from wells not in the “representative set'’ over one mile from the
AOn, which was outside the scope of the Task

9 Develop a groundwater flow model. The selection of model software and
methodology must be“ by agreement of Ecology and the Port”. NOT COMPLETE.
Status: A conceptual groundwater flow model, which included existing datafrom
over 400 bc)rings and numerous interpreted hydrstratigTaphic cross sections, has
been completed. The groundwater flow model software (MODFLOW) and
methodology regarding this model (boundary conditions, grid, etc.) were selected by
the Port and agreed to by Ecology. The groundwater flow model is apparently not
up and running” however.

e 10. Develop a contaminant fate and transport model. The selection of model software
and methodology must be “by agreement of Ecology mId dle Port”. NOT
COMPLETE. Status: As part of this work, !he locations of potential unknown areas
of groundwater contamination within the AOMA and vicinity must be ident$ed. As

per Task 3, Ecology has not agreed to an initial set of locations ident@ed by the Port.
Software has not been discussed. Modeling methodology in known areas of
contamination has not been discussed. Ecology has agreed to “particle tracking”
methodology to model contawlinant transport in potential unknown areas of
contamInation.

11. Evaluate all data and modeling results generated by the previous work and determine
a scope of work for any necessary additional investigation activities to be described in
an Addendum to the Agreed Order. This work includes determining the need for and
locations of up to 10-15 new wells to confirm modeling results conduct
characterization of groundwater and/or perform long-term monitoring. The wording
in the Agreed Order implies this work will be completed together and in agreement
with Ecology. NOT COMPLETE. Status: AU other work must be completed Brst.

12. Prepare a report (STIA Ground Water Study Phase I Report) compiling and
evaluating data generated from all previous work. NOT COMPLETE. Status: All
other work RUSt be completed fIrst.

13. Conduct pollution prevention actions specifically for UST systems at Sea-Tac Airport
that are deferred or exempt from the Washington UST regulations. These actions are:e
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(a) consult with owners/operators, (b) understand the operations of UST systems, (c)
review in-place leak detection/prevention methods (LDPMs), (d) identify additional
LDPMs, (e) identify time lines for implementing additional LDPMs, (f) request
owners/operators to implement LDPMs, and (g) Back the progress of implementing

together” to accomplish this work. NOT COMPLETE. Status : No work has been
done

14. Create a database for all UST systems at Sea-Tac Airport. COMPLETED.

15. Update the Sea-Tac Airport UST database annually for five years with current
infonnation. Acquire the current information regarding UST systems by annually
presenting all UST owners/operators with a written request to provide information
regarding any changes/upgrades that were made to UST systems and the leak
detection/prevention methods used. Report the updated UST information annually to
Ecology. NOT COMPLETE. Status: Two updates have been completed and
reported to Ecology. The last update will be completed in 2003.

16. Prepare a report (STIA Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention Report) documenting the
results of pollution prevention activities as per dIe Agreed Order. NOT COMPLETE.
Status: All other work regarding pollution prevention must be c07npleted Drst.e

Tasks stipulated in the Agreed Order that Ecojogy must complete, and status of Tasks:

1. Agree to the final selection of the representative set of wells. COMPLETED.

2. Agree to the selection of groundwater flow model software and methodology.
COMPLETED.

3. Agree to the selection of contaminant fate and transport model software and
methodology . NOT COMPLETE. Status: The Port presented identifIed locations of
potential unknown areas of contamination, but Ecology has not agreed with this
work Software has not been discussed. Modeling methodology in known areas of
contamination has not been discussed. Ecology agreed to “particle tracking'’
methodology for use in potential unknown areas of contamination.

4 Work jointly with the Port to evaluate the results of the data research and modeling,
and agree to a scope of work for additional investigation activities to be stipulated in
an Addendum to the Agreed Order. NOT COMPLETE. Status: AIZ other wort must
be completed $rst .
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5. Work jointly with the Port to conduct Pollution Prevention actions regarding the
hnplenlentation of leak detection/prevention methods for UST systems at the airport
that are deferred or exempt aom the UST regulations. NOT COMPLETE. Status.
No work has been done.

6. Conduct an inspection of all UST systems at Sea-Tac Airport that are regulated by the
provisions of the UST regulations (WAC 173-360). Report updated information and
results of inspection s to the Port. NOT COMPLETE. Status : The UST inspections
are 90% complete.

7 Prepare a report presenting the results of the UST inspection work to be included in
The Port’s report (STIA Fuel Systems Pollution Prevention Report). NOT
COMPLETE. Status: Report will be prepared when UST inspections and any
required follow up actions are complete.

e
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Mr. John Wietfdd
Washington DepanrTnnt cf Ecdqy
Northuest Regional Office
3190 160th Avenue SE
Bellwue, WA 9800&5452

RECEIVED
DEC 1 : 2008

DEPT. OF ECOLOGY

Re: SeattleTacoma International Airport
Ground Water Study
Agreed Order # 97TC>122
Response to Questions RunMed in Navunter 16, 2CXX) Meeting

Dear John:

Thanle to you, Roger, Ching Pi, and Steve for meeting vWth IS on Navuntnr 16. The susicx1
ms a valuaUe step in progressing with the Ground Water Study. We are working on the meeting
notes, and all have them ready for your rwiew in a few days.

During the meeting you provided tw> mwnorarxia for air rwiew. Thank you for pauing ul these
requests for additional information. We have real thrwgh tx>th the Navemtm 2 and the
Nwember 13 memos frun Roger to you and others, ani hope that the following information
%tisfies your needs.e Response to Navwntnr 2 muno on Agreed Order task completion
(lterns numtnraJ as in the Navunber 2 memo.)

1. Res%ral existing information...bMground hydmgeologiul deuxiption...; ccxnpleted.
Agre<1. Note, however, that to a limited degree we are adding new information as it is
generated tV other construction or other pnjects. New data are added only to the degree
they d%critn lcx:ations or conditions not well represented in the datatnse.

2. Rnearch existing information...knwn areas of nil arxi ground water ctxrtarrinatiul...;
completed.

• Agreed.

3.

e

Resann existing information... potential unknml areas of soil and ground water
contamination...: mIt complete.
Agrn in part, and disagrm in part. A detailed discussion follows in the response to the
Naventnr 13 rn=rD. tHaw.

4. Renan:tl existing informatiut...potential preferred pattws...: ncR mnplete.
• Disagree. A detailed diswssion follows in the response to the Novunber 13 muno, tnlow.

5.

•

Research existing information... publicly remnied, operational prhate drinking water wells. .. ;
not complde.
Disagree. The Phase 1 task is wnp+ete. The data base includes all publicly recorded private
drinking water supply wells within the target area. The operational status cf these wells

e Seattle-Tacorna
International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
Seattb. WA 98768 U.SA
TELEX 7a3433
FAX (206) 431.5912
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e Bcomes relevant only in determining Mlether gR>und water conditions Wt a MTCA risk.
Therefore, investigation cf well opeliting status wuld tn uoped as an "if necesar/ prt cf
F'hae 2 should Phan 1 or Phase 2 r%utts indicate wells that are at risk (Recall also that
Agreed Order negotiations included an Ecdogy a>mmRntent to supprt and assist anY surveY
required to iden6N the operational status d wells, as it is likely that some WWtY cmiers
maId deny access to the Port due to the loal politicd climate.)

6. Research existing information and compile a database of wells; completed.
Agreed.

7. Select representative set of wells, selection to te agreed on tV Ecdqy; ctxnpleted.
• Agreed.

8. Collect four quarterly rounds of elevation data and repcxt to Eulogy; ccxnFided.
Agreed. Note that the -utra- data mentioned in the muno was obtained fran naMy installed
geotechnial wells as%iated with the 3'l1 Runway project. and prwide UUfa ground water
level data for mcxlel calibration purposes.

Develop a ground water flaw mcxlel, to be agreed on by Ecdogy; not ctxnplete.
Agreed. Our status stems frun addents of sequencing. We rweivaJ a verbal apWal to
proceed to run the mc>dd, but prior to prIx:eeding recdva:I an Independent cttBque af the
conceptual mcxJel frun the 3RI Runway Grwel Study culsutting team. By the time w fully
addressed those comments and made appropriate nxxiifications, we had ben advised kw
EcolOgy not tO rely on verbal approvals. Assuming the Nowember 2muno oonstitutes a
mitten apprwal. m will pmIned, subject to other =hedule issuu diswssed during our
Navwntnr 16 meding.

e
10. Develop a contaminant fate and transport maid, to tn agreed on tv Ecology; not complete.
e Agree in part. and disagree in prt. See discussion of the Navunknr 13 rrwno. tnlcw,

nganling potential unknown sites. Fate and transport conceptual rncxiel and mcxieling
methcxiology were proposed in our October 4 pr%entation to Ecology. As discussed in that
meeting and in previous conversations, we propose to use MT3D software to simulate
contaminant migmRion.

11. Evaluate mcxiel data; not wnplete.
Agreed.

12. Prepare Ground Water Study report: not complde.
Agreed.

13. Pollution prevention tasks with respecR to deferred and exunpt tank systems; not complete.
• Agreed. Note, hawwer, the follwing tun facts:

As di%ussed at length in development of the Agreed Order, this task is an Ecdogy
lead task, wherein Ecology is to inttiae discussions vdth tenant fuel 9rstem operators
concerning options for improving pollution prevention tuhniques beyond the current
legal requirements. The rde af the Port is to prwide Ecology fadlity aaess, to
fadlitate mnmuniations, and to prwide in+neeting and post-meeting support. If
Ecology lets us know uAlen it wants to begin the pruus. we'll make the initial
contacts to establish communication links, set meetings, etc.
From a logical sequence perspective. it appears that this task would follow
mmpletion of Ecdogy’s UST systems inspe<dion (Agreed Order Task IV 6.b.), MItch
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e ve understand is still in pIt>grus. The di=ussion dw:dM tV Task IV 6.a. can in
conducted most e#lcienOy aRer Ecology obtains the detailed informdion that is generated
by the Task IV 6.b inspections.

14. Create UST datatnse; completed.
• Agreed.

15. Update dataknse each yar for five yars; not wnplde.
e Agreed, but we would prefer that the designation tn changed tO -Completed tO date;

additional activity required through 2CX>3.-

16. Prepare Pollution Prwention report not wnplde.
Agreed.

VUth resped to the Ecdogy task unplebon status portion of the Navemtnr 2 memo. w agree
with the status conclusion of items 1, 2, 4. 6, and 7. For item 3, see response for Port task 10,
atxwe; for item 5. see response for Port task 13, also atxwe.

At the tirne the Agreed Order was signed, Forum wu the airports rewsletter. tt is no longer
bing published, hawwer, the Port is currently considering adding construction updates to its
website

Response to Navemtnr 13muno on -Potential Site' task mmpletion

We appreciate your passing this memo along to us, as it points out uMd appears to tn a potential
misunderstanding that we'll have to resolve in order to pHx:eed.

e We think we’ve completed the -Potential Site Ust- task in accordance uHth the Agreed Order
snipe of work, but for the exceptions and the continuing data colledion activttiu noted below.
We have, contrary to the implication of the rrwno. engaged in an -honest. thorough eRat- to
complete the task we negotiated in Agreed Order snpe of m>rk. and have upended very
significant time and resouroes to do so. We have wnpilaj a list of the airport lcx:ations for v#lich
one could reasonably conclude the potential of historial release and Qva aquifer impact, as is
shawl clearty in the fcilawing information. If. upon reviwing the renainder at this muno. Ecology
determines that we've len somethIng out, please prwide us with s[HifiC addItional lcx:ations, and
the basis for the agenq’s concern aIx>ut thou lcx:atjons. and w'll be happy to consider then.

Melllo Issues 2 and 4

Memo l=ues 2 (first sentence) and 4 raise questions atx>ut tIe sccjIn of our inquiry, specificdly
concerning the difference between historical fadltties and operations, and connrning the
geographic limits of the inquiry.

In conducting our search for -potentid sites-. we made no distinction tntween facilities and
operations, as should tn apparent frun the discussion in the remainder of this letter. Our search
required identification of any potential significant historial airport souru of contamination that
was not already on the Agreed Order list of knml sites. or that had not ben previously
characterized and demonstrated to have no impad on, or no reasonable potential to imFnd.
ground water in the Qva

As we conducted the study. we identified mdor classes of -contaminated situ- that had poten6d
to impacR the Qva aquifer. including tx>th knml and -unknwn” situ:

Sites listed in the Agreed Ordec
Situ for uArich available data indicated no reasonable risk of impacting the Qva;
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• Sites for which available data indicated a Qva impact or reasonable potential for imFiad:
© Potential situ (Used on historial operations) for uhich no data were availatie.

Sites for uArich data were in hand prior to signing the Agreed Order but v#lich were not added to
the Agreed Order list due to the low probability cf Qva imFnd wre nd considered further.
Similarty, sites for uhich availatie data indicated no remnable risk cf impacting the Qva were
not considered further. Situ for which Qva impact wa knml or could reasonably occur, and
sites vWth no data, but with a potential (by historial operation) to im Wt the Qva were added to
the potential situ list.

Our search to identify -potential sites- consisted of a rwiew ofhistotical dwuments and maps.
and interviews of long time Port employe%, fmlsed on the general ajax>n operating proHrV.
extending well tnyond the AOMA. Although we did not establish limiting geographic boundaries
vWren conducting our search, we could de=nln the txnndaries that resulted fran the complded
sun:h very rougtyy. and fu gross illustration puposes only. as fdlwvs: Highway 518 to the
north; South 192-’ Street to the south; South 24B'/ International Boulevart#hr Cargo Road to the
east (this tDundary shifts to amunt for dport activity); and 12"’ West Avenue to the uM.

Memo Issues 1. 2. and 3

Memo Issues 1, 2 (semnd sentence). and 3 raise questions about the condud of our inquiry uith
resWt to the inclusion or exclusion of facilities and operations. The men specifIcally requests
additional information aIx:>ut hangars. the Olyrnpc Fuel Farm, mdor formu fuding faciIIties. and
ainlaft washing detention and drainage facilities as “potential uurm- not included in the list of
potential san.e
Additional information on the status of these fadlibes and ofnrations, and the basis for their
inclusion or exclusion on the potenbd sites list fdlm:

• Memo I=ue 2 refers to hangars.

Hangars: Data are availatle for each of the aircraR hangars that % are amre of, and
indicate that, with the exception of sites assocjated Mth the Hangars that are independently
listed in the Agreed Order. Hangar operations caused no reannable risk of impacbng the
Qva aquifer. Unlus otheNase noted. it is our understanding that documents referred to
tHaw are in Ecdogy’s possession.

0 Alaska Hangars: We have no information uhether Ajaska has performed a site
assessment in the area of its hangars. however. the following informaUon leads us to
condude that the facilities are not likely to have caused sign}ncant subsurface
impcts or to have impacted the Qva aqutfu. The buildings were constructed in
1 %667 and in 1985, tx>th preceded tv construction of the airport IWS system.
Consequently. in contrast to the older hangars, the hangars wre designed and
constructed to dispose wastes to the exisbng treabnent system (as ums the practice
at that time). significantly reducing the probability of ad hoc waste rnanaganent. In
addition. all of the tank systems asnciated with the hangars have been tut.ed1 have
had environmental characterization performed, and are in compliance Wth cunent
rules. The tanks noted to have had problems in the past have ben removed or
reBired. Ecology has issued at least one -no further aciion- letter to Alaska for
Hangar area tanks under the Voluntary Cleanup Program.e
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0 Delta Hangar A 1998 Phase 1 site assessment and hw 1999 fdlow up subsurface
investigations were conducted by EMCON on tnhalf ofNorthuest (as a prospecRive
purchaser of the fadlity, and in antidpation cf danolishing the Delta Hangar to permit
construction of a new Norttmest Hangar). Investi9atial ruults were reported tv
EMCON in January and July 1999. Excluding the Delta Autogas Cluster site (a
separate site included in the Agreed Order list), data from the Hangar and a=niated
operations areas, including histoHal fuel fadlitiu, denDnstrated limited operationd
impacts (tnlow cleanup levels consistent with the MTCA Interim TPH policy), and
indicated no Qva impacts and no potential for discoveruI releasB to impct the Qva.
Surnmu 2000 dunolition generally confirmed these firxjings. Although several areas
of shallcw contarnina6on vere diwvemi in addition to those identified in the Rt. all
contamination ms suffidently shallow to in reno\red tv ocuvation, or danonstrated
using MTCA Interim TPH cleanup levels to tn of Icm enough mncentration to remain
in place with no risk to ground water. We antidpate that NoRhwesvDena has or MII
publish a ccxnFiled construction observation and contaminated materials handling
report at the oondusion af site construction.

0 Northuest Hangar A 1998 Phase 1 site a=essrnent and 1999 subsurfue
investigation me conducted by EMCON for Northwest (in anticipation oF building
demdition and future airport construction). Investigation results were reported by
EMCON in Navwntnr 1999. Excluding the Northwest Hangar Tank area (a separate
site included in the Agreed Order list), data fran the Hangar and undated
operations arus. including histodal fuel fadltti%, denDnstrated limIted operationd
imWts (belcw cleanup levels consistent MAth the MTCA Interim TPH policy), and
indicated no Qva impacts and no potential for diuweed releases to impaii the Qva.
Northuest Hangar dernolition is scheduled for late surnmer 2CX)1.

e
0 Pan Am Hangar in 1998 a Pha= 1 site as==ment and a subsurfaa investigation

mle conducted tv Flcwd & Snider. Inc. on tnhatf of ttn PoR (uhich stands as
Wtentialty liatie pIty fdlcwing Pan Am tnnkruptq). Investigation ruutts were
reported tv Floyd and Snider in July 1998. Excluding the Pan Am Avgas Tank area
(a seHrate site included in the Agreed Order list), data fran the Hangar and
asKxYated OWtions areas (including the area used by Hangar tenants follmng
Pan AM's bankruptcy) demonstrated limited operational impads. and indicated no
Qva impacts and no potential for dismaed releases to impala the Qva. Pan AIn
Hangar demolition is currently undermy. and. as of this cutting. the one
unanticiHted diuwery of impacted material has not wt teen characterized.

0 United Hangar This site was discovered to be irnpaded during hangar danolition in
1991 and was remediated during the dundttion process. Converse Consutbnb. on
tnhalf of the Port (as a as potentially liable party wIth cost recovery from UnIted)
conducted a ground water RI in 1994. The Comer= August 19% reprt conclud%
that United Hangar releasu had no Qva inpact.

0 WarertIaeusec The small Weyerhaeu nr hangar on the mst edge of the dl6eId uns
constructed in atx>ut 1981 . The hangar is served by the IWS system, and. therefore.
ad ha: mste managernent practicu are unlikely. The fuel tanks associated Mth the
hangar hwe hen tested. have had environmental characterization perfolllled1 and
are in com[iiance vdth current rules. We have no reason to include the

e
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Weyertlaeuser hangar on a list cf sites that have had a reasonable potential to
adver=ty impact the Qva.

Memo luue 2 refers to the Olympic Fud Farm.

Olympic Fuel Farm: in the DraR Agreed Order Sa>pe of Wak the Olympic Fuel Farm ms
excluded frun the AOMA. The Port and Ecdogy arrtvai at this r%utt tncause Ect$ogy had
no reason to tnlieve from available information that fuel farm operations had irnpacted the
Qva. Fdlwing remipt cf public comment, h<mwer, in 1997 Ecology nquestul. and the Port
agreed, to expand the AOMA to include the fuel farm. Ecology wnments ptwided in
February 2000 indicated that the fuel farm ought to have ben indudcH on the potential sites
list as well.

While w me of the opinion that any signtfimnt release frun the fud nm to the subsurface
would have caused observable eSects. we agreed that the fuel farm is a signtfiunt fadltty
aIx>ut vMich there is limited subsurfaa data. Given the size of the fadltty, hunger, rather
than making assumptions aIx>ut a hypothetical release. the Port tHan a pnness by uhich
Olympic w>uld conduct a limited sIte investigation suffident to determine u+tether facIIIty
operations had significantly imBcted the subsurface. The mi&ymr change in Olympic
cmlership and management delayed implementation of the investigation, hcnever, the Port
has reantly apprwed Olympic’s work plan for a preliminary investjgatjon, and drilling is
currently scheduled fcv earty December. Results fran this investigation will in rwiewed WIen
thor McxTre waitable and, if appropriate, will in incorporated into the wnputer malel.e • Memo Inue 3 refers to rrnjor former fuding fadliti u.

Major Former Fueling Fadliti%: Excluding the OlymFic Fuel Farm. uhich is discussed aIx:we,
there are elwen fadlibes that we assurne fall under what the meru refers to as -mdor
fuding facilities-. Each MII tn discussed tnlaw. In sum. however. eight d these eleven
fadlities are listed in the Agreed Order, tw> of the facilities are included in tIn Decantnr 13.
1999 mtential sites list, and one of the fadlttiu has ben investigated and determined to
reprennt no reasonable risk of impactIng the Qva aquifer. (in addition, an operabng porbon
of a partialty closed facility is not categorized.) Unless otherMse noted. it is our
understanding that dcx;uments referred to tHaw are in Emlogy’s possession.

0 Continental Fud Farm: Included in Agreed Order list. Tank removd ms comNeted in
1992. Remediation in shallow subsurfaa is ongoing. [hta confIrm that Here has
been no impact to the Qva aquifer atxwe MTCA cleanup levels (Bums and
McCk>nnell. on tnhalf af PLP group. 1996).

0 Continental Hydrant System: Included in Agreed Order list Chamcterizabon
investigation ccxnpleted 1999 and reported by Foster Wheeler, on behalf of
Continental, in Septuntnr 1999. Data indicate no Qva impads and no potentid for
di=weed releaus to impact the Qva. Ecology issued a -no further action- letter in
April 2000. in response to Continental's MTCA independent cleanup using Interim
TPH Pdiq

0 Detta Fuel Farm: Included in Agreed Order List. Tank remwd completed in 1999
Cleanup was conducted consistent with Interim TPH Poliqr and reported by ATC
Asscxyates, on tnhatf of Delta. in Nwemtnr 1999 and February 2000. Data indicate
no Qva impcts and a rwiew of data consistent Mtb MTCA Interim TPH Policy
indicates no Wtential for discwered releans to impad the Qva.8
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0 Delta Hydrant System: Exduded from both Agreed On:hr list and PcXentid Situ list.
Cturac{eruaOon investigation was oompleted in 1998, and repoRed tV ATC
Associates, on behalf of Detta. in July 1999. Data indicate no Qva impacis and a
review of dab consistent uith MTCA Interim TPH Pdiq indie:at= no potential fc:Ir
diuwend rdeans to impacl the Qua+

0 Northwst Fuel Farm: Induded in Agreed Order list. Tank nmcwal ms cornpleted in
1998. and reported tv EMCON, on tnhatf of Northwest, in Mar 1999. Site
contamination was remediated using soil tiaventing technd®y, fran March 1999 –
January 2000, at v6ich bme confirmation sampling daTlonstmted that Interim TPH
Policy cleanup levels had been achiwal (EMCON May 2m). Grwnd water
monitoring is ongoing.

0 NoHhwst Hydrant Systun: Induda] in Agreed Order list. Consists of a trunk line that
prwided fuel to tw> hydrant loops. The older hydrant loop is refened to as the
'abandoned- system. uhich was taken out cf =ruin in 1976; the trunk line and the
newer loop are relaTed to as the -closed- (or -alrrent’) systern, uhich was taken out
of serviQ in 1997.

el Northwest -Abandonecf Hydrant System: CharaRerization investigation
completed 1998 and reported by EMCON, on Bhaif of Norttmest. in January
1999. Data indicate Qva impacRs adjacent to tm> hydrant pits at one lcx:ation
along the fuel system. Ground water monitoring ongoing.

© • Northwest -Closed- Hydrant Systun: Characterization irNestigation
comFleta1 1997 and reported tv EMCON. on tnhdf afNorttMest, in
February 1998 (revised Decetnber 1998). Data indIcate Qva impacRs
adjacent to tw> hydrant pits at tm> lcx:ations along the fuel system. Prior data
deu:dEn a third -closed- hydrant system Qva impact laation, asscxgated with
a 1992 fud release (included separately in the Agreed Order list as the South
Satellite Baggage Tunnel). Ground water monitoring ongoing.

0 Pan Am Fuel Farm: Included in Agreed Order list. Constnx3etHr++dace tanks were
partially removed in 1990. and site investigations were completed in 1991 and 1992.
Site contamination was lonlized near the floor of the tanks, uhich wre left in place
to prevent destabilizing area utilities (induding high prusure fuel lines) and surfa@
road. Five years of ground water monitoring demonstrated no impad to the Qva
aquifer

0 Pan Am -Avgas- Tanks: Included in Agreed Order list. Four tanks wre closed in
1988; tun were remwed in 1992, and the runainlng tun vUll tn removed in 2CX)1.
( Although aviation fud . “wgn-. was originally stored in the tanks, Jd A fuel storage
was the primary use of the tanks, and is the only fuel contaminant identifiai in the
subsurfaa.) Various investigations indicate the Qva %s impac3ed tv releasn of Jet
A frun tank operations. Ground water monitoring is ongoing.

o Pan Am Hydrant Systun: Included in Potential Sites list Characterization
inve$tigatiut planned for 2CX)1- 2CX)2.

e
0 United Fuel Farrn: Induded in Agreed Order list. Consists of one closed and one

operational fuel farm areas.
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• United -Closed Fuel Farm Area: Tank errwd was comlieted in 1993.
Remediation is ongoing. Data confirm that there has ben no im Wt to the
Qva aquifer atxwe MTCA cleanup levels (Bums and Mc[bnnell, on tnhatf d
PLP group, 1996).

United -Operating- Fud Farm Area: Fuel farrn is fully operational. Closure
currently planned for 2CXH.

0 United Hydrant System: Consists of ute abandoned system and one OHrational
system.

• United -Abandoned' Hydrant System: Induded in Potentid Sites list.
Partially iunwa] in 1991-1992 e{Dnstnrction cf Concourse D. No
erNironmental data exist for system elements tha remain in I„iace.

• United -Operating- Hydrant System: Exduded fran tx>th Agreed Order list
and Potential Situ list. Systun was last tested using Tracer technology in
1993, and determined to tn leak+ree. System dosun is planned in stages,
+Dm 2002 - 2004.

• Memo Issue 1 refers to historic detention and drainage of aircraft washing fluids uhich
contained ntvents.

e AircraR Washing Lagoons: Prior to rewiving the information prwided by Ecology in February
2000. the Port included in the December 1999 Potential Sites list one of the Bw facilities
suggested by the Ecology information. While that site (named in Port dcx:uments as the
Northuest Lagoon or Northwest Sump) das appear on the Pc#ential Sites Ii gt, 2CXX)

construction in the v}dnity has ptwided opportunities to acquire site data. Those data are
nw being reviewed and. if appropriate, will tn included in the mcxlel.

Information provided by Eulogy suggested a potential that another such structure was
present. on the North end of the aiOort. Since r%eipt of the Ecology infcxmabon. we have
conducted additional renarch. Mich indicates a possibility that such a facility nw have
been employed on the north side of the AOM/\ associated vath the -=ttling pond- refened to
by Ecology (which ms fully emediated, and was shown to have caused no ground water
impacts. in 1991-1994). At this time. prior to mnp+ebon af our rwiew, it appears that data
colleded fran unrelata] site investigations, by happenstance. descritn the subsurface
condiOons associated with uhat may have been a forrrer wash water detention facility. At the
conclusion of our review we will discuss with Eulogy whether available data wanant
inclusion of the possible former fnility in either the Agreed Order site list or the Potentid
Situ list

Response to Additional Related Issue: Navemtnr 2 Memo. Item 4

ltun 4. of the Navemtnr 2 Memo designates as incunplete a task to ”Resean:h existing
information to identiO patentid prefured pathways of contaminant transpoRT. We have no record
of having spedfically negotiated atx>ut the intent of this term. However, =veral facts lead us to
eonclude that the existing study data base and conceptual hydrogeologic mcxiel, together vath
the Potential Sites list. as those may in added to or amended. prwide a suffidentty complete
picture of the pruence and lex=tion of significant contamination at the airport to conduc# the
Ground Water Study mnputer nxxieling v#thout specific inclusion of additional prderrede
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contaminant pthways data. We also pruume that generatiul of an additional prderred
Wh%ys presentation is unn%mary.

Our ptimary fnts in our evaluation d pnfenntial pattmys has ben to identify verticd
path%ys fran the AOMA to the Qva. This milk has consisted of mapping tIn pre=noe and
absen@ of till and other shallow finqrain units. Places where the till is absent are identified as
preferred pathways tntween the AOMA and the Qva. Some d then pattways are naturally
occurring. Others are the result (f construction acttvRiu, such as portions of the parking garage
and the utAh satellite tunnel, vaich have ben ucwated through the till.

Our geologic interpretation of the till thickness has ben pre=nted to Ecology uittin Wbus
hydrogeologial submtttals and tns teen rwiewed tv an Ecology contracRcx (Pxific Ground
Water Group, in tIn context of the Sea Tac 'Grwd Su’). The interpretation has also bun
peer reviewed tV an independent rwimr. Ndther Eulogy nu either d the independent
rwievers voiced significant disagreement udth our inteaxetation d these vertica pIefened
pathways. Consequently, we have oonsidered this eRat to tn mnplate.

VUth nslnd to huizontd lnth%ys. the AOMA is undedain thrwghotJt twa very significant
numtnr cf individual utiltti% of various types: piping for M. water. storm water drainage.
Industrial Waste Systun drdnage, and sanitary sewer drainage; elecirical and unmunication
systems duc#banks; snurity system ductbanks; subsurface tunnels housing systans for
transporting people and baggage betueen the main terminal and the satelIIte gale areas; etc.
Typiul construction practica ass@iated vUth each of these systems could have created utility
backfill zones that ad as preferential pathways in the vadne zone and in any perched water
zon% aIxive the Qva aquifer for migration of liquids and any contaminants that may tH prwnt.
In macro scale. it is unlikely that any of thue reptesents a mdor pnferTed horizontal pathmy. as
opposed to all cf these refxe=nting an areaWde spiderweb of smaller peferTed path%ys.

8
We have conduded that the eRat to maId the flaw, and fate and transport of contaminants. in
the Qva multI not tn significantly enhancai tw slniflally defining the subsurface utilities in the
AOMA, nRher than by ocprwing a general understanding aIx>ut the pr%ence of thue utilities
throughout the AOMA if. on reflection. Ecology dares a different conclusion. we'll be hapFW to
discuss options.

+r+greBpH+aFar+HrHF+Hr+aRe+a++en+aeoanuHe+eMMa SHaUn+SPar+H+reneerear+H+ranB+raNaF+++H+gr+H+aF+HHrBH&F+9rgrHdrerBrB+HFera++aFgrar+ar9rBr++H

Again. we hope this response satisfies your needs. Please feel free to call me at 2%439-66(n if
you have any questions. or to set another meeting to discuss these i=ues further.

SinaI'iS

Paul W
Sr. Erlvironmentd Program Manager

e cc: Leavitt
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IPe STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
P,O. Box 476txl + Olympia, Washington 985(p+'7600

(360) 407-6000 ' TDD Only (Hearing ImpaiNdJ (360J 407'6006

January 21, 200]

Honorable Julia Patwtson
Washington State Swlate
422 John A. Chubng BuildiDg
P.O. Box 40433

Olympia, WA 98504-0433

Dear Senator Paaersoa:

Thank you for your lena of congratulations Ian week. I am looking fomHd tQ The chaneIBes of
my new position in CalifonUa, though I know I will rniss sewiag the state of Wash&Igor1. II has
been a privilege to work on such challalging is£ues over the years, and I’ve appreciated the
opponuiaty to help make a di8erence ia protecting the state’s wanbodies.e
lara also providing this lena in response to your request for infonnadc>n on Ecology’s review of
the proposed Se8Tac expansion under Secdon 401 of the federal Clean WaIn Act. Please excuse
the lateness of my re§ponse, as I have been busy completing all my other work at Ecology. I’ve
included with this letter a bdef u$essment of my view of the issues – due to several time
CQasuaiDts, it is not complete, but it does focus on what I believe are some of the primary issues
to be resolved in the project review.

In all fairness, I must include two caveats with this ]etta. First, this assessment ref]ects ny own
views of the issues based on ray work over the past several years to develop a defensible 401
decision. It may not fUlly reflect The views of Olken at Ecology . Second, some of the
information I’ve used in my assessrnent may not be up to date, since I am not aware of aLI the
changes that have occurred with the Port’s proposal or Ecology’s review since I was taken oH
the project in October. 1recommeDd you contact AnD Kenny at Ecology’s NorThwest Regional
C)Mce (425--649-43 10) for the most up- to-date information on Ecology’s review.

Also, as you point out in your letter, with my new position in Califorrt& I will not be as
available to ADa as had been anticipated when she was assigned to The 40 ! !eview; however, I
will rnake myself available by phone or e-mail ifnecessaq' and as vahous questions arise.

e
+ q& a
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Again, thank you for you kind wishes, and thank you for your inteiesT in Ecology ’s work.

SiDC9Ply ,

Torn Luster

Cc: Ecology: TonI Fit2sinruoas

Gordon WhiTe

Ray Hellwig
Paula E!1lets

Kenny
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e
ISSUES R£LA']„'ED TO ECOLOGY'S SECrION 40} WATER QUALITY
C"E.RTIFlt,""ATION REVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SEAT AC AIRPORT EXPANSION

General Issues; background on the nview process –
8 Requirulents for 401 cadfication:

• ''Reasonable assurance”
, hter8cdoa of SecdOIis 401 and 402 of the federal Clean Water Act

Specific Issues Related to Aquatic raoune Protection; TO be resolved as part of Ecology’s
401 review –
e DUe„IIMe direct, indirect, and CWDUlaaVe iIBI}acTS and identify necessary mitigation

Determine compliance with other associated aquatic resource-nIHed ngtdadons
Determine standards for ''clean 611’' material

Develop an accepTable stormwun plan
Develop an acceptable SUezInflow augmentation plan
Develop an acceptable wetland impacts and mitigation

8

e

e

e

•

e GENERAL ISSUES:

My prkna)' job duty has been to ensure that our 401 decisions result in clean water. For Dost
proposed projects, this nems looking at the full range of known or andctpaed hnpacts
associated with the construction and OPUadoD of a project, reviewing those inputs against the
water quality standards, and deternarang if the standards will be met and what pendT conditions
are needed to UsnR they are Inel.

With regards lo the proposed Se8Tac expusioq the intent of my review ThroughouT the process
was to develop a fuljy defensible 401 decision to ensure tha applicable water quality regulations
would be met.

Requirements for 401 ceniacation:

The basic nqukement of Ecology ’s review has remained the same throughout the history of this
proposed project – TO determine whether the proposa] will meet the state’s water quality
stuldams. The three main questions to be answered with regards to rneeting the standards He:

e

•

@

Will the proposed discharges (construction and opu&ionaI) nreeY antidegradatjon
requirements (i.e-, no futher degradation in the walerbody, and no degradation below a
cerTain level)?

Will these discharges allow beQencial uses (such as fIShing, recreation, water supply, etc.)
to be met in the aBected watubodies?

Will they meet the applicable numeric and aarradve water qudity criteria?e
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Page 2 afle
',e federal Cle©l Water Act and dIe state water qudity nallands are smctwed to apply both TO

disc]urges nIa to the watubodies bei@ discharged to. Ecology ’s obligation under the
regulations is to review proposed projects ID ensure both that the contaminant levels in a

proposed discharge incH the water quality standards and that the receiving wmerbody is IDHting
the standards. Essentialjy, the mechanisms of the Clean Water Act (i.e., pernat review under
Secdo lu 40] ©ld 402) are intended to result in meeting the goals of The Act (i.e., 6shab Ie and
swiIIunab Ie waters, the elimination of toxic discharges, etc.).

“Reasonable Assurance”: Review under Section 401 requires Ecology to have "reasonab le
assurance” that the WHa quality standards will be ITlet. “Reasonable assurance” is a term of law
meaning we must have a “preponderance of evidence" showing that the proposed actions will
meet the saadards. In addition, 'Yeasonable assuance” recognizes that there is some Hunt&inty
with the decision, given tba de proposed actions will occur somnbIIe in the ftawe and cannot
be fully predicted. Therefore, once we have the necessary “preponderaiu= of evidence” showing
that standards will be met, we can then include conditions that address the remaining areas of
uncertainTy – for example, condidons can be added to the 401 permiT thaT require monitoring,
compliance inspections, review and approval of any design changes, etc.

Interaction of 401 and 402: AnodIet key point in Ecology’s review on this particular project is
the interaction of two different sections of the Clean Water Act. The proposed SeaTac expansion
requires approvals under both Section 401 of the Act (water quality cenificmiQn) and Secdon
402 of the Act (NPDES discharge permits). While these sections of the Act are borE meant to
ensure compliance with WHet quality swduds, they take a different approach that nun be
recTified when a proposal requires approvals under each.

e
The Clean Water Act includes diffaem requirements for permit review under Sections 401 nId
402. The essenTial differrenee is that Section 401(d) establishes that a cerdScaTion !nuJ iIIelude
all necessary effluent limiTadons to ensure STandards are met, and Section 402(a) d lows a permit
to caLa inclUde those lbnitations @ other appropdHe measures that Will evenNdly lead tO dIe
standards being met.

EcologY ha recognized this difference by drafting a policy between its Water Quality Propun,
which irnplements Section 402, and its Shore IaDds and EnvironneMl Assiswrce Progrul\
which iaplemerin SecdoD 401. This policy establishes a review process for proposed projecB
requiring both panda. Key language of this policy includes The following:

When a project’s discharges are covered by an Individual 402 Pennh, aId the project is
in compliance with that pentit as deTermined by the Water Quality Program, the 40 !
Ceni8cNion will require compliance with The Individual 402 Pe iIilit as adequate for
compliance with The water quality standards, however additional 401 Cerd6cation
conditions =laY be necessary to address cornpUance for stornlwater and other water
quality impacts or projecT areas noT covered by de 402 PernUl.”

8
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''For projeas thaI have noT yet obi abed a reqded 402 Pennit, the 401 Cerd5catioD will
be bad in Rbeyulce for a maxircima puiod of one year, or denied without prej udice until
dB 402 Permit is received. A 401 Cenificaion can not be approved if a nquked 402
PerInit IBS not yet been received because reasonable 4sswaDce that the standards will be

met can not be deteiarb3ed on a proposed future permit,”

Tbb daerence is also recograzed irl Ecology’s &aR Storrnwater Mwugemern Manual (traIn
Section 1.9.8):

''For projects nat require a 611 or dredge permit under Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act, Ecology must eeRily to the permiaing agency, the U.S. Army Corps of EngiDeers,
that the proposed project will not violate ware quality standards. In order to nuke such a
detennb3adon, Ecology may do a more specific review of the poBDTia! impacts of a
slorrDwater discharge &on the construction phase of the projecT md from the completed
project. As a result of aRt review, Ecology may condition its ceaificadon to require:

e
•

•

Application of the rDinialin requiruients and BROs in this manual; or
Application of more stringent requirea3eats.D

In essence, when a proposed project requires approval under both Section 401 and Section 402,
Ecology must base its 401 decision on whether a bas "reasoaable asstuance” thaT the 402'
regulated acdvides are meeting the 401 requirement that dI applicable ef11uent EmiuTions be
lilet

SPECIFIC ISSUES RELATED TO AQUATIC RESOURCE PROT£crioN:

AS of last October, when I was moved to other duties, none of the following aquatic resource.
relaTed issues had been fully resolved for purposes of 40 1 certification. We were awaiTing further
information &oai the Poa on many of these issues and were anticipating receipt of public
comments during the public CommenT period thaT started several weeks ago,

Determiue the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts of the proposal, and identify
necessary mitigation:

Ec:oIGa'’s review of this proNged project changed a number of tinres over the past several years
as new information became available about various aspects of the projects. One of the largest
Rnas of change was in detenlining the extent of the direct, indirect and cumulative knpacts
associated with the proposed SeaTac expansion.

e
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AS of lat October1 Ecology had DOt yet deten:lined the hIll or fmd extent ofprojea-related
ilnpacts. Some examples include:

Auburn weTjand ddgatiop_ site: the Port had recently hlfoaned us that new
illfom8tioD about ILe proposed AubUrn wed aDd site showed existng wetlands at
dIe site were more extensive than originally daeruiaed. This had the potential to
ctuIEe The arclnwR and type of wetland aUdgation that would be required for The

anticipated wetland impacts.

• Proposed SouTh Access Road and expansion of State Ro'.IEe 509: we had not yet

Raly deternlined the relations tap between these proposed projects and the airport
expansion, aId had not determined the fbU.extent of weTland impacts due to the
proposed road projects.

expansion ofIWS Lagoon #3 will resuIT in aboUT 10 acres of additional
impervious guface being added just north of Wetland 28. This indirect
hydrologic impact had not yet been evaluated. In addition, Appendix D of the
1998 Lagoon #3 Expansion Hydrologic Report identifies several deficiencies in
the CWTent lagoon thaT must be canceled as part of the expulsion, imluding
TecoasUUCdng ILe easTern conTainment dUe and relocaTing srormwata piping in
the ravine TO the eat of the lagoon. The area iwnedi©e ly easT of the lagoon
COJBiStS largely of wetlands that have so fu been described elsewhere iD Port
documents as not being impacted by the Port expansion project. This may result
in additional direct impacts that have not yeT been addressed and any regain
addidonal approvals &on Ecology in the form of dam safety InnlliB.

e

Ongoing impacQ to Non!)west Ponds (the “De-icing Study”): The Port’s report on
de-icing submiTTed to Ecology last year identified several irDpacB to waters of the
state that have not yet been addressed through either the 401 review or the 402
permiTting process. These include the apparem use of the NoIThwest Ponds as a
de facto but wupproved nixbIg zone for several contaminants (i.e., low dissolved
oxygen levels, high metals concentrations) at levels beyond the water quality
criteria

Ecology provided comments to the Pon on this initial report, and is expectblg a
supplearentd reporT sometime in the near future that addresses these colUDents.
These impacts should be evaluated and mitigated through the 401 review process
if they are not first addressed through a modification to the NPDES pennil.
Options include improved source control or stormwater treatineltt BMPs, or
additional mitigation to rude up for any loss of wetland ftuctioris in the
NonbweH Ponds due to this ongoing, unapprovcd impact.

e
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Determine coapb alice with odIer associated aquatic resource-related reWla6otls:

Ecology Md received comments dis past fall regarding the Federal Aviation AdiniaistaboD’s
(FAA) and Pon’s compbulce wid1 requiremenTS of the National Envkomrenul Policy Act
(NEP A). Ecology does not irnplenent this federal law, but are outcome of the FAA’s
deternUutioiI could aaect the Poa’s compliance with the State EnviromneaBl Policy Act
(SEPA), wIach is a required put ofEcoloa'’s review. If there are nquhed changes to NEPA
nat resUt h necessary changes TO exisdng SEPA documents, then Ecology must wait unTil those
SEPA changes are completed before making its 401 decision.

bl addition, Ecology was expecting comments on whether the Port’s current lwposal as

described in tbc Corps/Ecology Public Notice for 401 review was in emapliance with the
requinments of the Governor’s cenificuion letter to the FAA several yeus ago. We were
awaiting the final project description to determine whether it met requirements of the Clean Air
Act and the Agr80d Order for c]cannis aCtiYides, as dc>bribed in the GoveFIU)r’s !cHer.

Determine standards for “clean fill” material:

Ecology had not yet completed its evaluation of what Types ofmHedal were and were not
acceptable to use as clean 611 in the airport expqnsion project. Our evaluation was based on
ensuring thaT all material would allow groundwater lo move through the m8terial to emerge as

surface water and not exceed surface water quality standards
e

Development of an acceptable stormwater plan:

Adequacy of s}oHnw4 Ter qqatmeRT: at the time of IIly review, I did not yet have reasonable
asswaace thai the Poa’s proposed stoinw4nr discharges would meet the applicable water
quaLiTy criteria; in fact, the dOCuinentatiQn I was aware of showed that sevelal criteria would be
exceeded The literature available on the subject of stornwatu Best &£anagement Practices
(BN£Ps) showed that the BWs being pTOPOSed by the Port were not adequate to treat stormwuer
discharges to levels below the cUte Iia for several rnetds and for fecal coliforn. In addition, the
Poa’s amual noaitorbw reports and recent Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs) showed hat
stonnwaer discharges TO Des Moines and Miller Creeks often had CDnceDtiadons of sevem1

contalninants above the water quaIIty criteria_

The first proposed stonawata alaaagenent plan submitted by the Port as part of Ecology’s 401
review in 1998 included aBseildaIly the sane BMPs tba! were being used at the aWon at that
dIne and were resulting in the above-noted exceedances. Ecology did a “reasonable potential
analysis” based on the known discharges and the modeled effectiveness of those BMs aId
deteaIMed that they were not effective enough to adequately treat the Port’s StormwaieT
discharges to meet several acute waer qualiTy uiteia. As a resUlt, Ecology’s odghd 401 issued
in 1998 required the Port to ''double-up'’ on its BWs in order to provide more treatment. Tha
Original stormw©er plan and 401 ceni&cation were withdrawn shortly after Ole 401 was issued7
based on new WQrmuiaD about wetland impacts. Ecology, however, did coruider the
stonnwaTer requirements of that 401 as the "baseline” for any future 40ls that mighT be issued.

e
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When he Port submitted its next proposed SDnnwatu plan, Ecology contracted with King
CoulD to provicb adddoru] expeniB to review the Fort’s proposal. Ovu the past year or so,
Ecology and the CounTy have beal working with the Port to ensue fist that their proposed
stornwater m8i3agement pla1 met the n£lrirnum requirements of the Ecology and King County
stQrrirwaTer nwruds, Md then to deterMe what additional rneasures might be needed to ensure

the stonnwHU discharges would meet water quality standards.

AS of October of this year, the proposed storrnwater plan under review included on]y the
minbntim BMPs required under the King CoulD stormwater rnanua! (which are similar to what
js in place ai the akpoa now) and did not include all the BMPs required under Ecology’s
previous certi£icHim. I had anticipaTed that any additional source control or Tn8UDent

requirements would be evaluated after dIe CounTy had determined the proposed plan !net the
lltin{ttlmr technical requirments of the two manuals. This delay in the addidon a1 evaluation was
due to the likelihood that the County’s review would result in additional storulwater detention
above what is cwrenily in place at the airport. This additional detention was likely to provide
SOme additional aeaaneat before slormwBIU flows wee discharged to the local cteel3.

This anticip©ed evaluation for additional aeanent requirements was ill)portant for reactalg a
defensible 401 decision for several reasons:

e

e

•
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the new and expanded stolmwaer discharges anticipated &on the proposed
project are sinilu to those curtaIly beiDg discharged from the Poa therefore, the
effecdveDess of the existing BMPs and the resulting waRr quality exceedances are
likely to be similar.
the slate’s WHa quality sunduds do not allow a compliance schedule for new
discharges. Because Ecology mun at the line of its 401 decision have
“reasonable HSUlance’' that the standards would be met, there must be some

measures taken to inIPR)ve the performance of the existing Bb4Ps.
a recent Ninth Cbcuit COLm decision (Defenders of Wildlife v. Browiin)
suggested that stonrwater discharges associated wiM industrial NPDES pemdB
(such as the one held by the Port) wue subject to water quality based swd©ds
(i.C., nwreric water quality criteria). The Court’s decision inclUded dlc following:

“AS is apparent, Congress expressly required industrial SHrill-water
disctwges to comply with the requiremenTS of 33 U.S.C. S 13] ] . See 33

U'S.C:' S 1342(p)(3)(AJ (’'Pen£ts for discharges associated with industrial
activity shall men all applicable provisions of this secdon uld section
1311 of this title.’') (emphasis added). By incorporation, then, industrial
storm-water discharges "shall . . . achiev[e] . . . HIy arore SUiagent
limiaiic>n, inclUding those necessary tO meet water qudity stuldards7
Ueanru iu standards or schedules of coarpliance, estabbshed pus%at u)
a=IY Sale law Qr ;eWl8ti'n (ulde' aLlth.rity pleserved by secdon 1370 ,f
this dtle)." 33 U.S.C. S 1311 (b)(1)(C) (,mp in,i, ,dd,d); ,„ ,I,. S,lly A.
1.oa©oY, nIe ReBil©ion Qf Sloan Water Runoff and its Impact on
Aviation, 58 J. AU. L. & CoIn. 555, 565-'66 (1993) (’'Congress bIker
singled out industdal storm water disc}wgers, all of which are on the
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high-prioriTy schedule, and requires them to satis$' all provisions of
section 301 of the CWA [33 U.S.C. S 1311]. . . . Section 301 futher
InandaBS tha NPDES permits include requiremarts that receiving waters
meet waRr quality based standards.'’) (emphasis added). In other words,
industrial disch©ges must comply sthaly with state water-quality
stud&ds.”

Without fully incorporatiDg the above factors into the review, I was coDcemed that we would not
have a $111y defensible 40] decision.

DevelopmenT of an acceptable streaufIuw augmentation plan:

During Ecology’s 401 review, de Pan provided documenTation showing that the XII placed for
the South Aviation Support Area (S ASA) and the impervious surface associated with that
development would diadnig} stream flows in Des Moines Creek to some degree. Ecology had
also reviewed the Des Moines Creek Basin Plan, which had been ;TepHed by Killg County, the
Pon. and sevual local jtdsdictioas, which Jmwed that the creek expedaced a nwliber of
probIHiu due to exisang develoInleat in the watershed and would likely expeHeDce increased
probluils due TO proposed or expected Alun development. Arnoag the problems were some
violations of water quality standards caused in part by low walmn saeamBows.

8 Given this documentation, we informed the Port that pan of their lroposed mitigation package
had to include an acceptable form of SReamflow augmentation to prevent and !nb8mi2e exisdag
and anticipated irnp gets to the neck. As put of Ecology’340] approval, the Port had to provide
a con£i:med source of now augmentation water and a con£rmed acumeN system, ifDecessuy,
to ensure thaT the 4uglneDwioD water met water quality standards.

At the time of my review, dIe Pon had proposed seve Ial possible sources of water and a
COBcepalal Ueament systeru, but they had not yet been developed to the level of cenainty that
provided me with reasonable assurance that the standards would be met.

e
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DEPT OF ECOLOGY

January 24, 2001

Mr. John Wietfeld
Washington Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional Offia
3190 160th Avenue SE
Bellevue, WA 98008-5452

Re: Port of Seattle
SeattleTacoma International Airport
MTCA Ground Water Study

Dear Mr. Wietfeld:

I have enclosed for your review minutes of the last Ecology - Port meeting concerning
the STIA Ground Water Study that we are now conducting under AfFCA Agreed Order
97TC-N112. Please call if you have any questions or cornments. We are also awaiting
any response Ecology might provide on the responses we sent in early December to the
Ecology memos you provided to us at this November 16 meeting. Please let me know if
we’ll be hearing more on the issues discussed in those documents.

e
Eere

Pa i

Sgnior Envirdhmental Program Manager

e Seattle .Tacoma
International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
S8attb. WA 98 168 U.SA
TELD< 703433
FAX 206) 431.5912

@
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H7 R>n of Seattle

e
Memo

;:;-'=;f:.„~aCC:

Date: 1/23/Ol

Re: Meeting Notes - Agreed Order Status 11/16/OO

Attendees:
Steve Alexander (Department of Ecology - DOE)
John Wietfeld (DOE)
Roger Nye (DOE)
Ching Pi Wang (DOE)
Elizabeth l£avitt (Port of Seattle)
Paul Add (POS)
Marilyn Guthrie (POS)

e Meeting:

It is Ecology’s position that the current Agreed Order between Ecology and the Port

of Seattle is a unique one. It currently only includes:

1. A Hydrogeologic Study and

2. A Review of the Fuel Operations Area

Usually an Order would include a mechanism to take Fhe site through clean

up. The Agreed Order will end with statement of groundwater contamination

pathways and risks to identified receptors. If any follow up clean up is
determined necessary, it will be undertaken by the Port outside the scope of

this Agreed Order, probably as an Independent Action.

It is anticipated that after the Agreed Order is complete, other mechanisms

such as VCP, etc. will be used to complete work at all sites. The Port expressed

concern that once the Port completed the Agreed Order activities, Ecology

might require additional actions on sites shown to pose no MTCA risks. Thee



q Port of Seattle

e Port indicated dlat VCPs would be submitted on major sites and Independent

cleu1 ups would be completed if additional action were necessary. Ecology

conceptually agreed with this approach.

It is also important to Ecology that the scope of the Agreed Order does not

become enlarged as the project progresses. Scope creep rnust not happen. The

need for flow model boundaries that extend beyond identified potential

receptors, and that establish technically desirable boundary conditions were

discussed. Ecology is unsure of validity of using new 3rd RW geotechnical wells

for ground water level measurement in context of task to measure water levels

from a select subset of wells. Is this scope expansion? (Response is included

in response to two memos, submitted to Ecology in December 2000.)

The Hydrogeologic study covers the area outside the Airport Operations and

Maintenance Area (AOMA). Therefore, the model covers an area outside the
A C)MA. This also needs to be rnemorialized in a letter to Ecology. (Response to

Ecology memoranda of study status and questions on “potential sites” was

provided to Ecology in December 2000 and is also well defined in the response

summary . )

e

The set of receptors were mutually agreed to by the Port and Ecology, and are

listed in the Agreed Order.

All sites (contaminated source areas) involved in the agreed order should be

agreed upon by both the Port and Ecology. This needs to be memorialized in a

letter to Ecology. A November 15, 2000 letter and a second letter dated

November 13, 2000 were handed out during the meeting listing Ecology’s

understanding of the items completed and not completed on Agreed Order

97TC-N122. Responses to those letters were provided to Ecology in December
2000and \gP V v oe
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q Pon of Seattle

e Ecology is requesting that the Port go forward with its modeling efforts as soon

as possible. The Port is currently limited by not having Ecology approvals to

proceed and by lack of sufficient Commission Authorization for expenditures.

Currently, lack of Ecology technical approval and lack of commission approval

of needed additional funding will prevent the Port of Seattle from going forward

with modeling effort until at least March 2001. The status of the model is that

the computer flow models have been set up, but Fate & Transport urd particle

tracking models have not.

Ecology also expressed it’s current shortage of resources, specifically staffing

shortages, would.limit its level of activity as well.

Public Participation plan:

Response summary and Airport newsletters.

Page 6 of The Public Participation Plan indicates that a Workshop will occur

after the report on the results of Phase I activities and the Addendum to the

Agreed Order describing proposed Phase II activities are complete. Ecology

believes that the Public should be more involved in general, and in response

the Port expressed concern about public involvement beyond the scope of the of

the Agreed Order, cost of scope control, and our ability to be open while in
litigation with certain Public groups. Ecology is requesting additional public

workshops to review the responsive summary, changes in scope and progress

on modeling and other issues.

e

Fuel System database set up complete. Inspections by Ecology ongoing.

Steve Alexander requested a schedule in the form of a time line (gant chart), which

includes Public Participation events. (POS will provide once any scope changes are

agreed to and approvals to run the models are granted.)

e
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q bn of Seattle

e Steve Alexander has requested that he be included in commission meetings.

Comments to consider:

If it is better to modify the scope by amending are scope mId sending it out for

public comment than to have Ecology and the Port exchurg.ing letters, Men we

should aFIIend the scope. Paul suggests adding uly addidona] scope changes

to those already shown in the Responsive Summary. Therefore, Mere would be

only one set of changes to the original proposed Scope of Work.

Thanks! Please call me if you have questions.

Marilyn Guthrie
Environmental Specialist
Ph. (206) 988-5508
Fax (206) 988-5636
guthrie .rn@portseattle . org
17900 International Blvd., Suite 402
SeaTac, WA 98188©
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e Q My name is Ray Hellwig and I am the Director of Ecology’s NW Region. I am a
member of the agency’s SMT and I consult regularly with other managers, policy and
technical staff and our attorneys regarding runway-related proposals.

a With me B Ann Kenny. Ms. Kenny is a senior Environmental Specialist at our region
with over 10 years of regulatory experience InclUding extensive experience with 401
WQ Certifications. She is a veteran reviewer of major
heavy rail project. Ms. Kenny works with personnel in
as WQ and Shorelands/Wetlands to determine whether a project should be approved,
conditioned or denied.

projects including the R'

otherTolag–y–Rograms, such

I hired Ms. KPnny as a 401 reviewer about 3 years ago when we regionatized the
function. She received training from Tom Luster who worked out of our HQ Office.

1. When will Ecoloqv make a decision?

When we have received sufficient information from the Pon, and have
review it. \

\

sufficient time t\

No.)Ecology is currently in the procbQS of re
aDdrove the project unless we are con\,inced
6lvironmental laws and regulations anNthat

viewing the Port’s application. We will not
it will comply with all pertinent
we can achieve our environmental

obJectIves .

3 Whv is the Drocesse clC.sed. and a gs_some secret

”::":"'""’ . . \
It’s a routine parT of our job to meet with projed'\ proponents and clarify for them what is
required by the law> and what would be necessaqfor us to be able to approve their
project. We won’t approve the project until those\{equirements are met. Ecology has

received comments nom those concerned about the\roject and we have considered those

concerns as the process has moved howard. We heI(a few meetings with groups
opposed to the project.

\Vhat iS vour role in the
9K)lect re\'lew process

I am the spokesperson for the Director in the region. My job\includes pulling together
technical experts from multiple programs to work though issdqs and solve problems

associated with numerous proposals. \ \
\

\
\

Reassigning staff is one of the many functIons assoclated with workload management.
We did not anticipate that review of the runway project would last as long as it has, we



de have needed to assign staff back to other prioritY work that has not received adequate
attention. Mr. Erik Stockdale asked me to facilitate his reassignment to other priorities.

e It’s a capacity issue. We review thousands of various types of projects md make scores
of 401 Certification recommendations each year. We advised the Port that we would not

have time to review their project in the timeframe they were interested in without
additional rei6urces. The Pon agreed to pay for consultants that report to Ecology i.e.9

they are Ecology’s consultants, the Poa pays for them, but they do not report to the POS.
The Poa does not have direct access to the consultants, all communicatiohs are though
Ecology .

7. How can you move ahead with review of the Droiect when SEPA has not been

properly followed?

The federal agencies have the lead for NEP.\ and the POS has the lead for SEPA. We
will evaluate the adequacy of SEPA more thoroughly as part of our (-'ZM consistency
determination.

8. Why is Ecology not considering the 509 temporary interchange as pan of the 401
review for the runway?

The interc@nHs_He ulated through a MM to the Port’s NPDES permit as a

no direct impacts to wetlands.e
9. Whv has the Port been allowed to build a parking lot and work in/on the SAS A site

without a 401 Certificate?

This work is authorized through the temporary construction facility provisions in the
NPDES permit. The Port submitted a SWPPP and monitoring plan.

10. Whv doesn’t vour 401 review include the South Access Road?

This is a separate project. When the application is received from the DOT, it will be
reviewed and evaluated for impacts – a mitigation plan would have to be developed and
approved before the SAR project could move forward.

Why did Ecologv stan to withhold information through the public disclosure process?

We make eveq/ effort to be open with documents. In very limited instances we hold back
materials that ae attorney client privilege, or pursuant to the deliberative process

exemption provided for in the PKI. The exemptIon recognizes that employees in state
agencies need to be permitted to internally debate and work through complex issues.
Once the issues are worked out, the materials can be released.

e 12. The “ Agreed Order”. how is being treated in your 401 review process?

The AO pertains to a set of circumstances and regulatory requirements separate from the
3RW and associated projects. Having said that, however, the 401 will be conditioned to



I _ indicated that the Port must comply with all other state laws and regulations relating to
the project.

13. What about the Governor’s Cerficiate?

The project will have to comply with all other pertinent state laws and regulations,
including the GC. The 401 will be conditioned accordingly.

14. What arcybu going to do about the ESA?

We don’t enforce the ESA but we need to take it into account when we make decisions

We make decisions consistent with our laws and authority – that are defensible visa vi the
requirements of the ESA (i.e., decisions that provide protection pursuant to the “take”
provisions of the ESA.)

15. Why isn’t the Port proposing flow augmentation? Won’t Ecology require this!

The Poa’s proposal will need to include provisions addressing how it will compensate for
impacts its project has on base''Rows. We are in the process of evaluating their proposal
accordingly .

16. is the Pon receiving special treatment or consideration? Has the Governor put
pressure on Ecology to approve the project?

The Port is receiving attention for this project commensurate its size
project and requires resources adequate to review it.

It IS a rnajor

e The Governor support Ecology’s decision making process for this project i.e., that ECY
should only make a decision once it has sufficient information and sufficient time to
review it.

How can you consider a 40 1 permit when the Port is out of compliance with it’s 402
permit ?

We have not determined that the Port is currently out of compliance with their permit. In
the past, the Port has taken appropriate action when there have been compliance issues.

e



e DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional O£6ce

February 8, 2001

TO: Diane Singer
Grants Administrator
SWFAP-HQ

John Wietfeld
Site Manager, Sea-Ta
Washington State Department of Ecology
Toxics Cleanup Section
Northwest Regional OfBce

FROM:

SUBJECT: Port of Seattle

Sea-Tac Airport Grant for Awed Order #97F-N122
a

e I would like to request an Audit of the Port of Seattle Grant for
Agreed Order # 97F-N122 for the following reasons:

There appears to be a possible issue ofduplicadve fUnding where costs of this Agreed
Order could be covered both by the grant and by cost recovery from other parties.

Additionally an Audit would be appropriate and in the public interest given the high
degree of attention and concern this project has experienced.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Cc: Steve Alexander

Ching..Pi Wang
Roger Nye

JW: lg

8



e Grant No. GOOOO052

S'TIA Phue I Ground Water Study
Agreement with the Port of Seattle

STATE OF WASHINGTON DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
AND

PORT OF SEATrLE

Ths is a binding agreement entered into by and between the state of Washington Department of
Ecology, hereinafter referred to as the DEPARTMENTr, and the Port of Seattle, hereinafter referred to as
the RECIPIENT, to cany out the activities described herein.

RECIPIENT ADDRESS P.O. Box 1209

Seattle, WA 98111

David Aggerholm

(206) 439-6604
(206) 43+59th '188 - s c3 c

Paul Agid

Steve Loftness, (360) 4074060

(360) 407-7157

Roger Nye (425).G+9-725 1

Local Toxics Contrul Account

RECIPIENT REPRESENTATIVE

RECIPIENT TELEPHONE NUMBER
FAX

RECiPiENr PRO.JECT COORDINATOR

DEPARTMENT PROJECT OFFICER

DEPARTMEbrr FAX

e
DEPARTMENT TECFNIC AL STAFF

FUNDING SOURCE

NWaMUM ELIGIBLE COST 3861 ,000

5430,500

8430,500

STATE GRANT SHARE

LOCAL SHARE

STATE MAXIMUM GRANT PERCENT 50c70

FEDERAL TAX IDENTIFICATION NO. 9 1 -6001 025

The effective date of this grant is March 1, 1997. Any work performed prior to the effective date of this
agreement without prior written authorization and specified in the Scope of Work will be at the sole
expense and risk of the RECIPIENT.

The project described herein must be completed on or before Jure 30, 2001.8
This agreement shall expire no later than June 30, 2001.

t of 8



e Grant No. G0000052
STU Phase I Ground Water Study
Agnernent with the Port of Seattle

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Port of Seattle has entered into an Agreed Order with the Department of Ecology to conduct a
comprehensive ground water study related to airport fuel systems at Seattle-Tacoma International
Ailport (STI A). The study is a response to local resident concerns about the potential that airport
operations could adversely impact around water resources.

The Port has owned and operated STIA since it opened in 1944. Over the years, jet fuel and other
petroleurn products have been released to the environment in the Aircraft Operations and Nfaintenurce
Area(AOMA) of STIA. The AOMA is a one-half square mile area h the southeast quadrant of the
aiqnn. These substances were released primarily from underground storage tanks, nrel distribution
piping systems, and to a lesser degree, from aircraft maintenance activities.

The fust phase of the ground water study will include collecting and evaluating a significant volume
(over 'H,000 entries) of existing data The data will be used to develop a computer model of ground
water flow to help identify the potential risk of contamination reaching public drinking water supply
wells and nearby surface water bodies.

e nIe gm will cover part of the cost of the study, but will not pay for associated pollution prevention
work under the Agreed Order. TIle grant will also assist in paying for the scoping of Phase 2 of the
study, which will involve drilling more ground water monitoring wells.

SCOPE OF WORK

The task(s) set forth below summarize the RECIPIEWs activities, budget(s) and schedule(s).

1. PROJECT TASK: PHASE 1 & 2 DESIGN AND SCOPING

Maximum Eligible Cost: SI 8,000

Schedule: March 1, 1997 to June 30, 2001

Project Description:

a

b.

C.

d

Review ground water issues, source issues, and potential exposure issues.

Review characteristics ofQva and deeper aquifers in the STI A vicinity.

Maintain consistency with MTC A rule developments.

Prepare scopes of work and designs for Phases I & 2 of the studies.

8
2 of 8



e Grant No. G0000052
STIA Phue I Ground Water Study

Agreement with the Port of Seattle

PROJECr TASK: REVIEW EXISTING DATA

Maximwn Eligible Cost: 874,000

Schedule: March 1, 1997 to June 30, 2001

Project Description:

& Review project files from previous remedial actions.

b. Review files from South King County Ground Water Management Plan, City ofSeatde
Highline Wellfield data, Highline Water District data, USGS files, Metro files, and
Ecology files.

C. Develop a thorough understanding of local hydn)geologic conditions.

PROJECr TASK: DEVELOP COMPREHENSIVE DATA BASE

Maximum Eligible Cost: $222,000

e Schedule: March 1, 1997 to June 30, 2001

Project Description:

& Enter coordinates and names of all representative locations (156 on..site wells, 100 oR-
site wells, 112 on-site borings for a total of 368 locations).

b. Enter existing sample information (date. matrix, requested analyses, depth, etc.) for all
samples. Assume 1,497 samples.

C. Compile data into the GIS-compatible EnviroEDGE information system.

d. Input aerial photos, surface maps, and geologic maps to prepare three-dirnensional
presentatIons.

PROJECr TASK: MONITOR SUBSET OF EXISTING WELLS

Maximum Eligible Cost: 89 1 ,000

Schedule: March 1, 1997 to June 30, 2001

Project Description:

e a. Select a subset of existing wells screened in the Qva aquifer to test, check, or monitor for
hYdrogeologic information in the ;'source area” and/or to form part of a ground water
rnonltorrng SYstem. Assurne 17 wells monitored quarterly for one year.

3 of 8
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e Grm No. GOOOO052

STIA Phue I Ground Water Study

Agreernent with the Port of Seattle

b. Update data base, conduct focused field investigations, and develop conceptual model.

PROJECT TASK: DEVELOP & IMPLEMENT GROUND WATER MODEL5.

Maimum Eljgible Cost: $ 148,000

March 1. 1997 to June 30. 2001Schedule:

Project Description:

Combine ground water modeling with soil analysis and contaminant transport modeling
to build theoretical model for the area

Based on model, evaluate possibility of contamination from AOMA impacting Highline
well field publicly recorded and operational private drinking water supply wells, Bow
Lake, Des Moines CreeK and Miller Creek.

PROJE(_'T TASK: P IUSE 1 DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORTING

&

b.

6.

e Maximum Eljgjble Cost: 542,000

Schedule: March 1, 1997 to June 30, 2001

Project Description:

Present the results of the Phase 1 modeling in a summary report.

Recomrnend proposed scope of Phase 2 study, including locations of new monitoring
wells.

&

b.

7. PROJECT TASK: CONSULTANT PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Maximum Eligible Cost: Sl 14,000

March 1. 1997 to June 30. 2001Schedule:

Project Description:

Provide leadership, direction, and quality control.a.

b. Prepare and rnanage changes of contract scope, cost estimates, and schedule as required.

Prepare monthly status reports.e C.

4 of 8



e Grant No. G0000052

STIA Phase 1 Ground Water Study
Agr%rnent with the Port of Seattle

8. PROJECr TASK: PORT PROJECr N[ANAGEMENr

Maxirnurn Eljgible Cost: $ 152,000

Schedule: March 1. 1997 to June 30. 2001

Project Description:

a Coordinate with the consultant and the Department.

b. Assure compliance with Agreed Order.

c. Manage all fulancia] aspects of project

BUDGET

e Project Task

Phase I & 2 Design and Scoping

Review Existing Data

Develop Comprehensive Database

Monitor Subset of Existing Wells

Maximum Eligjble Cos!

$ 18,000

74,000

222,000

91 ,000-

148,000

42,000

114,000

152,000

$861 ,000

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

Develop & Implement Ground Water Model

Phase 1 Data Analysis & Reporting

Consultant Project Management

Port Project Management

TOTAL

e
5 of 8



e Grant No. G0000052
STIA Phase 1 Ground Water Study
Agreement with the Port of Seattle

FUND SOURCE

Total Eligible Project Cost 886 1 ,000

FbiiBf;
: + +

Local Toxics
Control Account 509/o 8430,500

Bet! !!!
Cash Match 50cyo 8430,500

ADDITIONAL BUDGET (-'ONDITIONS

1.

9An•

3.

Overhead is eligible; the RECIPIENT may charge 25 percent of the RECIPIENT salaries
and benefits applied directly to the project as overhead.
The fiscal office will monitor expenditures at the task level. A letter amendment is
required to redistribute costs among tasks. A formal amendment is required to increase
state funding.
The rnaximurn allowable amount from LTCA is 8430,SOO. All remaining costs will be
paid by cash match.

e
SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

A MTNORiTY AND WOMEN'S BUSINESS PARTIC'IPATION

The RECIPIENT agrees to solicit and recruit. to the maximum extent possible, certified
rninority-owned (MBE) and women-owned (WBE) businesses in purchases and contracts
initiated after the effective date of this Agreement.

In the absence of more stringent goals established by the RECIPIENTs ju{sdiction, the
RECIPIENT agrees to utilize the DEPARTMENTS goals for ninority- and women-owned
business participation in all bid packages, request for proposals, and puchase orders. These
goals are expressed as a percentage of the total dollars available for the purchase or contract and
are as follows:

Construction/Public Works

Architecture/Engineering
Purchased Goods
Purchased Services

Professional Services

10% MBE
10% MBE
8% MBE

1 0(?/a NtBE
1 0% MBE

6%WBE
6%WBE
4%WBE
4%WBE
4%WBE8

MeetIng these goals is voluntary and no contract award or rejection shall be made based on

achIevement or non-achievement of the goals. Ac}Uevement of the goals is encouraged,

6 of 8
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e Grant No. GOOOO052

STI A Phase I Ground Water Study

A©eelnent with the Port of Seattle

however, and the RECIPIENT and ALL prospective bidders or persons subrnitting qualifications
shall take the following affirmative steps in any procurement initiated after the effective date of
thIS Agreement:
1. Include qualified minority and women's businesses on solicitation lists.
2. Assure that qualified minority and women's businesses ue solicited whenever they ue

potential sources of services or supplies.
Divide the total requirements, when economically feasible, into smaller tasks or
quantities, to permit maximum participation by qualified minority and women's
businesses.

Establish delivery schedules. where work requirements penal which will encourage
participation of qualified minority and women’s businesses.
Use the services and assistance of the State Office of Minority and Women’s Business
Enterprises (OMWBE) and the Office of Minority Bushless Enterprises of the U.S.
Department ofCornmerce, as appropriate.

3.

4.

5.

By signing this Agreement, the RECIPIENT certifies that the above steps were, or will be
followed. Any contractor engaged by the RECIPIENF under this agreement shall be required to
follow the above five affinnative steps in the award of any subconaact(s).

e The RECIPIENT shall report to the DEPARTMENT at the time of submitting each invoice, on
forms provided by the DEPARTMENT, payments made to qualified firms. The report will
address:

1.

2.

Name and state OMWBE certification nurnber of my qualified fum receivbrg mds
under the voucher, including any sub-ul&or subsubcontrutors.
Tbc total dollar amount paid to qualified firms urder dlis invoice.

B USE OF EXISTING cobrrRACTS

The RECIPIENT may use existing contracts that conform to adopted procurement procedura
and applicable state laws. The RECIPIENT shall notify are DEPARTMENT if it used con&acts
entered into prior to the execution of the grant agreement for performurce of gIna furded
actlvltles.

C ALL WRITINGS CONTArNED HERErN

This agreement, the appended ’'General Terms urd Conditions," uld dIe DEPARTMENTs
Administrative Requirements for Ecology Grants urd Loars, WDC)E 95..70 1, contain are entire
understanding between the parties, and Mere are no o&rer understandings or representations
except as those set forth or incorporated by reference herein. No subsequent modification(s) or
amendment(s) of this grant agreement shall be of any force or effect unless in w,iting, signed by
authorized representatives of the RECIPIENT and DEPARTMENT and made part of this
agreement; EXCEPT a letter of amendment will suffice to redistribute the budget without
increasing the total eligible project cost or to change the DEPARTMENTs Project Officer or the

e
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Grant No. G0000052

STIA Phase I Ground Water Study
AgRernent with the Port of Seattle

RECIPIENTs Project Coordinator or to extend the period of performance as set forth in the
Grant Agreement.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereby execute this Grant:

STATE OF WASHINGTON
DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

PORT OF SEATILE

}

I

Prograrn Manager

a

rIB

Bme)Solid Waste and Financial Assistance

i
tI Mg

(adeN
bYI

Pa

L'w IMXhoaTe+ Approved as to form only by Assistant Attorney General.

of


